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Rapid advances in the semiconductor industry have led to the proliferation of electric
devices and information technology (IT). Integrated circuits(IC) based upon silicon
MOSFET’s have been used in virtually every electronic device produced today. The
competitiveness of this huge market urges an increased device performance with
lower cost. Over the past three decades, it is fulfilled by reducing transistor gate
lengths and oxide thickness with each new generation of manufacturing technology.
The leading edge CMOS technology is currently at the 45nm node with physical gate
length at 18 nm and an equivalent gate oxide thickness (EOT) of 0.9 nm. However, as
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the device is miniaturized into the nanometer-scale regime nowadays, some
challenges abound. Some challenges are new, some are just getting tougher and most
of them will continue to become even more difficult to deal with for future
generations. It is the world-wide effort to meet these challenges for sustaining the
rapid growth of the industry. In this thesis, we will address a few of these challenges
and offer some new approaches to get around them. Specifically, we introduce a new
measurement technique to solve the precision problem in C-V measurement based on
Time domain Reflectrometry(TDR). We also use the combination of experiment and
theory to resolve the defect depth-profiling ambiguity associated with charge pumping
measurement. Moreover, we find a new mode in transistor degradation that will
become much more serious as the transistor size shrinks further. All these results
represent a major and important advance which is also timely to the IC industry.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The steady downscaling of transistor dimensions over the past two decades has been
the main stimulus to the growth of silicon integrated circuits (ICs) and the information
industry [1]. The driving force behind the relentless downscaling of the MOSFET in
integrated circuit is, as always, cost per function. Smaller size means more transistors
per unit area and a chip can either be smaller or do more [2-3]. At the same time,
performance must also be improved. To achieve that, the gate dielectric thickness
must shrink as well [4-5]. However, as the gate oxide gets thinner, challenges are
faced as well. At state-of-the-art 1.2nm EOT MOS devices, the gate oxide is so thin
that leakage current reaches over 800A/cm2 [3]. Even though the high κ dielectrics
used in the recent 45nm technology alleviates the leakage current, it is still believed
that the leakage current will be higher in the future device because of the aggressive
scaling down of oxide thickness. Such high leakage causes many problems. Power
dissipation is clearly a serious issue. Even basic device characterizations are suffering.

As basic and important as C-V measurement, high precision is not achievable when
the leakage is too high. Some advances such as multi-frequency approach have helped
[6], but can only go so far [7-8]. Extensive investigations have been carried out to
search for a simple and accurate C-V measurement technique [6-19]. The Time
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) method introduced in this work is a novel solution to
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this problem. With the TDR method, C-V measurement can be done with high
precision and can be automated.

With power consumption problem associated with high gate leakage current, it is
natural that the industry seeks alternative to the traditional SiO2 gate dielectric [20-22].
Recently, high dielectric constant (high-κ) materials start as the gate oxide in 45 nm
technology. However, the whole reason why silicon dominates the IC industry for
many decades is that the thermally grown SiO2 is an exceptionally good material for
gate insulator. To replace SiO2, the high-κ materials must also be low in defect density
and can withstand high electrical stress. It represents a big challenge [12-14]. It is
found that a high density of defects in these materials lead to undesired transport
though the dielectrics and trapping-induced instabilities [23-25]. To point a direction
for further manufacturing process improvement, it has become extremely important to
characterize the defects and to study how new defects are created in them under
electrical stress.

To that end, very few measurement techniques are at the disposal of scientists and
engineers. Frequency dependent charge-pumping (FDCP) has emerged as the best
candidate for the task [26-27]. However, even though the technique has been around
for more than twenty years, the basic question of how deep does it probe has not been
resolved yet. There are two camps of thought in the literature [28-29]. The differences
in interpretation have led to an even more serious debate over whether new defects
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can be created in the high-k materials under electrical stress. The implication in the
reliability of high-κ material is obvious and the resolution of this debate becomes
urgent. In this work, we resolve this debate using a combination of experimental and
theoretical approaches. Our result provides the first clarification of this important
question.

The reliability of high-κ gate dielectric is one of the many reliability issues that
become more acute with scaled down MOSFETs. Another standout reliability issues
in nanoscale MOSFET is the Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) of
p-channel devices [30-33]. It has become much more worrisome because it gets worse
rapidly when the gate oxide becomes thinner and nitrided oxide is used in the industry
to combat boron penetration [34-36]. Pure NBTI for pMOS has already become the
most serious reliability issue in current leading edge technology. The recent discovery
that the NBTI degradation with a drain bias is even worse naturally pushes NBTI as
the key reliability constraints for future device scaling [37-41]. The fact that the
impact of drain bias increases with reduced channel length is even scarier. While it
seems to be another issue associated with the ultrathin gate dielectric, the effect of the
drain bias is not easy to explain.

Most of the studies of the drain bias effect on NBTI have been done at high enough
drain voltage so that serious channel-hot-carrier (CHC) effect occurs [37-41]. Thus
most explanations invoke either a NBTI enhanced CHC degradation or CHC
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enhanced NBTI degradation. If that were the case, then the effect might not be so
serious because the CHC effect for most advanced MOSFET is very minor at the
operation voltage. However, another possible cause of this problem prompted us to
look at this phenomenon at conditions that CHC is almost absent. We find that the
drain bias enhanced NBTI is definitely a serious problem for advanced MOSFET in
the nanoscale. Our results indicate that the cause comes from another nanoscale
specific phenomenon, namely ballistic phonon effect [42-44]. While NBTI is
exacerbated by the nanoscale gate dielectric, the drain bias effect, at least in our case,
is also worsened by the nanoscale transistor channel length. This is a truly
troublesome finding because it means a totally new mode of reliability degradation
will exist. All temperature sensitive reliability issues of the transistor will be impacted
and the impact will become more severe as the transistor shrinks further, particularly
for high frequency operation.

Actually, high frequency application is another important area for these nanometer
MOS devices to make their mark. Taking advantage of their excellent RF performance,
these advanced MOS devices have been widely used for many microwave
applications in areas of mobile communication and wireless networking [45-46]. At
the same time, corresponding high frequency device measurement techniques are
urgently demanded for properly characterizing their performances. However, a
reliable high frequency measurement also requires a set of specific skills and
instruments, which are not widely used in traditional device characterization. Absence
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of careful consideration can easily cause measurement error and misinterpretation of
results. For example, without specific design, when one launches a high speed pulse
on a capacitor, some part of incident pulse is reflected back to source due to the
impedance mismatch between the probe and capacitor. As a result, the actual voltage
across the capacitor is much smaller than designated. These impedance mismatch
issues are not important for traditional DC or low frequency measurements. However,
as the measurement frequency gets higher enough, signal wavelength is reduced to be
comparable with physical size of measurement components. Under that circumstance,
all electrical components (such as cable, adaptor and probe) should be treated as a
transmission line instead of a single wire and impedance match issue becomes a
significant problem.

To get around this difficulty, we come up some solutions. In our study, we homely
build a 50 Ω terminated high-speed probe. It matches the source output impedance as
well as the cable characteristic impedance. It is allowed to launch a high speed signal
(<20GHz) at DUT with reflection loss less than 1%. Based on that, we are able to
implement the charge pumping over 1GHz with square wave for the first time. The
new results clear the debate over probe depth in high K defect characterization. This
specific probe is also used in the setup to study the dynamic drain bias frequency
dependent NBTI effect, which helps to identify the impact of our new mode of
reliability degradation.
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Moreover, any design of reliable high frequency measurement setup requires a tool to
evaluate the setup for further improvement. Time domain Reflectromety(TDR) is such
a system that is well known for its capability to detect impedance at time domain and
identify the location of impedance mismatch. Besides its help to high frequency
measurement, it also offers solutions to some challenges in advanced MOS device
characterization. With a simple capture of time domain impedance profile of MOS
capacitor, C-V characteristics, series resistance and overlap capacitor can be extracted
with great accuracy. This new technique is free of difficulties that met by traditional
C-V methods and can be applicable to routine industrial test procedure.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review

In chapter 1, we provide a brief introduction as well as the main frame of this thesis.
In this chapter, we will give some background about this thesis topic. We will address
recent developments of advanced thin oxide MOS device as well as emerging
challenges in device characterization. Specifically, we will first show why the
aggressive scaling down of oxide thickness is evitable in section 2.1. We will further
address what the problem for thin oxide device is and how they affect the device
characterization such as C-V measurement. C-V measurement is the first of three
parts in this thesis work and will be discussed in detail in chapter 4 and 5. In order to
prepare the readers with enough background, section 2.2 describes the principle of
conventional C-V method and its difficulty in the application of advanced thin oxide
MOS device.

Since the high κ dielectrics has been released to be used as gate oxide in the state of
art 45 nm node technology, its reliability becomes a big concern. Section 2.3 will
address recent advance and the unsolved question- where is the trap increase after the
electrical stress. The answer must turn to the charge pumping measurement. Therefore,
its principle and application to detect traps in the oxide is reviewed in section 2.4.
Even though the measurement technique sounds simple, the interpretation is
controversial. This is exactly the role of the second part of this thesis work –
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answering the question: how deep does charge pumping probes.

Traps in the high κ dielectrics are one of the reliability concerns in the many. The
current most serious one is negative bias temperature stability (NBTI). Section 2.5
will provides the basic background of NBTI. This knowledge is important for
understanding third part of this thesis work – a new mode of NBTI.

The purpose of this chapter is to lay down enough knowledge or background for the
reader to understand this thesis work. Those who are very familiar with related
materials can skip this chapter and go directly to chapter 3.

2.1.

Thin Oxide MOS Device

The continuous growth in integrated circuit(IC) density and speed is the heart of the
rapid growth of electronics. The electronics industry is now the largest industry in
terms of output as well as employment in many nations. It will be no doubt that this
big industry will continue playing more important role in economic, social and even
political development throughout the world. This importance is the motivation as well
as a formidable driving force that urges the continued rise in IC integration density
and speed.

The rise in circuit density and speed has been accompanied by the scaling of
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MOSFET’s to lower the cost per function and meanwhile increase the performance
and functionality of the circuits. Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MOSFET)

is

the

most

important

and

fundamental

building

block

of

very-large-scale-integrated (VLSI) circuits today in IC industry. Ideally, a MOSFET
has high drive current (when the gate electrode is biased to turn the transistor on) and
low leakage current (when the gate electrode is biased to turn the transistor off).

Reduced size for density requires a short channel length and small channel width. At
the same time, high circuit speed is achieved by the reduction of the gate insulator
oxide thickness which leads to an enhancement of the MOSFET’s current drive
capability as well as a better control of the short channel effects.

The transistor driving or saturation current Idsat is an important parameter because it
determines the time needed to charge and discharge the on chip capacitive loads. Thus,
it impacts the product speed more than any other transistor parameter. This can be
fulfilled by a short channel and high gate oxide field because the inversion layer
charge density is proportional to the oxide field [4]. Practically, high drain current has
been achieved by reducing the thickness of the gate dielectrics because Idsat of a
thin-oxide MOSFET can benefit more from channel length scaling, as shown in
Figure 2.1 which is taken from Chenming Hu’s paper [5]. As illustrated, scaling the
o

channel length alone yields little increase in current from the 155 A oxide thickness,
far less than the textbook 1/L dependence would predict. After all, even as L
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approaches zero, Idsat approaches a constant. In contrast, reducing the oxide thickness
yields a considerable increase in Idsat by increasing the oxide field and inversion
charge density.

Transconductance(S/mm)

0.7

o

36 A

0.5

15.5nm

W=10um

0.6

8.6nm
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0.3
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0
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Figure 2.1 Experimental data reported by Chenming Hu [5] for MOSFET drain current versus effective
channel length and gate oxide thickness. High oxide field not only increase MOSFET current, but also
increase the benefit of shrinking the channel length. It is reported that the data is in good agreement
with the theoretical prediction [4], although different from the textbook MOSFET model.

Consequently, motivated by the rise in circuit density and speed, advanced MOS
device with thin gate oxide and short channel is highly demanded for pursuing device
miniature and high driving current. Over the past three decades, transistor channel
lengths and oxide thickness is reduced with each new generation of manufacturing
technology. This trend is reflected in the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) [1]. Today the 45 nm channel length transistors are in mass
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production with physical gate length down to 18 nm.
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Figure 2.2 Scaling trend of gate oxide thickness over the past five technology generation from the
0.18um to 65nm node. Experimental data (LGate) and equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) are collected
from device papers presented at conference. When only inversion oxide thickness (TInv) is provided in
the literature, 8Å is subtracted from TInv to account for the additional capacitance component resulting
from the poly depletion effect at the gate side and the quantum mechanical effect at the channel side.
This figure is taken from reference [2].

Moreover, huge progress in gate oxide fabrication process has made it possible to
realize ultra thin films with an acceptable thickness roughness and uniformity as well
as a low defect density. As thin as 1.2nm EOT gate dielectrics are used in today’s
state-of-the-art complementary MOS (CMOS) technology, which corresponding to
three to four layers of silicon atoms. Figure 2.2 illustrates the evolution of the
technology nodes and gate oxide thickness as published over past two decades. It
should be noticed that each update enhances the technology node every year.
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2.2.

C-V Measurement and its Difficulty

With dielectrics as thin as few atomic layers, this level of nanotechnology brings the
challenges. When the oxide is thin, substantial direct tunneling current flows from the
gate to the channel even under low voltage at operating conditions. More badly, this
leakage current is found to increase exponentially with the decreasing oxide thickness
[47]. At 1.2nm EOT MOS device, the gate leakage current density exceeds 800 A/cm2
[3]. With further scaling down of oxide thickness, a tunneling current density over
few kA/cm2 is very possible.

Such a high leakage current has a significant impact on device characterization
techniques. Even the basic measurement such as Capacitor-Voltage(C-V) is affected
and loses its accuracy. Many efforts have been made to seek a reliable technique to
obtain accurate C-V characteristics under this high leakage current situation [6-19].
Unfortunately, all methods reported so far have certain constrains and limitations. No
satisfactory solution has been found yet. That’s our motivation here to introduce this
new simple accurate C-V measurement technique using the TDR method. It offers a
possible solution to current difficulties suffering in industry now.

2.2.1. Standard C-V Characterization of MOS Capacitor

In MOS device characterization, MOS capacitor is a good test structure for its
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simplicity. C-V characteristics refer to the capacitance(C) of MOS capacitor as the
function of applied gate voltage (V). In addition to the capacitance values, a great deal
of information about the MOS capacitor and oxide/semiconductor interface can be
obtained. The C-V curve can be manipulated to extract the equivalent oxide thickness
(EOT) [48-50] and effective mobility [51-52] from measured capacitance in the
strong accumulation and inversion regime respectively. Besides that, interface traps
[53-54]; substrate doping profiles [55-56] can be obtained as well. Therefore,
accuracy is greatly demanded in C-V measurement because it is of significant
importance for parameter extraction.

LCR Meter
Gate
Gate Oxide
Si Substrate

A
VAC

VDC

MOSCAP

Figure 2.3 Illustration circuit connection of conventional standard C-V measurement set up using
LCR meter. AC signal superimposed on a DC voltage is employed on gate and resulting AC
current is measured at substrate electrode. This figure is taken from reference [53].

However, the available measurement techniques are not such wonderful for this
important device characteristic. As shown in Figure 2.3, the existing method is
typically fulfilled by applying a small AC signal (~10 to 50 mV) on top of the DC
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bias across the structure and sensing the capacitive displacement current at the same
frequency (75Hz to 1MHz). In order to do that, it is necessary to separate the AC
current component (capacitive displace current) from DC component (leakage
current). This is commonly performed using phase sensitive a LCR meter (such as HP
4285) or a lock in amplifier. Commonly, the phase and magnitude of the impedance is
measured.

Figure 2.4 Simulation of ideal low frequency C-V using the CVC program [58]. At two ends of this
voltage range, the shape of C-V is more flat and capacitance is high because either accumulation or
inversion layer is formed. In the range of between, device is under depletion and capacitance is low.

Figure 2.4 shows ideally what a C-V curve would look like. This is a theoretical
simulation of low frequency C-V using the CVC program developed by Professor
John R. Hauser from North Carolina State University [58]. At very negative (below flat
band voltage) gate bias, an accumulation layer of holes is formed at
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oxide-semiconductor interface. While at very positive (above threshold voltage) gate
bias, the electrons, which can respond to the slow change in low frequency capacitor
voltage, builds an inversion layer at interface. At these two operation modes, the MOS
capacitance is just oxide capacitance and exhibits itself as a flat line in C-V curve
(Figure 2.4). When a gate voltage between the above two modes is applied, a space
charge region is induced in the semiconductor. At this mode, the capacitance across
depletion layer plays more important role and results in much smaller capacitance
than oxide capacitance. Therefore, a decrease of capacitance is shown in C-V curve.

Figure 2.5 is the shape of expected C-V behavior. When the oxide gets thin, the
existing measurement technique has problem in conveying results as expecting.
Instead, it shows analogous behavior as shown in Figure 2.5. This is the C-V curve
measured at EOT 1.3nm 1400um2 n-channel HfO2 MOSCAP with lock in amplifier.
Same oxide thickness of SiO2 is much worse and has difficult in accurate
measurement. This part of data is extracted at 1KHz which is considered as high
frequency. The low frequency C-V behavior obtained here is due to the transistor-like
designed test structure to provide inversion charge. The detail description of the test
structure will be done at chapter 4.

The most of important sign in this data is the deviation of inversion and accumulation
(two ends) part of C-V curve from the expectation. Instead of pretty constant with
voltage, the capacitance significantly decreases. Similar phenomena are observed by
many other research groups [6, 9-13]. For example, Yang et al. found that the
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capacitance of 1.7 nm MOS capacitor depends on the measurement frequency and
decreases with increasing gate bias [6]. Ahmed et al. noticed a faster roll-off of
capacitance at strong inversion with the increasing channel length for sub 2nm oxide
devices [10].

Figure 2.5 The measured C-V curve using conventional measurement techniques with lock in
amplifier to detect phase and magnitude for EOT 1.3nm 1400um2 n-channel HfO2 MOSCAP.
Same oxide thickness of SiO2 is much worse and has difficult in accurate measurement. Note that
the C-V is anomalous at inversion and accumulation with sharply decreases of capacitance.

2.2.2. Limitation of Conventional C-V Measurement

This anomalous behavior deprives the role of C-V as a basic characteristic for
parameter extraction because the extraction like EOT and effective mobility is highly
dependent on the accuracy of gate capacitance at accumulation and inversion region.
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It is believed to come from the shortness of measurement technique, specifically, from
the limitation to handle high leakage current and series resistance.

RPm

RP Cm

C

Capacitive
Current
Leakage Current

RS
Thick Oxide

(a)

(b)

Thin Oxide

(c)

Figure 2.6 (a) three element equivalent circuits for leaky MOS capacitor, C is the measured
capacitor, RP represents the leakage current component, RS is the series resistance. (b) Parallel
circuit model used in conventional C-V measurement. It shows that the actual measurement yields
a Cm (measured capacitance) in parallel with RPm (measured parallel resistance). (c) The current
component in traditional C-V measurement, leakage current and capacitive current are 90 degrees
out of phase. For the same capacitance with same amount of capacitive displacement current (the
vertical component in the figure), the leakage current in thinner oxide is much larger. It may
overwhelm the displacement current and the measurement technique will lose its accuracy.

To describe the exact reason, a simple three-element equivalent circuit, as shown in
Figure 2.6(a), would be required to conceptually model the thin oxide MOS device [6].
In addition to measured capacitance C and series resistance RS arising from the finite
resistance of the source/drain contacts, inversion channel and gate material, a shunt
resistance RP = ∂Vg / ∂I g due to the leakage current is also included [59]. As the gate

oxide gets thin, leakage current increases exponentially. As a result, shunt resistance
RP reduces sharply and becomes comparable in magnitude to the series resistance RS.
So both shunt and series resistances are required for thin oxide MOS device.
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In the conventional C-V measurement for these leaky thin oxide capacitors, it
typically uses parallel circuit model in Figure 2.6(c). Compared to more accurate three
elements equivalent circuit, we have seen that we can no longer directly relate the
measured capacitance value C m with that of the dielectric film C because of the
significant contribution of the series resistance RS [7]. At the leaky MOS device,
series resistance Rs and shunt resistance RP are comparable so that the capacitance test
voltage is divided between the MOS capacitor C and the series resistance RS. Less
magnitude of voltage across the MOS capacitor results in smaller measured
capacitance. This capacitance degradation becomes more severe at high gate bias
region where the leakage current is high. Finally, it causes huge gate capacitance
attenuation observed in Figure 2.5.

2.2.3. Improvement and Limitation of C-V Technique for Thin Oxide

Being aware of the error in the conventional C-V measurement, many research groups
have made efforts to find a correction procedure [6-19]. It can be seen from the three
element equivalent circuit that, in order to obtain capacitance with high precision, the
other two components RS, RP should also be determined accurately. However, from a
single measurement of impedance phase and magnitude, only two of these three
parameters can be ascertained. Therefore, one more relation is required to extract all
these three unknown components. This problem can be solved by measuring capacitor
at two different frequencies as proposed by Yang and Hu [6]. With an additional
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measurement at a different frequency, all three parameters can be known.

Although, theoretically, this two-frequency model is correct, there are numerous
limitations in practice. As illustrated in Figure 2.6(c), for the same capacitance with
same amount of displacement current (the vertical component in the figure), the
leakage current in thinner oxide is much larger. It may overwhelm the displacement
current and instrument precision is mostly spent on accurate determination of the
leakage current components.

As a result, a small error of the phase angle introduces a large error in the capacitance
measurement. Nara et al. pointed out that the inevitable error in the measurement
limits the usefulness of this method in ultra thin gate oxides [8]. Ghibaudo et al.
showed that the measurement error caused by series resistance effect is amplified by
the shunt resistance RP and gets worse for thinner oxide [7]. Zhu et al. found that
the dominant source of measurement error comes from RS / RP term, which becomes
severe when oxide gets thinner [13].

To that end, many improvements have been made on the two frequency method to
preserve its effectiveness [16-18]. For example, Luo et al. developed a four-element
equivalent circuit which accounts for the parasitic capacitance [17]. Moreover, the
finite channel resistance prompted some groups to use a distributed network to replace
the three element model [10-13]. All these approaches share the same basic scheme –
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the measurement of impedance is affected by both shunt and series resistance. Even
more elaborated refinements and therefore complexities are introduced to cope with
the increasing error associated with ultra thin gate oxide. This difficulty has led
Teramoto et al. to try a new approach that relies on resonance [19]. As a result, all
these difficulties have brought about a need for new measurement procedures which
can account for both series and shunt resistance.

In chapter 3, we introduce a new simple accurate C-V measurement technique based
on Time domain Reflectrometry (TDR). It completely solves the above problem and
is very accurate even under leakage current as high as 5000A/cm2. Besides that, it can
also accurately offers series resistance and overlap capacitance simultaneously
which will be demonstrated in detail in Chapter 4.

2.3.

High κ Gate Dielectrics and its Reliability Issue

The difficulty in C-V measurement is not the only problem caused by such high
leakage current. Power dissipation is another serious concern, even though leakage
current is still negligible compared to transistor driving current. Typically, a standby
power (when the transistor is off) within 100mW can be tolerated by today’s high
performance CMOS logic chips. With the typical 0.1 cm2 active gate area per chip,
the maximum tolerable gate leakage current would be of the order of 1 A/cm2 for an
operation voltage of 1 V.
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Unfortunately, as the gate oxide is scaled down to 2nm, it has run into this off-power
limitation [3]. To push oxide thickness further down, industry has introduced nitrogen
in the growth of SiO2 in 90/65 nm generation. In this way, a heavily nitrided SiON
(oxynitride) films are formed to block boron diffusion reducing gate leakage. Besides
the advance in the fabrication process, improvement is also made in circuit design
area. More power tolerant chip-architecture IC designs as well as sophisticated power
management schemes are developed. In recent logic circuit applications, these leaky
advanced MOS devices are used in core of the chip for fast operation. The rest of
functionality such as I/O voltage applications is implemented by thick oxide devices.
In this way, the leaky gate active area can be reduced.

Although all these developments can help to somewhat extend the life of SiO2 and
push oxide thinner as to today’s 1.2nm, it is clear that SiO2 has approached its
physical and electrical limits and leakage issue is the obstacle for further down scaling.
To circumvent this impediment, it is natural that the industry seeks alternative gate
dielectric as a replacement of SiO2. Fortunately, they found one. In the recent released
45 nm technology by Intel, Hf- based materials is used as gate oxide with dielectrics
4~5 times larger than pure SiO2. With these high-κ dielectrics, leakage current is 4~5
times lower than 65 nm technology because the physical thickness of the gate stack
can be increased while maintaining the same capacitance.

Meanwhile, these high κ materials do not have such good interface quality as thermal
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grown SiO2. It is not surprising because SiO2 has been used for more than 30 years. It
offers so fantastic and tremendous important material and electrical properties,
including a stable thermodynamic Si/SiO2 interface with low defect charge densities
( 1010 cm −2 eV −1 ) as well as superior electrical insulation and interfacial bonding
properties. Like other transition metal oxides, the high κ material exhibits a high
density of intrinsic electron traps in the material. Moreover, the SiO2 buffer layer,
usually formed between high κ film and silicon substrate to improve interface quality,
is not as good as thermal grown SiO2. It also indicates large number of defects states.

Therefore, to correctly characterize these defects behavior under stress, it is of great
importance to separate contributions from the traps in high κ film and in the
interfacial SiO2 layer. The results will help understanding the origin of these traps and
point to the direction of further manufacturing process improvement. Among the very
few measurement techniques available to fulfill this goal, the frequency dependent
charge pumping (FDCP) is the best.

2.4.

Frequency Dependent Charge Pumping(FDCP)

Among all the defect characterization methods, charge pumping (CP) technique
[60-61] is proved to be the most successful and reliable one, because it is very simple
to set up and shows, by far, the highest sensitivity (~ 1×10 9 cm −2 eV −1 ).
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The basic experimental set-up to perform charge pumping measurements, as
introduced by Brugler and Jespers [60], is illustrated in Figure 2.7 for the case of an
n-channel MOS transistor. The gate of the MOSFET is connected to a pulse generator
and a reverse bias is applied to the source and the drain junctions, while the substrate
current is measured.

G
S

D
n+

n+

VR

A

Figure 2.7 Basic experimental setup for charge pumping. Picture is taken from reference 60.

As illustrated in Figure 2.8, the basic idea of the charge pump technique is to rapidly
switch a MOSFET from accumulation towards inversion and back forth. When the
transistor is pulsed into inversion, electrons originating from the drain and source
region get trapped in interface states (region C in figure). As the gate pulse is
switched rapidly and drives the surface into accumulation, the mobile charge drifts
back to the source and drain under the influence of the reverse bias, but the trapped
electrons do not have sufficient time to get detrapped from the interface states (region
D in figure). The trapped electrons will recombine with holes originating from the
substrate (region E in figure).

A similar process holds for the switching from

accumulation (from region A to C). In this way, a net amount of charge is transferred
(“pumped”) from the bulk to the drain and source regions. By repeatedly switching
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the gate voltage, a RMS average current can be measured at the substrate contact,
which is directly proportional to the interface trap density, the transistor gate area, and
the frequency of the gate pulses.
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EV
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EC
EF
EV

EC

D
E
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EF
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t
Figure 2.8 Illustration of physical mechanism of charge pumping. It relies on the application of a
square waveform to the gate of the device which drives the device from accumulation into
inversion and back to accumulation again. At region B, the device is just driven into inversion and
interface states are still empty. At region C, after very short time of inversion, all the interface
states are filled by the electrons from source/drain. At region D, accumulation just started and
electrons are still trapped in interface states and have not enough time to escape it out. At region E,
after certain time of accumulation, the interface states are emptied by the holes from substrate..
Solid circles represent electrons while empty ones are holes Solid circles in interface states means
that they are filled with electrons while empty one means electrons are recombined by the holes.
This picture is taken from reference 63.

This conventional charge pumping is mostly used to measure the interface state
density. However, for the high κ dielectrics, besides interface states, large numbers of
defects are also generated in the bulk of dielectrics. In addition, a lot of traps are also
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presented at high κ/SiO2 interface and bulk buffer SiO2 because the quality of buffer
SiO2 layer is not so good. These oxide traps locate some distance away from the
interface states and communicate with the semiconductor by electron tunneling from
inversion layer or filled interface states (Figure 2.8). These slow oxide traps play an
important role for the high κ dielectrics reliability such as threshold voltage shifts,
mobility, transconductance degradation, bias temperature instability and dielectric
breakdown [24]. Thus it becomes a big concern as well as the subject of an increasing
interest

EC

t1

EF
EV

Gate

High K layer

t2

t2<t1

SiO2

Si substrate

Figure 2.9 Illustration of filling defects in high K/SiO2/Si MOS device. A large number of traps
are generated in bulk of high K and buffer SiO2 as well high K/SiO2 interface. These traps away
from interface can be filled by electron tunneling from filled interface states or inversion layer. It
takes electrons longer time to tunnel and fill those traps that are far away. Solid circle represents
electrons and empty ones are unfilled defects.

To that end, a new charge pumping technique, based on the evolution of the CP
current as a function of frequency, has been developed to address depth profile of the
electron traps. It is based on the mechanism that different locations of traps need
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different time to fill. The traps locating further away from interface requires more
time for electrons/holes to tunnel into and fill them (Figure 2.9). By varying the time
allowed for electron tunneling the depth profile of traps can be obtained by detecting
the trap density at a given time period. Experimentally, it is implemented by changing
the gate square pulse frequency in charge pumping measurement.

When high frequency gate pulse is applied, only the interface traps are able to
participate in the charge pumping process since there is insufficient time for electron
to tunnel into the oxide traps further away. As the frequency is lowered, the applied
gate pulse drives the device into inversion for longer time. Those traps within a
tunneling distance appropriate for that particular frequency can also be filled and
emptied by the tunneling in and out of electrons from interface states, leading to an
increasing charge pumping current per cycle.

This frequency dependent charge-pumping (FDCP) method allows the assessment of
spatial distributions of oxide traps. However, although this idea was reported by
Declerck et.al more than 30 years ago [28], the theory behind it has only been
improved recently. The probed depth in the dielectric as a function of CP frequency
has become a controversial issue on the recent adaptation to study the defects in high
κ gate dielectric stack. For the same experimental data, two different groups come up
with two totally different conclusions [28, 29]. Who is right? How exactly deep does
charge pumping probe? In chapter 5, we will use both experimental evidence and
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theoretical model to answer this important question.

2.5.

Negative Bias Temperature Instability(NBTI)

Besides the high κ reliability, Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) is
another serious concern and becomes the number one reliability problem nowadays.
NBTI is a degradation phenomenon in p-channel MOSFET, known since the late of
1960s on SiO2 dielectrics. It has been observed that the application of negative gate
bias on p-channel MOSFET causes instability of device behavior with time, such as
an increase in the magnitude of threshold voltage (VT) and a reduction in device
driving current (IDSAT) [30-32].

The involved physical mechanism is commonly admitted that under a constant gate
voltage and an elevated temperature a build-up of positive charges occurs either at the
interface Si/SiO2 or in the oxide layer leading to the reduction of MOSFET
performances [34-35]. The kinetics of this effect is accelerated by temperature and the
oxide electric field.

As shown in Figure 2.10, the NBTI induced VT shift increases with stress time and
could reach the level that hurts the logic function in the long term. Typically, for the
modern devices operating at 1.2 V or below, VT shifts on the order of 20-50 mV is
considered to be very serious. The problem gets worse since this degradation are not
uniform for pMOS and nMOS.
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The name of “negative bias” suggests that it occurs primarily in p-channel MOSFETs
with negative gate voltage bias and appears to be negligible for positive gate voltage
and for either positive or negative gate voltages in n-channel MOSFETs. In MOS
circuits, it occurs most commonly during the ‘‘high’’ state of p-channel MOSFETs
inverter operation. As a result, greater VT shift in one transistor of a matched CMOS
pair can cause functional failure in analog circuits and logic circuits that are sensitive
to parameter mismatch.

Figure 2.10 Measured NBTI induced VT shift versus time plotted in standard log-log form. The
device under test is an advanced MOSFET from 90 nm technology with 2 µm channel width and
50 nm physical gate lengths. Two different temperature conditions are used: room temperature (25
C) and elevated temperature (125 C). More VT shift is observed at higher temperature.

Moreover, the degradation is accelerated by temperature. As shown in Figure 2.10, VT
shift increases at higher temperature. Since most of device operates at elevated
temperatures such as 125 C, this temperature dependent reliability issue becomes a
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major reliability concern. With the recent relentless technology scaling down of oxide
thickness, the concern becomes more serious because the degradation is also well
known for its acceleration by increasing electrical field for thinner oxide [34].

In chapter 6, we will report a new mode of NBTI degradation – Ballistic Phonon
Enhanced NBTI. It is a new finding and believed to be more serious for future
transistors.
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Chapter 3
C-V measurement I
Capacitance Extraction with Very High Leakage Current
using Time Domain Method
In previous chapter, it explains the difficulty in the C-V measurement nowadays. In
this chapter, we will solve the problem and present a new C-V technique. The reason
to put this as the first of three parts in this thesis is C-V measurement is one of the
first electrical tests for a new device. From the measurement, one can find out the
equivalent oxide thickness, flat band voltage, substrate doping and so on. It is so basic
and widely used that a reliable and accurate technique is demanded. The need
becomes more urgent recently because the existing famous method runs into problem.

People have done extensive searching process to find a good candidate [6-19].
However, the result is not satisfactory because of the high standard of the new
technique. This new technique must be simple but accurate. In addition, it can also be
automated so that it can be integrated into the routine device measurement on the
production line. Most important of all, it must have the strong ability to handle the
accuracy problem from the leakage current for the advanced MOS device. Moreover,
the leakage current will become higher for future device and this new technique
should also be able to deal with that.
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Fortunately, we find a good one and will be shown in this chapter in details. It is time
domain reflectrometry(TDR) C-V method. It is based on a well known high frequency
measurement technique called TDR with the commercial instrument available. It can
provide accurate C-V result even under leakage current as high as 4000 A/cm2, which
is sufficient enough for at least next few generations of CMOS technology. This
method offers a simple and high precision measurement technique and can be
automated and implemented as a routine device characterization procedure.

3.1.

Basic Principle

The basic principle of the new technique could be viewed as a step function with very
fast rise time propagating down a transmission line. Upon encountering a capacitor,
part of the power passes through but most of it is reflected. The shape of the reflected
step function, intuitively, must contain information about the capacitor. Naturally, one
cannot recover the full information of the capacitor without a proper reference.
However, once a well designed reference is available, this method allows an accurate
description of the capacitor. The idea of sending step voltage and measuring the
reflected voltage is so called Time domain reflectrometry(TDR).

The step function generated by the TDR scope is very fast with 35ps rise time. It
reached the device (capacitor) under test (DUT) through a bias-TEE (for DC bias) and
a transmission line. Due to impedance mismatch between the transmission line and
the capacitor, the step function is reflected back toward the scope which records it. By
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studying the reflected voltage waveform, much information can be obtained on the
nature of the load. Of course, a reference is necessary and chosen to be an open circuit
(let the probe floating). Figure 3.1 shows the reflected waveforms from an open
circuit reference, a MOS capacitor in depletion. For detail description and explanation
of TDR theory, please refer to Appendix A.

Figure 3.1 Reflected waveforms from open circuit (reference), MOS capacitor (HfO2 gate
dielectrics with EOT 1.2nm) at depletion (VG = 0V). The shaded area represents the total stored
charge in the depletion case. The insert is the equivalent circuit of the capacitor with thin oxide.

At any instant in time, the reflection coefficient is determined by the impedance
mismatch:

ρ=

Z L − Z0
Z L + Z0

(3.1)

Where Z0 is the impedance of the transmission line which is typically 50 Ω in
high-speed measurements; ZL is the impedance of the DUT. For an open circuit, ZL
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= ∞ and the reflection coefficient is 1. For the MOS capacitor, the equivalent circuit
is in the insert of Figure 3.1. The impedance of a capacitor is a short circuit when the
step function first arrives. As the capacitor charges up, it eventually becomes an open
circuit. For the depletion case (Vg = 0V), leakage current is negligible and RP can be
removed from the equivalent circuit. At the end of charging, the signal reaches the
same level as open circuit.

The charging behavior of the capacitor is a measure of the stored charge in the
capacitor. Intuitively, the area enclosed (shaded area) by the open circuit waveform
and the capacitor charging waveform represents the total stored charge at the end of
the voltage step. Mathematically, it can be vigorously shown that
C=

1
2 Z 0Vstep

∫ (V (t ) − V (t ))dt
∞

0

Open

DUT

(3.2)

Where VOpen(t) is the open circuit waveform; VDUT(t) is the waveform from the DUT
(the capacitor) and VStep is the height of the step function. The detail derivation of
equation (3.2) is shown in Appendix B. The integral represents the enclosed area of
the two waveforms which is in agreement with our intuition. With Equation (3.2),
capacitance can be obtained by measuring the reflected waveform of the capacitor and
the open circuit. Following this principle, we implement it experimentally and here
are the basic procedures as well as setups.
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3.2.

Experimental Setup and Test Structure
TDR
RF

Bias Tee DC

DC Power Supply

RF+DC

RF Ground-Signal-Ground
Microprobe

RF Cable

G
View Under
Microscope

D/S

S

G

G

D/S

RF Multi-finger
MOS Capacitor

(a)

Figure 3.2(a) Basic illustration of building block of experimental setup in TDR based C-V
measurement. (b) Picture of actual instruments and connections

Figure 3.2(a), (b) illustrates the block diagram and actual picture of experimental
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setup for MOS capacitor C-V measurement using the TDR. A TDR scope which in
our case is a Tektronix CSA8000 scope with 80E04 plug-in module is connected to
the device-under-test (DUT) which is a RF-compatible MOS capacitor [14,16]
through a Bias-TEE (Mini Circuit), a microwave cable and a microwave
Ground-Signal-Ground probe (Cascade probe). A fast rise time (~35ps) step function
with magnitude around 220mV is generated from the scope and reflection under
different DC bias condition is recorded.

Short Structure

D/S

G

D/S

MOSCAP

Figure 3.3 Picture of MOSCAP test structure, showing ground-signal-ground pads. It is taken
under high magnification microscope

Our p-type substrate MOS capacitor test structure is supplied by the Sematech
International Corp. Two wafers with same test structure but different type of gate
dielectrics are used in this measurement. One is 2nm pure SiO2 while the other is
HfO2 with 1.2 nm EOT HfO2 (~1nm buffer SiO2). This test structure is well designed.
In this design, a large number of small capacitor elements are imbedded in a sea of
highly doped material to lower the series resistance. The picture of a test structure
taken under high magnification microscope is shown in Figure 3.3. The contact pad
on the top surface at the wafer level is designed to permit one to use
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ground-signal-ground probe connection for high frequency measurement. Due to the
physical limitation of device geometry associated with the process technology, the
active area of the test structure is significantly distorted resulting in effective area
around 1400 µm2 [14]. Moreover, short circuit calibration structures are also
fabricated on the same wafer.

3.3.

Time Domain Response of Leaky MOS Capacitor

With the above setup and test structure, we obtained the reflected voltage of this MOS
capacitor under different gate bias ranging from -1.2V to 1.2V as shown in Figure 3.4.
Under this range of gate bias, this capacitor operates under accumulation, depletion
and strong inversion respectively. As it can be seen in Figure 3.4, the basic shape
drops down initially and rises up to final steady state. It is because the impedance of a
capacitor initially behaves as a short circuit when the step function first arrives. And it
eventually becomes an open circuit as the capacitor charges up.

Moreover, in some bias condition (such as VG=1.2V and -1.2V), the steady state of
capacitor does not reach the same level of the open circuit. In Figure 3.4, it can be
also seen that the final state of capacitor at some gate bias when it finished the
charging has the voltage level less than open circuit. That is because the test structure
used in this experiment is thin oxide device with pretty large leakage current when
applied voltage is high.
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Figure 3.4 Time domain curve of MOS capacitor with 2nm SiO2 and EOT 1.2nm HfO2 gate
dielectrics. Positive and negative gate voltage cases are plotted in a separated way.

As a result, some charges get lost through leakage current and lead to lower final
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voltage even though the capacitor is fully charged up. The higher leakage current, the
more charges are lost resulting in lower final voltage level. Since the leakage current
in MOS capacitor is gate bias-dependent, the similar trend can also be observed in the
final voltage of TDR reflected waveforms (Figure 3.4). From that, we can even
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extract the leakage current and shunt resistance. The results are shown in Figure 3.5.

1.E+02
1

1.5

Figure 3.5
Comparison of shunt resistance obtained by new TDR method and traditional
current voltage (I-V) measurement. The higher shunt resistance, the capacitor reaches close to
open circuit at final steady state. As a result, the small noise causes deviation in extraction under
high shunt resistance.

When the capacitor is fully charged, the impedance is ZL= RP + RS. After we subtract
the series resistance with the method that will be introduced in the chapter 4, we can
obtain the extracted shunt resistance. Leakage current can also be obtained precisely
with DC current-voltage measurement using the HP 4156A as shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.5 indicates that the shunt resistance extracted from both methods is basically
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consistent under high leakage current (low shunt resistance). For low leakage case, the
final steady voltage of reflection waveform is so close to open circuit that noise hurts
the accuracy of extraction.
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Figure 3.6 Leakage current as function of gate voltage is measured by HP 4156A. With the
substrate/source/drain all grounded, gate current is obtained with the sweep of gate voltage. 2nm
SiO2 and EOT 1.2 nm HfO2 MOS capacitor is measured respectively. After dividing the effective
area 1400 μm2, the current density is obtained.

3.4.

Correction for Leakage Current

As shown in the Figure 3.4, for the MOS capacitor at inversion and accumulation,
very high level of leakage current exists as the oxide is extremely thin. This is the
source that lets the conventional method fail. In our new method, how could we deal
with this problem?
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It is found that this leakage current lowers the stored charge in the capacitor and
manifests itself in time domain response as the shrink of enclosed area between the
reflected waveform of the capacitor and open circuit. As a result, a correction
procedure is required to account for that. In this case, the impedance ZL when the
capacitor is fully charge is equal to RP + RS = R0. Since R0 is not very large, the
reflection coefficient is much less than 1 and the charging curve never reaches the
open circuit level. It can be shown that in this case, the capacitance is given by
Equation (3.3) as following:

C=

⎤
∞ ⎡⎛ R − Z ⎞
1
0
⎟⎟VOpen (t ) − VDUT (t )⎥ dt
M ∫ ⎢⎜⎜ 0
0
2 Z 0Vstep
⎦
⎣⎝ R0 + Z 0 ⎠

where M =

(3.3)

(R0 + Z 0 )2
RP2

This equation suggests that we can normalize the final level of the open circuit
waveform to the final level of the reflected waveform from the capacitor. And then the
capacitance can be extracted by integrating the enclosed area.

Figure 3.7 illustrate this normalization of the open circuit waveform and the resulting
area enclosed. The enclosed area is obviously smaller than that of a leak-free capacitor.
As shown in equation (3.3), the pre-integral factor M re-scales the enclosed area back
to the actual area that would have been observed if there was no leakage current.
Equation (3.3) can also be proved by the transmission theory and detail derivation can
be referred in Appendix B.

Reflected Voltage [V]
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Figure 3.7 The reference waveform is normalized so that the final voltage level is scaled down to
the final level of the leaky capacitor. The shaded area enclosed by the normalized reference and the
leaky capacitor is the total stored charge in the leaky capacitor scaled down by a
factor M = (R0 + Z 0 ) .
2
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3.5.

Correction for Series Resistance

Besides the leakage current, series resistance is another source hurts the accuracy of
C-V measurement. This can be easily avoided because our new method provides
self-correction for series resistance, that is, no additional correction procedure is
necessary. In the insert of Figure 3.1, we see that the series resistance RS included in
the equivalent circuit does not appear in equation (3.1). This can be understood by
realizing that RS not only slows down the charging process, but also modifies the
effective impedance and therefore the reflected waveform’s amplitude at every point
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in time. This preserves the enclosed area which accounts for the change in stored
charges due to the step voltage. This argument can also be proved mathematically as
shown in Appendix B.

From the final voltage level of the reflected waveform, we can use equation (3.1) to
calculate the value of R0. To find RP, we need to determine RS. To do that, we note that
at time zero the capacitor is a short circuit. The impedance at this point is simply RS.
If we have a perfect step function, then the reflection coefficient at time zero will give
us RS directly. In real situations, accurate extraction of RS is still possible because
the step function is accurately known from the open circuit waveform and the
theoretical shape of the time dependent reflectivity curve is also known. The
reflectivity curve can be recovered by fitting the experimental reflectivity data to the
theoretical expression. The reflectivity at time zero can then be extracted by
extrapolation. The procedure is straight forward but a number of potential error
sources must be carefully dealt with. In chapter 4, we will demonstrate the exact
procedure of implementing this idea to extract the series resistance. Here in a simple
manner, we first show the C-V measurement without additional extraction of series
resistance. More accurate but complicate C-V method taking account of series
resistance as well as overlap capacitance will be shown in chapter 4.

When RP >> RS, the pre-integral fact M can be approximated as

M =

(R0 + Z 0 )2
R02

(3.4)
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By doing so we need not go through the trouble of extracting RS and the TDR method
becomes extremely simple. The resulting capacitance is an under estimation of the
real value. Figure 3.8 shows the percent error as a function of RS to RP ratio. Typical

RS values are in the tens of Ohms. RP needs to be at least 200 times larger for 1%
accuracy. The approximation can be satisfied for most capacitors except for those with

Percent under estimation

extremely high leakage.
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Figure 3.8 The plot of the percent underestimation of the capacitance when using equation (3.4) to
approximate the pre-integral factor M as a function of the RS to RP ratio.

Figure 3.8 also serves to indicate how accurate RS needs to be measured. If one
replaces RS with ΔRS in the ratio (horizontal axis), the result is basically unchanged.
Thus if we want 1% accuracy, then the ΔRS to RP ratio need to be less than 0.005.
Since RS is typically much smaller than RP to begin with, even a rough estimate of RS
is enough to achieve high accuracy using equation (3.3). For example, if RS = 10 Ω ,
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then 1% accuracy in CV measurement can be achieved with RP as small as 20 Ω ,
which is 4000A/cm2 for our 1400 µm2 capacitors.

3.6.

Extracted C-V Characteristics

With the developed method and algorithm as discussed, we are now able to extract
capacitance from time domain waveform in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.9(a) shows the C-V
curve extracted using the TDR method on the MOS capacitor with 1.2 nm EOT HfO2.
Superimposed to the curve is the C-V curve measured using a lock-in amplifier.
Similar to LCR meter, lock in amplifier (EG&G 5209) is basically a phase sensitive
detector. Once a 1 KHz sinusoid AC signal with 10mV amplitude is superimposed on
the DC and applied to the gate of MOS capacitor, it can extract capacitance out by
measuring the out-of-phase current from the leakage in-phase current.

C-V characteristics of test capacitor with 2nm SiO2 gate dielectrics are also extracted
from the obtained time domain response. The result is shown in Figure 3.9(b). In this
case, since the leakage current so high that the traditional method becomes inaccurate,
no result is available for comparison with TDR method.
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Figure 3.9 (a) Comparing the CV curves of a capacitor with a EOT=1.2nm high-κ dielectric stack
measured with the new TDR method and the lock-in amplifier method. The high level of leakage
at accumulation and inversion cause serious error in the lock-in amplifier method while the TDR
method is not affected. (b) Extracted C-V curve of 2nm SiO2 MOSCAP by TDR. In this case, the
leakage current is so high that traditional C-V measurement can not do any reliable measurement.
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As shown in Figure 3.9, the inversion layer response is observed when we are doing
high frequency C-V measurement here. It is normal for our case because the MOS
capacitor test structure is actually built as a transistor array with the source, drain and
substrate/well all shorted together. The source and drain can generate enough minority
carriers to follow the fast AC signal at gate. Clearly, the two methods agree well in
region (-0.75V to 0.5V) where the leakage current is not very high. In regions with
high leakage current, the TDR method produces the expected C-V curve while the
lock-in method does not.

Leakage /Displacement current

250

EOT=1.3nm HfO2
Effective Area=1000um2

200
150
100
50
0
-1.0

-0.5

0.0
Gate Bias(V)
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Figure 3.10 Dissipation factors which is the ratio of Leakage (in phase) current over displacement
(out of phase) current in traditional C-V measurement of EOT 1.2 nm HfO2. Within the dashed
window, the lock in amplifier provides the result with less than 5% error.

This explanation can be further proven by the dissipation factors in the y-axis of
Figure 3.10. Dissipation factors D are the ratio of leakage (in phase) current over
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displacement (out of phase) current. It can relate to the measurement error with the
following equation [7]:

%error ≈ e0 1 + D 2 ≈ 0.1 1 + D 2

(3.5)

As a result, within the dashed window in Figure 3.10 where D<50, it can be estimated
that the measurement error of this lock in amplifier method is within 5%. For the gate
bias within this window, the capacitance extracted by TDR and lock in method
basically agrees with each other. Beyond that window, the lock in amplifier method
lost its accuracy (>5% error) and shows anomalous results. The result from TDR
method is more reasonable.

One may ask the question, why we choose do conventional method at 1 KHz instead
of any higher frequency such as 1MHz or even higher? As explained in chapter 2, the
difficulty of C-V measurement involves both high leakage and finite series resistance.
Long before leakage becomes a problem, the impact of finite series resistance on
accurate C-V measurement has been recognized. In the 70s, standard C-V
measurements were all done at 1MHz. However, this was changed in the 80s when
the oxide thickness drops to near 100Å. The higher capacitance leads to lower
impedance at high frequency. When the capacitor impedance is no longer much larger
than the series resistance, the error introduced by series resistance can no longer be
ignored and standard C-V measurements change the frequency to 100 kHz. As the
gate oxide thickness shrinks further, even 100 kHz becomes a problem. However,
leakage problem also becomes serious and it demands measurement to be done at
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higher frequency. This unhappy trade off is really the dilemma of the C-V
measurement problem.

When oxide gets ultra leaky, even the 1MHz measurement will not give accurate C-V
curve. Since we already know that the C-V measurement using lock-in amplifier or
LCR meter will have significant error at accumulation or inversion, we may as well
go to low frequency to ensure that the measured capacitances at depletion are accurate.
Note that we need at least something accurate to verify the new method. If we use the
compromise of 100 kHz or 1MHz, no part of the C-V curve measured by the lock-in
method is accurate. Using 1 kHz, we can at least check the depletion part of the C-V
curve with confidence. This is critical because the new method must be proven
accurate as a capacitance measurement before we can discuss its merit in handling
high leakage situations such as accumulation and inversion.

3.7.

Further Control Experiment to Test Accuracy

In the last section, we have demonstrated the principle of this new C-V method and it
is proven to be successful in the application of leaky MOS capacitor. Then the next
intuitive question will be: how accurate is this measurement, especially under the
condition of very high leakage current? Except this new method, there is no other
reliable capacitance measurement method available for very leaky capacitor as far as
we know to this moment. Therefore, accuracy can not be tested straightforwardly by
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direct comparison between two methods as shown in Figure 3.9. Even in Figure 3.9,
conventional C-V can not be trusted at very leaky region. Then the accuracy of new
method for high leakage application has still not been verified. Here, we design a
series of control experiments to test the measurement accuracy. .

As we have discussed in chapter 2, in C-V measurement, the leaky MOS capacitor
can be basically modeled as a simple three element equivalent circuit with an unleaky
ceramic capacitor C, series resistance RS, shunt resistance RP as shown in the insert of
Figure 3.1. Then we can build some test structures made by known ceramic capacitors
and resistors to simulate the scenario of MOS capacitor. By testing the situation with
different shunt resistance, we can know the capability of this new technique to handle
leakage current.

Signal
Open Circuit
GND

TDR
Single Capacitor

Microwave Cable

Capacitor+ Rs

Capacitor+ Rp

Capacitor+ Rp+Rs

Figure 3.11 Demonstration of control experiment. It consists of TDR, microwave cable and load
impedance. At the end of microwave cable, load impedance is built between the signal and ground
pin. All components are made as small as possible and four cases of load impedances are built as
shown. Open circuit is taken as a reference.
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As shown in Figure 3.11, the control experiment consists of TDR, microwave cable
and load impedance. At the end of microwave cable, the test structure built by resistor
and capacitors is put between the signal and ground pin of the cable. Reference is also
formed by letting the signal and ground pin open. Four different cases of load
impedance are built to simulate two of three or fully three elements in the equivalent
circuit. In each case, capacitance is extracted from reflected waveform obtained by
TDR using the exact same procedure as C-V measurement. The capacitance is also
obtained using lock in amplifier at 1 KHz as well. The error is evaluated by
comparing the measured capacitance with the factory specified capacitance value with
1% tolerance. All these results are shown in Table 3.1-3.4.
Table 3.1 Control Experiment with ceramic capacitor as load only
Capacitor only

Obtained by Lock in
Amp CLock

Extracted in TDR
result CTDR

Percentage of Error
(C-CTDR)/C

220pF Capacitor

222pF

221pF

0.45%

22pF Capacitor

22.1pF

22.3pF

0.9%

Table 3.2 Control Experiment with ceramic capacitor and different series resistance as load
220pF Capacitor with
different Rs

Obtained by Lock in
Amp CLock

Extracted in TDR
result CTDR

Percentage of Error
(C-CTDR)/C

RS=5 Ω

222pF

221.2pF

0.54%

RS=10 Ω

222pF

221.1pF

0.50%

RS=20 Ω

222pF

221.4pF

0.63%

RS=35 Ω

222pF

221.3pF

0.59%

RS=43 Ω

222pF

221.2pF

0.54%

From the results, we can see that both TDR method and lock in amplifier method
provides reliable measurement (<1% error) with the absence of shunt resistance
(leakage current). When the load is only a simple capacitor (Table 3.1), both
measurements overestimate the capacitance. This discrepancy may come from the 1%
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tolerance of capacitance. When the series resistance is added into the load (Table 3.3),
it has very little effect on the accuracy of both methods.

Table 3.3 Control experiment with ceramic capacitor with different shunt resistance as load
220pF Capacitor with
different RP

Obtained by Lock in
Amp CLock

Extracted in TDR
result CTDR

Percentage of Error
(C-CTDR)/C

RP= 1K Ω

222pF

221.3pF

0.59%

RP= 500 Ω

212pF

221.5pF

0.68%

RP= 220 Ω

178pF

220.9pF

0.40%

RP= 100 Ω

120pF

221.6pF

0.72%

RP= 47 Ω

N/A

221.8pF

0.81%

RP= 20 Ω

N/A

217.7pF

1.04%

RP= 10 Ω

N/A

200.2pF

9.00%

Table 3.4 Control Experiment with ceramic capacitor with different shunt resistance and series
resistance load
220pF Capacitor with
different RP and RS

Obtained by Lock in
Amp CLock

Extracted in TDR
result CTDR

Percentage of Error
(C-CTDR)/C

RS=43 Ω RP= 220 Ω

185pF

221.0pF

0.45%

RS=43 Ω RP= 100 Ω

135pF

221.3pF

0.59%

RS=10 Ω , RP= 47 Ω

N/A

221.5pF

0.68%

RS=35 Ω , RP= 47 Ω

N/A

221.7pF

0.77%

RS=5 Ω , RP= 20 Ω

N/A

217.5pF

1.13%

RS=20 Ω , RP= 20 Ω

N/A

217.4pF

1.18%

N/A
196.5pF
RS=10 Ω , RP= 10 Ω
*N/A: no reliable reading can be obtained under that situation

10.6%

When the shunt resistance alone is added in (Table 3.3), leakage current affects the
measurement accuracy. It can be seen that TDR can still provide accurate capacitance
within 1% error for shunt resistance bigger than 20 Ω , which is equivalent to
4000A/cm2 leakage current density on 1400 μm2 size MOS capacitor under 1V across
the oxide. On the other end, for lock in amplifier method, significant error starts to be
observed when the shunt resistance is just over 500 Ω . After all, as shunt resistance is
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further reduced, the leakage current is so high that eventually no reliable reading of
capacitance can be obtained. From these comparisons, it is obvious that TDR method
is much superior.

When both series resistance and shunt resistance are introduced into the test structure
(Table 3.4), it is the closest situation to the leaky MOS capacitor. Compared to the
case with the shunt resistance alone, the series resistance has not much effect on
capacitance extraction of TDR method. TDR method still offers good result until
shunt resistance is pushed below 20 Ω . Moreover, the combination effect of series and
shunt resistance greatly lowers the accuracy of traditional lock in method, consistent
with the analysis done in chapter 2.

In summary, from these control experiments, it can be expected that the capacitance
method based on TDR can maintain less than 1% accuracy under very high leakage
current (4000A/cm2 leakage current density on 1400 μm2 size MOS capacitor under
1V across the oxide). Both series and shunt resistance effect can be well corrected. On
the contrary, lock in method runs into trouble when RP<500Ώ. For the 65 nm
technology, the reported leakage current is 800A/cm2 which is equivalent to RP~90 Ώ
with the size of test structure used here (1400 μm2) and 1V applied bias. Obviously,
the conventional can not hand that and it is fortunate to find this new TDR C-V
method to provide a solution.
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3.8.

Suggestion on Future Improvement and Conclusion

Everything is two folded as the coin has two sides. Accompanying with so many
fantastic merits, there are some disadvantages for this technique. Here are some
suggestions on further work to improve these limitations.

First, TDR provides step function with ~0.2V magnitude. It is relatively too high for
the applied DC gate bias ranging from -1.2V to 1.2V. It reduces the measurement
sensitivity. Further improvement needs to lower the magnitude of step voltage. At the
same time, the smaller input signal will in turn decrease the signal to noise ratio since
the noise level does not change much. Actually, the noise can be reduced by taking the
average of many repetitive captures. As far as not very high density of data points is
required, it will not be a problem. Therefore, this disadvantage is limited by the
available instrument rather than method itself. The instrument used in our experiment
is from Tektronix CSA 8000 with TDR plug in. It is not designed for this C-V
measurement purpose and the step voltage is fixed as ~0.2V. Recently, after we
demonstrated our C-V method, Agilent shows the interest in further developing this
technique and building a new instrument specifically for this purpose. If the
agreement can be reached, the smaller step voltage is achievable.

Secondly, this TDR has maximum 2.5 µs time window. By assuming R-C charging
time constant is one of fifth of time window and the resistance is 50 Ω , it can be
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estimated that the maximum capacitance it can extract is 10 nF. As to the low end, the
rise time determines the minimum capacitance it can extract. Finite rise time itself is
not a problem because all the artifacts have already been taken account by the open
circuit reference. The error due to the rise time can be eliminated by calibration.
However, when the capacitance is so small that the charging time of the capacitor is
comparable with system rise time or even smaller, the resolution becomes a big
problem. Under that circumstance, accurate measurement is questionable. TDR can
generate 35 ps rise time step voltage. However, the step function is slowed by the low
quality bias TEE and results in final 70 ps rise time pulse on test structure. In a
conservative estimation, minimum 1.4 pF capacitance can be obtained. The only way
to improve this issue is to find better bias TEE and instrument so that fast pulse can be
achieved. In today’s common large area MOS capacitor measurement application, this
measurement range is good enough. Again, this disadvantage can be solved by a
better instrument. It is exciting to see whether Agilent can build a better one that can
greatly improve this method and put into commercial usage.

In summary, we introduce a new high-accuracy method to measure C-V on highly
leaky MOS capacitors. This is a new application of a well established measurement
technique, namely Time-Domain-Reflectometry (TDR). The effect of leakage current
can be accurately corrected and the impact of series resistance can be eliminated. This
method is simple to use and can be implemented as a routine device characterization
procedure.
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Chapter 4
C-V measurement II
Extraction of series resistor and overlap capacitance by time
domain method

In chapter 3, we have demonstrated a simple and precise measurement technique to
obtain the C-V characteristics of very leaky MOS device. This technique utilizes the
Time domain Reflectrometry to generate the fast step voltage to the test device and
monitor the reflected waveform. By analyzing the reflected waveform and comparing
it to the response of calibration structure (open/short circuit), in theory, we can
extraction many characteristics of the device under test. In chapter 3, we have
demonstrated a way to extract capacitance. Is that all we can do? What else
information can we learn about the device from the reflected waveform?

On the other end, as MOS device advances rapidly with thinner oxide and shorter
channel, the design of test structure becomes more challenging. From both fabrication
and design point of view, some parasitic is inevitable. For example, as the
transistor-like test structure with source and drain has been widely used in C-V
measurement nowadays, the overlap capacitance is introduced [10, 14-16, 64].
Moreover, the series resistance from substrate and source/drain junction is well
known as an important source of an error for C-V measurement for many years [12,
65]. Therefore, simple and accurate methods are urgently required to extract these
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“imperfections” so that the introduced error can be corrected.

However, although extensive efforts have been made, it is not easy task to find a
simple and accurate way [66-73]. High leakage current brings a lot trouble and close
out any possible solution. Moreover, the way to extract these parasitic is very different
from the one used for C-V measurement and additional experimental setup or test
structure is needed. For example, in split C-V measurement [66-73] which is usually
used to extract overlap capacitance, small area (<100 μm2) device is used and
capacitive displacement current at source/drain as well as gate is measured
respectively. But for C-V measurement by LCR meter, typically the source and drain
is grounded and larger area (~1000 μm2) device is chosen. Different setup and device
increases the measurement complexities. More importantly, it also introduces more
sources of error, such as variation between devices, contact resistance difference
introduced by probe force, parasitic caused by difference between experimental setup
and so on. Therefore, it will be ideal if there is a measurement technique that can not
only offer the C-V characteristics but also provide the information about these
parasitic. It sounds almost impossible for current situation that even finding a solution
to extract each component alone is already difficult It will be a dream that one can
find a way to hand all these components by a SINGLE measurement.

Fortunately, we find one, which is Time Reflectrometry (TDR) as we introduced in
chapter 3. Besides its function of knowing the device C-V characteristics as we
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showed in chapter 3, we will also demonstrate in this chapter that it can be
manipulated to extract the series resistance and overlap capacitance, which are two
main error sources. All the involved extraction procedures are just data analysis steps.
It utilizes the same experimental reflected waveform from the C-V measurement. No
additional step is added as to the experiment point of view. Besides its advantage of
simplicity, these extraction methods are also proven to be accurate. It can further
improve the accuracy of our new C-V measurement technique.

4.1.

Source of Error in C-V Measurement- Series Resistance

Before we start discuss on how to correct the error introduced by device parasitic in
C-V measurement, we need to identify what they are and where they come from. In
chapter 2, we have shown the instrument error is amplified and limits the accuracy in
the conventional method. Except that, it is also recognized that some parasitic
components built in the MOS device itself can affect the accuracy as well. Among
them, series resistance and overlap capacitance are two prominent error sources [12,
66-73].

In the MOS device, the series resistance is arising from the finite resistance of the
source/drain contacts, inversion channel and gate material. With the accelerated
scaling roadmaps in recently years, series resistance becomes having a much larger
role for practical device performance, such as C-V characteristics.
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Therefore, many efforts have been made to identify this important source of error
[12,14-16]. Unfortunately, independent, accurate determination of series resistance is
generally not possible. In conventional C-V measurement such as LCR parallel mode,
the series resistance is buried in the measured result and cannot be separated. For thin
oxide MOS device with low capacitor impedance and large leakage current, the effect
of the series resistance is more significant. With thin oxide device, the high leakage
current also forces one to measure C-V at high frequency (>100 KHz) recently instead
of low frequency (~1 KHz) to increase the capacitive displacement current. It further
lowers the capacitance impedance and magnifies the error of series resistance.
Therefore, reliable extraction of the capacitance definitely requires the series
resistance to be known accurately.

The multi-frequency method proposed by Yang et al. [6] allows one to extract, in
theory, the true capacitance, the shunt resistance and the series resistance from the
measured capacitance and dissipation factor from LCR meter. However, as shown in
detail in chapter 2, this conventional method is no longer accurate as the oxide gets so
thin. A better but simple measurement technique is urgently required. To that end, the
method introduced in this chapter is such a solution that can accurately extract series
resistance without knowing any other parameters first.
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4.2.

Source of Error in C-V measurement- Overlap Capacitance

Besides the concern for series resistance, the overlap capacitance is another big source
of error due to the transistor-like test structure used in thin oxide device C-V
measurement. As the gate oxide gets so thin, not only the C-V measurement technique
itself becomes problematic but also the test structure needs to be designed carefully. If
not, one will run into trouble. It has been experimental observed that only high
frequency C–V curves are found no mater what frequency has been used in the C-V
measurement on 2nm SiO2 device[64]. As a result, it is impossible for one to get the
correct inversion capacitance without carefully design.

On the other hand, since the normal operation of MOSFET is under strong inversion,
the inversion gate capacitance is an important parameter to be extracted accurately.
The extraction of oxide thickness also depends on accurate knowledge of the
inversion capacitance. The lack of inversion behavior measured at the traditional
MOS capacitor test structure [64] can no longer be used for inversion capacitance
extraction.

Taking a n-channel MOS capacitor with traditional design as an example, to form the
inversion state, the gate should be DC biased positively to generate the electrons in
the surface of channel as shown in Figure 4.1(a). However, for the ultra-thin gate
oxide, the generated electrons are directly tunneled into gate electrode [74]. As a
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result, inversion layer can not be formed properly because electrons cannot be swept
into the channel with the applied small AC signal as that for a thick gate oxide. That is
the reason why no matter what frequency of input signal is applied to the gate, only
high frequency C-V curve is observed experimentally.

G

G

By tunneling

S
n+

- - - - p-type Si

D
n+

By tunneling S -D
n+ - - - - - - - n+

p-type Si

Figure 4.1(a) the distribution of electrons in strong inversion state of NMOSFET with ultrathin
oxide and source/drain electrodes without connection to ground (or no source/drain). The
generated electrons are tunneled into the gate electrode (b) Presence of source and drain
continuously provides the electrons to form the inversion layer. Picture is taken from reference 64.

Therefore, to overcome this problem, one must find some sources that can provide the
inversion charges. This source must have the ability to provide inversion charges
unlimitedly so that it can tolerate the loss of charge due to carrier tunneling. The
transistor’s source and drain junction is the best candidate. The capacitor can be
constructed like a transistor but with source, drain and substrate all tied together to
ground as illustrated in Figure 4.1(b). In this way, the lost minority carriers are
supplied from the ground through the source/drain regions, so that the inversion layer
is built again. Therefore, this transistor-like capacitor structure basically solved the
problem and becomes popular. Furthermore, at this time, the channel is very close to
the ground through the high conduction of source and drain regions, the change of
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electron numbers always keep up with the AC small-signal variation and lead to
charges exchange with the inversion layer in step with the measurement signal. Thus,
the low frequency C–V curves are found even it has been measured under 1 MHz
high frequency signal [14, 16].

However, the presence of source and drain introduces error in C-V measurement and
the capacitor must be designed carefully. In designing MOS capacitor with source and
drain, the overlap capacitance is carefully minimized to reduce error. Additional error
sources such as channel resistance induced non-uniform surface potential [15] must
also be avoided using short channel length [14, 16]. As the channel length gets small
with aggressive scaling, parasitic elements such as gate overlap and coupling
capacitances at the source and drain ends of the channel is comparable to the
gate-to-channel capacitance. It will play an important role in device characterization
such as C-V characteristics.

Even though people are aware of the potential error due to overlap capacitance, the
extraction of overlap capacitance is not easy when the leakage current gets high. The
overlap capacitance is conventionally extracted by split C-V measurement at low
frequency by LCR meter [66-74]. Basically, a small AC signal is applied to the gate of
test structure- which is a transistor. The displacement current at source/drain junction
and substrate is measured separately. This is where the name of “split” comes from.
From the displacement current, the gate capacitance and overlap capacitance can be
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extracted. Further extraction of effective channel length and mobility can also be
worked out.

For thicker oxide device, this measurement technique has been successfully proven to
be accurate. However, for most advanced device of interest nowadays, this tool is no
longer useful any more. The leaky and short channel device poses a dramatic
challenge. It is not surprising because this method evolutes from conventional C-V
measurement. They share the same principle, instrument as well as the limitation. As a
result, our TDR method becomes extremely valuable because it exactly offers such a
fantastic solution to measure the overlap capacitance under high leakage.

Therefore, in this chapter, we will demonstrate that how it can be done and further
show that it contributes a significant error to the C-V measurement. Once we can
extract the overlap capacitance and series resistance, we can correct them on the
measured C-V curve (chapter 3) and make it free of the influence of these parasitic.

4.3.

Proof of Existence of Overlap Capacitor

Before we show the extraction procedure, it is better to identify the existence of
overlap capacitance first. With the unique advantage of TDR, it can be identified in
reflected voltage of MOS capacitor. According to TDR theory, the ideal capacitor
initially behaves like a short circuit, then exponentially charges up and eventually
becomes an open circuit. Figure 4.2 (dot line) shows the reflection from an ideal
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inversion capacitor (zero leakage and zero series resistance) when the step function is
also ideal.

Figure 4.2 Reflected voltage waveforms for open circuit (reference), capacitor in depletion
(VG=0V) and capacitor in inversion (VG =1.2V). Dotted lines illustrate the open circuit reflection
of an ideal step function (zero rise-time) and the reflection of the ideal step function off an ideal
inversion capacitor (zero leakage and zero series resistance)

Compared to the ideal case, the reflected voltage of 2 nm SiO2 MOS capacitor at
depletion and inversion bias (solid line in Figure 4.2) shows a similar trend but the
shape is modified by the realistic artifacts such as series and shunt resistance. So it
can be ascertained the behavior in both cases still looks like a simple capacitor
charging curve.

On the other hand, the response of MOS capacitor at accumulation region shows
something different. Figure 4.3 shows the reflected voltage waveforms for the same
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capacitor under negative biases ranging from depletion to accumulation. The three
waveforms in Figure 4.2 are also included for comparison. It is clear that under
negative bias the waveforms are not simple capacitor charging curves. Instead, they
look like two capacitors are being charged with the smaller one charging up much
faster than the larger one. Such a separated charging of two capacitors cannot be
observed in conventional C-V measurements. It is the unique ability of the TDR
method.

Gate
Band Bending

COv
n+

Figure 4.3 Reflected voltage curves from the SiO2 capacitor. Only the negative bias curves are
included to highlight the non-single time constant charging behavior. The curve from open circuit
and from strong inversion is also included for reference. Insert: Illustration of two additional
capacitors exist due to the presence of source and drain. One is the overlap capacitor COV, and the
other is band-bending capacitor CBb.

Then the question comes as: what is the additional capacitance except the gate to
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channel capacitance? Parasitic capacitance due to probe pad and cable are not possible
candidates. That is because if they were we should see them in the reference
waveform (open circuit) as well. An immediate suspect for the small capacitor is the
overlap capacitor COV coming from the overlap region of gate to drain/source.
However, an additional capacitor due to surface band bending also exists as shown in
the insert of Figure 4.3. However, this capacitor is in parallel with the relatively small
series resistance of the substrate contact and therefore can only contribute to a very
small error. Thus the main source of the additional small capacitor is the overlap
capacitor.

4.4.

Accurate Model of MOSFET Including Overlap Capacitor

With the awareness of existence of overlap capacitance, the previous three element
circuit model in C-V measurement should be modified. Figure 4.4 shows the cross
section of MOS capacitor (or transistor). Besides the gate to channel capacitance Cgc,
the parasitic capacitance C’OV arising from the overlap region between gate and
drain/source extension is also included. Because the carriers can tunnel through both
the gate to channel and overlap region, shunt resistance RPa should be used to
represent the leakage current at gate to channel region while shunt resistance RPb
models the one from overlap region.

Furthermore, there are two types of series resistance. One is the series resistance
(R’Sinv) from source/drain junction. The other is the series resistance (R’Sacc) coming
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from substrate. For an n-MOSFET, drain/source is heavily doped (>1018cm-3) and has
much larger doping concentration than substrate (~1016 cm-3). Since the
semiconductor conductivity is proportional to the carrier concentration, R’Sacc from
substrate is much larger than R’Sinv from source/drain.

The equivalent circuit model is somewhat different between accumulation and
inversion mode of MOSFET operation as shown in Figure 4.4(a) and (b) respectively.
For an n-channel MOS device, when a negative gate bias is applied, the electrons at
oxide/semiconductor interface are pushed away and an accumulation layer of holes is
formed. These electrons can eventually reach the ground either through the substrate
or through the source/drain junction. This stream of electrons is the capacitive
charging current. According the flowing path, both series resistance R’Sinv and R’Sacc
should be taken account into the circuit model as shown in Figure 4.4(a).

On the other hand, for the positive gate bias, electrons from source/drain form an
inversion layer at oxide/semiconductor interface. Because the electrical field blocks
the electrons to substrate, electrons can only arrive at the ground through source/drain.
Therefore, in this case, only R’Sinv is included and R’Sacc is neglected as shown in
Figure 4.4(b).

By assuming the symmetry of drain and source junction, two identical series
resistance R’Sinv , shunt resistance R’Pb capacitance C’OV can be simplified into one
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component as RSinv, R’Pb and COV respectively (RSinv=0.5 R’Sinv, RPb=0.5 R’Pb and Cov
=2 C’OV). After some simplifications, the equivalent circuit is illustrated in Figure
4.4(c) and (d). .
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Figure 4.4, Cross section of the test capacitor (or transistor) with approximate circuit model with
overlap capacitor included. RSinv is the series resistance to source/drain and RSacc is the series
resistance to substrate. COV is the gate to drain/source overlap capacitance. Cgc is the gate to
channel capacitance. (a) Circuit model of MOS capacitor under accumulation; (b) Circuit model of
inversion case. The equivalent circuit after re-arrangement is also shown respectively in (c) and
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(d). At accumulation, the charging process can be approximately divided into short time and long
time region. Under each region, the equivalent circuit can be simplified as shown in(c). (e) The
case without any external resistance, only overlap capacitance and gate to channel capacitance. I1
and I2 represent the current flow to overlap and gate to channel capacitance respectively.

Compared to the three elemental equivalent circuits as introduced in chapter 3, this
new model is more accurate by taking account of overlap capacitance and series/shunt
resistance at different region. This equivalent circuit is a complete model of the
transistor-like test structure. In principle, it should be able to explain the observation
of two different charging processes as shown in Figure 4.3. What exactly happened
when a fast step pulse is applied to this equivalent circuit?

To analyze the behavior of this complicated system, it is better to start from a simple
case – two capacitors in parallel without any external resistance. From the circuit
theory, two capacitors in parallel is equivalent to one bigger capacitor and a simple
capacitor charging will be expected. In another word, two capacitors are charging at
the same rate. This can also be understood from the charging current point of view. As
shown in figure 4.4(e), much more current flows to Cgc than COV due to its low
impedance and larger capacitance. Although Cgc demands more charge due to its
larger capacitance as well, it still can be kept charging at the same rate as Cgc with
more charging current I2. Once they are charged at same rate, the charging current is
proportional to their capacitance:
I1 COV
=
I 2 C gc

(4.1)

However, the situation gets complicated when different external resistance is involved
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as shown in figure 4.4(c), (d). Moreover, the involved mechanism will be different at
accumulation and inversion case because they have different equivalent circuit. We
need to analyze each case individually.

For the accumulation case, when the step voltage first reaches the device, both COV
and Cgc behave like a short circuit. Therefore, at very beginning stage of charging, the
amount of current flowing through each path is simply determined by the resistance in
the circuit. Since RSacc from substrate is much larger than RSinv from source/drain,
much more current is driven to charge COV. At the same time, due to its smaller
capacitance, COV requires fewer carriers to finish charging. As a result, with more
current and smaller capacitance, COV is charged up much faster than Cgc at beginning
of the charging. Therefore, the initial capacitor charging process is dominated by the

COV, consistent with the observation in Figure 4.3. After a while, since COV is charged
up faster, its impedance also increases faster than the one of Cgc. The ratio of charging
current on COV and Cgc is reduced down and eventually reached the steady state: I1/I2=

Cov /Cgc. From that moment on, the two capacitors keep charging at the same rate.
This is the steady condition for the current ratio between these two capacitors. That is
because any small relative increase of the current on one capacitor will result in faster
charging and faster impedance increase. And then it will in turn drive the current ratio
back to this steady state. In a summary, at accumulation, the overlap capacitor
dominates the initial charging and eventually two capacitors are charged at the same
rate. This is the reason for the observation of two capacitor charging phenomenon at
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accumulation as shown in Figure 4.3.

For the inversion case, the formation of inversion layer and electrical field forces all
the electrons flow into source and drain junction. Different from the accumulation
case, the unbalanced series resistance situation does not exist in this case. The amount
of current flowing to Cgc and Cov is simply determined by their impedance. It is
simply two capacitors in parallel and can be modeled as a single capacitor CT= Cgc+

COV as shown in Figure 4.4(d).Therefore, the two capacitors are charged at the same
rate all the time. It is also consistent with the observation in Figure 4.3 that the two
charging processing phenomenon disappears in inversion region

4.5.

Basic Principle of Series Resistance Extraction

Now we have device equivalent circuit, incident step voltage from open circuit,
capacitor reflected voltage. In principle, we should be able to extract all the
parameters in this circuit. We first start with the series resistance RSacc and RSinv.

Using our TDR technique, the series resistance can be extracted very accurately with
a simple manner. Series resistance can be obtained by fitting the capacitor charging
curve and calculating the impedance at time zero. With the incoming step function,
the MOS capacitor behaves like a short circuit at first (time zero) and then like an
open circuit when fully charged. In other words, at time zero (t = 0) the three-element
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equivalent circuit is reduced to just the series resistance. This fact immediately
suggests that the series resistance can be directly determined from the reflectivity

ρ at time zero using
ρ=

Z L − Z 0 RS − Z 0
=
Z L + Z 0 RS + Z 0

(4.2)
t =0

If the step function were ideal (zero rise-time), the above simple method would give
the true series resistance. With step function that is less than ideal, the reflectivity at
time zero is masked by the rise-time, and must be extracted by extrapolating the
capacitor charging curve to time zero as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Reflected waveforms from open circuit (reference), MOS capacitor at depletion (VG = 0)
and at inversion (VG = 1.2V).the dotted lines are extrapolations of the charging curves toward time
zero (also marked by a dotted line) to extract the time zero reflected voltage that can be used to
calculate the time zero reflectivity.
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From Figure 4.5, it is clear that the step function not only has non-zero rise-time, but
also has non-ideal wave shape. This wave shape inevitably affects the direct
extrapolation of the charging curve to time zero. Figure 4.6 illustrates this problem
with a measured and a simulated reflected voltage curve with low and high series
resistance respectively. The non-ideal wave shape of the step function creates
structure in the reflected voltage curves. Moreover, the effect is more prominent for
the high series resistance case. Since the imperfection of the step function typically
happens at early time where the extrapolation is sensitive, this can degrade the
accuracy of series resistance extraction.

Figure 4.6 measured reflected voltage curve for a low series resistant case and a simulated curve
using ideal capacitor similar in size of the measured curve but with much higher series resistance.

To reduce the effect of the non-ideal step function, we divide the charging curve with
the step function to recover the reflectivity curve which is theoretically, for the
three-element model, given by equation (A.18) in Appendix A:
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ρ (t ) = a + b exp(−t / τ )
where a =

(4.3)

R + Z 0 + RS
R P + RS − Z 0
2 Z 0 RP
,τ = P
,b = −
( RS + Z 0 )( RP + RS + Z 0 )
R P ( RS + Z 0 )C L
R P + RS + Z 0

We can do this because the reflected voltage waveform is the product, not the
convolution, of the incident waveform (open circuit reference) and the reflectivity
curve. The parameters of equation (4.3) can be determined by fitting to the reflectivity
data. We typically avoid using the reflectivity data at early time before the incident
waveform (open circuit reference) reaches 90% of its full voltage in our fitting. We
choose to stop the fitting range at the 63 percent point of the final steady state of
reflected voltage waveform of the capacitor.

The purpose is to cover the rapidly changing section of the curve without being
skewed by excessive data points from the slowly varying or flat sections. Since the
form of the equation is known, the extraction of the three unknowns is highly
dependable. The resulting equation with known constants is then used to generate the
reflectivity at time zero as shown in Figure 4.7. With the reflectivity at time zero, the
series resistance is given by
RS = Z 0

1 + ρ (0)
1 − ρ (0)

(4.4)
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Figure 4.7 Reflectivity curve calculated by dividing the reflected voltage curve (charging curve)
by the open circuit reflection. The X curve is the fitting result extrapolated to time zero.

4.6.

Extraction of Series Resistance

With this principle, we can extract the series resistance from the obtained the time
domain response of 2nm SiO2 MOS capacitor (Figure 3.4 in chapter 3). In inversion, a
single capacitor charging behavior is involved. Therefore, the fitting becomes quite
straightforward. The section chosen for fitting starts from the 90% of the incident
open circuit waveform where the capacitor charging takes over the rise trend of step
voltage as shown in Figure 4.8. We also set 63% charging point as the end of fitting
section. Then we calculate the reflectivity of this specified fitting section of reflected
voltage and fit it with an exponential function (Equation (4.3)).
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Figure 4.8 The fitting section is chosen from the reflected voltage of MOS capacitor at Vg=1.2V
(strong inversion region). X is the fitting section. It starts from 90% of the incident open circuit
waveform where the capacitor charging takes over the rise trend of step voltage. The section ends
at the point with 63% charging.
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Figure 4.9 Extraction of series resistance of MOS capacitor at Vg=1.2V (strong inversion region).
Insert: equivalent circuit for inversion case. The reflectivity extracted from TDR is plotted with
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reduced density points to compare it with the fitting curve. Rs=4.05 Ω is extracted from the time
zero. At that moment, the capacitor behaves like a short circuit and the impedance is RS.

Figure 4.9 shows the fitting of reflectivity of MOS capacitor at VG=1.2V (strong
inversion). Obviously, it is a fairly good fit. From that, the series resistance RSinv=4.05
Ώ can be extracted by extrapolating the fitting function to time zero as shown in
Figure 4.9. It is also recognized that extracted RSinv is source/drain junction series
resistance.

For the accumulation case such as VG=-1.2V, the series resistance extraction is much
more complicated because of the two capacitor charging process: both Cgc and COV get
involved in the charging at any moment of time. This process is so complicated that
the equation for modeling is too long to be used. An approximation is a must.

The initial part of the charging is dominated by an overlap capacitor. It can be
approximated as a single capacitor charging and this part of data can be used as a
fitting section. This fitting section is extremely close to the time zero and we can get
high confidence of extraction because the data extension length is short for
extrapolation. Figure 4.10 illustrated the fitting of reflectivity of MOS capacitor under
VG=-1.2V (strong accumulation) at short time region. Similar to the series resistance

extraction procedure, we take time when the open circuit reaches its 90% of steady
state voltage as the starting point of our fitting section. The end point is chosen as the
time when COV loses its domination role and Cgc starts to take over the charging. This
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transition point is determined as the time when the largest slope change happens in the
reflectivity curve. As shown in Figure 4.10, 3.15 Ω series resistance is extracted at
accumulation case. By shorting the capacitance in the equivalent circuit in this case
(insert of Figure 4.10), we can recognize that the extracted 3.15 Ω series resistance is
the parallel resistance of series resistance from substrate (RSacc) and source/drain
junction (RSinv). Since RSinv=4.05 Ω as extracted from inversion case, then RSacc itself
will be 14.2 Ω .

Figure 4.10 Extraction of series resistance of MOS capacitor at Vg=-1.2V (strong accumulation).
Insert: equivalent circuit for accumulation short time situation. The reflectivity extracted from
TDR is plotted with reduced density points to compare it with the fitting curve. Short time region
of reflectivity curve is chosen to be fitted with exponential curve. Rs=3.15 Ω is extracted from
the time zero.

We can also apply the same extraction procedure to the rest of time domain behavior
of 2 nm SiO2 MOS capacitor. We use the reflected voltage waveform as we shown in
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Figure 3.4. For convenience, we re-plot here with the same time scale as all the other
figures used in this chapter.

Figure 4.11, The as measured reflected voltage curve (charging curve) for all the bias conditions
(accumulation, depletion and inversion). It is a re-plot of figure 3.5 with different time scale.

Figure 4.12 Extracted series resistance as the function of gate bias for the SiO2 capacitor with
TiN gate. In accumulation case, the substrate resistance is used as the series resistance.
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Figure 4.12 shows the extracted series resistance as the function of gate bias. We use
the series resistance extracted from long time region if there are two charging process
involved. We can see that the series resistance is higher for accumulation than for
inversion. This is expected because current must flow through the substrate for
accumulation. In the case between accumulation and inversion, the series resistances
have values also somewhere in between.

4.7.

Time Zero Determination and Related Error

In the above series extraction procedure, it is noticed that a time zero is required. A
natural question is how to determine time zero when the step function is not ideal? As
a systematic approach, we use the steep rising edge of the step function and
extrapolate it to the base of the function as time zero. The process is shown in Figure
4.13. It also indicates the error (shaded area) introduced by using this method to
determine time zero. The shaded area represents the total charge already flowed into
the capacitor at time zero as defined by our method. This is an error because the
capacitor acts likes a short circuit only when it has not been charged to any degree.

To see how much time zero error does this represent, we need to keep in mind that we
are seeking the time zero of an ideal step function. For the ideal step function and the
associated reflection waveform, the total charge flowed into the capacitor per unit
time is the difference between the magnitude of the two waveforms (dotted lines in
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Figure 4.13). Thus the small amount of charge in the shaded area is translated into an
extremely small time zero error. Fortunately, it is found that this error only introduces
a small shift in time domain. It is even smaller than the timing jitter associated with
the TDR instrument, which is about 10ps. From the slope of the reflectivity curve near
time zero, we can estimate that even 10ps jitter will only contribute to 1% error in the
extracted reflectivity.

Reflected Voltage(V)

0.2

Open

0.1
Error
Time Zero t 0
0

-0.1
0.00

Vg=0V

0.05

0.10
Time(ns)

0.15

0.20

Figure 4.13 Reflected voltage curve expanded in time scale showing how time zero is determined.
The shaded area represents charged already flowed into the capacitor at time zero and therefore
becomes an error.

It is instructive to see how is 1% error in series resistance extraction affect the
measurement of the capacitance using the TDR method. The error in capacitance
extraction is about twice the Δ RS/(RS + RP). Since RP is larger than RS in almost all
cases, the effect on capacitance extraction accuracy is less than 1%.
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4.8.

4.8.1

Extraction of Shunt Resistance RPa and RPb

Basic Principle

Besides the series resistance, the overlap capacitance can be extracted with high
precision as well. We have known the equivalent circuit with overlap capacitance
(re-plotted in Figure 4.14). Since the circuit can be simulated, overlap capacitance can
be extracted by finding the best simulation to fit experimental result. To get better
confidence, it is better to know all the other components first. In section 4.6-4.8, we
have extracted the series resistance as RSinv=4.05 Ω and RSiacc=14.2 Ω . We are still
missing the shunt resistance of channel region RPa and overlap region RPb.
G

Accumulation

RPb

COv
RPa

Cov

Cgc

RPb

S

RPb

Cov

I1

RSinv
D

I2

Rsinv

Rsinv

Accumulation

RSacc

Rsacc

Cgc
RPa
Figure 4.14 Equivalent circuit of MOS Device at accumulation.

During this calculation, the oxide field difference at overlap and channel region must
be taken care because the leakage current is very oxide field dependent. Figure 4.15(a)
(b) illustrates the band diagram of both regions. At overlap region, any additional
carrier injection at the gate can hardly alter the surface potential because the heavily
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doped (1020 cm-3) source/drain junction behaves like a metal. The Fermi-level is
pinned at the top of valence band EV and the full applied gate voltage (-1.2V in this
case) is applied to oxide. On the other hand, at the gate to channel region, the band
bends at surface with gate bias. With -0.65V flat band voltage known from the C-V
curve, there is only -0.55V dropped across the oxide with -1.2V gate bias.

Figure 4.15 the band diagram of test MOS capacitor with Vg=-1.2V (strong accumulation) at two
regions: channel and overlap region. Full gate bias is dropped at the overlap region due to the high
doping source/drain junction. With -0.65V flat band voltage known from the C-V curve, there is
only -0.55V dropped across the oxide at gate to channel area.

The oxide field difference sheds a light on a possible way to separate the current from
these two regions and facilitates the solution. Since the leakage current exponentially
increases with oxide field, it is possible that leakage current from one region is much
higher than the other. It is possible for us to identify a range in leakage current as gate
voltage (Ig-Vg) curve where the current is completely dominated by the overlap region.
Then we can fit this part of current with a known tunneling function [75] and then
know the current from channel region by first extrapolating the fitting and subtracting
it from the total current. Finally, we can pin down the values of RPa and RPb. .
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4.8.2

Tunneling Current Model

To do the fitting, we need a known tunneling function. We take the equation of direct
tunneling current from K. F. Schuegraf and C. Hu’s paper [21] as:
J DT

⎛V
= C ⎜⎜ OX
⎝ t OX

(

⎛ − B 1 − (1 − VOX / Φ B )3 / 2
⎞
⎟⎟ exp⎜
⎜
VOX / t OX
⎠
⎝
2

)⎞⎟

(4.5)

⎟
⎠

Where VOX is the voltage dropped across the oxide. tOX is oxide thickness and Φ B is
the barrier height at metal gate side(as shown in Figure 4.15). B is the function of
barrier height Φ B as:
B=

8π 2mOX Φ 3B/ 2
3hq

(4.6)

The equation (4.5) is simple to use but not adequate. It is shown that the simulated
gate current based on this equation does not approach as Vg goes to zero. In addition,
it does not fit the experimental very well in the sub-1V region [75-76]. The authors
further improve their model in the later paper [76] and point out the WKB
approximation might not hold very well for the ultra-thin oxide. A new and better
model is proposed and the equation (4.5) is modified as:

⎛ − 8π ⋅ t
2mOX Φ 3 / B2
q3
OX
⎜
⋅ C (Vg , VOX , tOX , Φ B ) ⋅ exp
Jg =
⎜
8πhΦ Bε OX
3hq VOX
⎝

⎡ ⎛
V
⎢1 − ⎜⎜1 − OX
tOX
⎢⎣ ⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

3/ 2

(4.7)
With
⎡ 20
C (Vg , VOX , tOX , Φ B ) = exp ⎢
⎢⎣ Φ B

α

⎛ V − ΦB
⎞ ⎛ V
+ 1⎟⎟ ⋅ ⎜⎜1 − OX
⋅ ⎜⎜ OX
ΦB
⎝ Φ B0
⎠ ⎝

⎞⎤ ⎛ Vg
⎟⎥ ⋅ ⎜⎜
⎟⎥ t
⎠⎦ ⎝ OX

⎞
⎟⎟ ⋅ N
⎠

(4.8)

⎤⎞
⎥⎟
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⎠
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Equation (4.7) and (4.8) is rather complicated to use. Many additional equation is
required to know the fitting parameter as α , N . Most important of all, the situation in
their model is quite different from ours. One of the main reasons for proposing this
complicated model is to take account of the quantization effect in the semiconductor.
This quantization is created when band bends. For our case in the overlap region with
source/drain junction is highly doped, there is hardly any band bending and no
quantization effect. Obviously, the equation 4.7 and 4.8 is not quite applicable to our
case.

Then we go back to equation 4.5. The main reason that it fails in simulation is the
usage of WKB approximation, which is questionable when the oxide gets so thin. But
the basic form of this equation is still correct as compared to equation 4.7. We can
take this form as:
⎛V
J DT = C ⎜⎜ OX
⎝ t OX

η

(

⎛ − B 1 − (1 − VOX / Φ B )3 / 2
⎞
⎟⎟ exp⎜
⎜
VOX / t OX
⎠
⎝

)⎞⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.9)

But the parameter needs to be revised. The previous definition of B as the function of
the barrier height Φ B may not hold. The simulation of gate leakage current for
ultrathin oxide is not an easy task, especially at low gate bias region. Instead of
struggling with the exact solution, we set all the parameter B, C, Φ B ,tOX as fitting
variable parameters and let the fitting decide the best one set. Moreover, in the
overlap region with highly doped source/drain, the voltage across the oxide VOX will
be equal to applied external gate bias.
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4.8.3

Determination of Shunt Resistance with Fitting

Besides the tunneling function, we still need to know which part of data is best for
fitting. From the band diagram, gate bias ranging from 0V to flat band voltage
(-0.65V) is the best choice. Under that condition, the channel is under depletion and
most of the applied gate bias is on the bend bending. Leakage current from the
channel is very negligible since very little voltage drops across the oxide. Leakage
current is mostly dominated from overlap region because full gate voltage drops
across from the overlap region.

It is reasonable for us to take an approximation that the leakage current in this gate
bias range is from the overlap region alone. Figure 4.16 shows the total gate leakage
current for 2 nm SiO2, 1400 μm2 MOS capacitor. With our assumption, we can fit the
measured leakage current at gate bias between 0V to -0.65V with the tunneling
function.

Figure 4.16 shows the fitting result. Obviously, it is a pretty good fit. From the fitting,
we can know the function of leakage current component from overlap region. Then
after subtracting from the experimental measured total leakage current, we can extract
the leakage current component from gate to channel region alone as illustrated in
Figure 4.16. Then, we can convert it to the shunt resistance by diving the gate bias
over the leakage current as Rp=Vg/Ig. At the condition of strong accumulation with
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VG=-1.2V, the shunt resistance of overlap and gate to channel region will be RPa=192
Ώ and RPb=240 Ώ respectively.

Figure 4.16 Fitting of measured leakage current with known tunneling function. The leakage
current within fitting section is assumed to come from overlap region only. The extrapolation of
fitted curve allows us to extract the leakage current component from overlap and channel region at
accumulation (VG=-1.2V).

4.9.

Better Calibration Structure

From the previous sections, we have extracted all the resistive components. In order
to extract the overlap capacitance, we still need to convert the measured reflected
voltage VRef(t) into reflectivity. Actually, the measured reflected voltage waveform
VRef(t) is the product of the incident step waveform VInc (t) and the reflectivity ρ(t) as a
function of time. Therefore, we can get the reflectivity by dividing the reflected
waveform with the incident waveform as:
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ρ (t ) =

VRe f (t )
VInc (t )

(4.10)

The incident waveform VInc(t) can be obtained from the response of calibration
structure, which ideally should be the structure including all the other parasitic except
the device under test. For convenience, open circuit can be considered. It is done by
lifting the probe up and includes all the parasitic up to the probe tip.

Figure 4.17 Picture of device under test(left) and short calibration structure(right). The arrow
represents for the current path during the test. Obviously, there is an addition length for the current
to flow through in the device under test.

However, as shown in Figure 4.17, besides the capacitor under test, the test structure
also has the probe pad and small extension length. These additional parasitic do not
belong to the device under test (DUT) but are not included by open calibration
structure. They only affect very high frequency parts of data or very beginning part of
data in time domain. It might not be critical to our previous C-V measurement or
series resistance extraction, which is either start fitting after the rise part or more
focus on the long term overall part of data. It will become a problem for our overlap
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capacitance extraction, which is mainly focus on the fitting of initial part of capacitor
charging with the need of as many data points as possible.

An improvement can be made by using the short calibration structure as shown in the
right of Figure 4.17. It takes It is better than the open circuit with taking account of
the probe contact and probe pad. However, it is still not good enough. As shown in the
red arrow in Figure 4.17 which is the direction of current flow, there is an additional
length in the device (left) compared to the short calibration structure (right). It is well
known that any length in the TDR will result in the time shift between DUT reflected
voltage and reference which is from calibration structure. Any misalignment in data
points greatly affects the reflectivity, especially the initial part.

Therefore, an accurate calibration structure is extremely important for the high
frequency test such as TDR. Since there is not any better calibration structure
available on the wafer provided by Sematech, we have to make our own. We can take
one sample of DUT and intentionally hard break down by stressing sufficiently high
voltage. The hard breakdown creates a short path at the two electrodes of the capacitor.
This “broken” device can be taken as our calibration structure. Since this calibration
structure is modified from DUT, it preserves all the features except the short at two
electrodes.

To be careful, we should make sure this hard breakdown offers good short. We can
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confirm it by measuring the I-V curve (solid line in Figure 4.18) and extracting the
resistance as 4.5 Ώ. For the short calibration structure itself (Figure 4.17) which
contains probe tip, contact pad and the rest of system, the 1.6 Ώ resistance is extracted
from the I-V(dashed line in Figure 4.18). Therefore, there is an additional 2.9 Ώ for
our “created short”, which is very possible the series resistance. It also matches our
previous extracted value as 3.15 Ώ. It confirms that this “created short” does not
introduce any additional resistance and is indeed a good short. The evidence of
matched result from I-V and TDR also in turn confirms the correctness of our series
resistance extraction.
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Figure 4.18 I-V of short calibration structure and “created short” calibration structure by
internationally hard break down DUT.

The solid line in Figure 4.19 shows the measured the reflected waveform of this
“created short” calibration structure. The step down behavior is because the reflection
of the short is the mirror of incident voltage. To be used as a reference, we need to flip
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it and result is shown as the dashed line in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19 The measured Reflected waveform of created short (solid line). It needs to be flipped
first (dashed line) and then can be used as reference.

Taking it as reference, we can get the reflectivity by dividing reflected waveform of
DUT on it. The result is shown in Figure 4.20. For comparison, the reflectivity using
open or short as calibration structure is also included. Obviously, the result from
different calibration structure is quite different at initial time part of data. The result of
“created short” is more accurate because it includes all of the parasitic while open or
short does not.

Moreover, it is interesting to observe a big bump very close to the time zero t0 - the
time point when the step first arrives. The bump in TDR represents an inductor.
Opposite to capacitor, inductor behaves like an open circuit or impedance increase
when the fast step voltage arrives. After carefully examining our DUT, we found that
there is indeed an inductance. It arises from the current loop flowing from the center
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probe to the other two as illustrated in Figure 4.17. This inductance exists both in the
calibration structure and DUT. In principle, it should be cancelled out by the division.
However, the action of flip before division causes the problem. Instead of cancellation,
the inductance behavior gets enhanced after flip then division. Obviously, this is not
what we wanted and correction procedure is required. It is very important because it
messes up the initial part of the data and makes the fitting extremely hard.

Figure 4.20 The reflectivity obtained by dividing the measured reflected voltage of DUT over the
one of flipped created short. The reflectivity extracted when the open or short circuit as calibration
structure is also included for comparison.

To fix that, we can first find out the additional impedance coming from the inductance
and then subtract it from the impedance of DUT. Here are the basic procedures:

1.

Find out the reflectivity of created short calibration by dividing measured
reflected voltage of created short over the open circuit.
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2.

Convert the reflectivity to impedance as shown in Figure 4.21.

3.

Get the inductance by subtracting the initial sudden increase with the impedance
at steady state. The inductance does not play much role to open circuit due to its
sufficient large impedance. However, this inductance becomes significant for
short due to its extremely small impedance. By dividing short over open, the
inductance behavior is preserved and behaves itself as the sudden increase of
impedance at the beginning of time scale.

4.

Convert the reflectivity of DUT into impedance

5.

Subtract the inductance impedance from the one of DUT

6.

Covert the corrected DUT impedance back to reflectivity as shown in 4.22.

Figure 4.21 Impedance of created short in time domain. The peak in this impedance comes from
the inductance. It can be used to subtract from the impedance of DUT and then correct the effect
of parasitic inductance.

Figure 4.22 shows the reflectivity of DUT after corrected with inductance. The
disappearance of bump indicates the success of correction procedure. This reflectivity
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is extracted with a better calibration structure and free of the inductance. As a result, it
is the most accurate and becomes the one used to do the fitting and then extraction of
the overlap capacitance.

Figure 4.22 The reflectivity of DUT after corrected with inductance. Obviously, the disappearance
of bump indicates the success of correction procedure.

4.10. Overlap Capacitance Extraction

In order to extract the overlap capacitance by fitting, we still need a program that can
simulate the reflectivity. With the equivalent circuit, we can calculate the reflectivity
by impedance from circuit. The exact analytical expression of reflectivity can be
worked out by inverse Laplace transform. From equation (A.11), the detected voltage
by TDR will be:
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Therefore, the reflectivity will be:

ρ (t ) =

VRe f (t )
VStep

⎡ 1 ⎛ Z ( s ) − Z 0 ⎞⎤
⎡1
⎤
⎟⎟⎥
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⎦
⎣ s ⎝ Z L ( s ) + Z 0 ⎠⎦

(4.12)

Equation (4.12) tells us that we can obtain the reflectivity at time domain by inverse
Laplace transformation of load impedance and incident signal. For this case, the load
impedance for the equivalent circuit in our case for the equivalent shown is:
1

Z L (s) =

1
Rs , acc +

RPa
1 + s ⋅ RPa ⋅ C gc

(4.13)

1

+
Rs , Inv +

RPb
1 + s ⋅ RPb ⋅ Cov

The idea to obtain the reflectivity is very straightforward. However, the calculation is
a little bit complicated and can not be accomplished by hand. We turn to mathematic
software and make a small program to do that. The codes are:

h[s_]:=1/s;
//incident step voltage
m[s_]:=1/(Rsinv+Rpb/(1+Rpb· Cov· s)); //Impedance of overlap
capacitance path
n[s_]:=1/(Rsacc+Rpa/(1+ Rpa · Cgc· s)); //impedance of gate to channel
capacitance path
g[s_]:=1/(n[s]+m[s]);
//load impedance is the parallel
one of above two
l[s_]:=(g[s]-50)/(g[s]+50);
//Convert load impedance to
reflectivity in frequency
domain
y[s_]:=h[s] · l[s];
//output is load impedance with
incident signal
y[s]
InverseLaplaceTransform[y[s],s,t]

//convert to reflectivity in time
domain
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Here is the outcome expression for reflectivity:
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To illustrate the basic behavior of this complicated function, we put some number in.
Here we use Rs,acc=Rb=14.2Ω, Rs,inv=Ra=4.05Ω , COV =2pF Cgc=20pF. The result will
be reduced to:

ρ (t ) = 1 − 0.271 ⋅ e( −0.032t ) − 1.589 ⋅ e( −0.00073t )

(4.14)

Obviously, it shows that there are two exponential function involved. The one with
small time constant rises up fast at beginning and then is overwhelmed by the other
one with longer time constant. It matches the two capacitor charging picture. It is
indeed observed in the simulation as shown in Figure 4.23. By comparison with the
behavior of single capacitor charging, the long term behavior is more close to the
behavior of single 22pF capacitor. That is expected as well because two capacitors is
charging at the same rate on long term and the equivalent capacitance is the sum of
these two (20pF+2pF=22pF).
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Figure 4.23 Simulation of reflectivity of equivalent circuit with Rs,ac=14.2Ω, Rs,inv =4.05Ω , COV
=2pF Cgc=20pF. For comparison, a single 20pF or 22pF capacitor charging is also shown. On the
long term, the two capacitors charge at the same rate and close to a 22pF capacitor (sum of those
two).

Figure 4.24 Simulation of reflectivity with different overlap capacitance. Smaller overlap
capacitance has more distinct charging time with channel capacitance. Therefore, shaper transition
is observed.
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This simulation program also enables us to study the influence of overlap capacitance
on reflectivity. Figure 4.25 shows the simulation of reflectivity with different overlap
capacitance. The case without any overlap capacitance is also shown. The overlap
capacitance dramatically affects the initial part of the MOS device charging. With
smaller overlap capacitance, the charging time between two capacitors is more
distinct and the transition between two charging process is sharper. This data also
suggest us that we can extract the overlap capacitance by comparing the simulation
result with experimental observed reflectivity.

With all the efforts made in previous sections, we are ready to extract the overlap
capacitance. First review what we have:
z

Total capacitance at -1.2V from C-V characteristics of chapter 3 as
CT=Cgc+COV=22pF.

z

Series resistane RSInv=4.05Ώ , RSacc=14.2 Ώ

(from section 4.6)

z

Shunt resistance RPa=192Ώ , RPb=240 Ώ

(from section 4.8)

z

Improved experimental reflectivity of DUT at VG=-1.2V ( from section 4.9)

z

An available simulation program able to calculate the reflectivity once all the
parameter of the equivalent is known. (This beginning of this section)

With all these available parameters, there is only one unknown: the area ratio of
overlap to channel region f=Cov/Cgc. To extract f and therefore the overlap capacitance,
we simply find the best fit to the reflectivity curve extract from the measured
reflection waveform. Figure 4.25 shows the resulting best fit of reflectivity at strong
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accumulation (Vg=-1.2V) with f=0.142. In addition to the excellent fit, the result for
fitting to a single capacitor is also shown. Clearly, the two capacitors charging process
is necessary to explain the experimental data.

Figure 4.25 The comparison of the fitting curve with experimental reflectivity curve of the
capacitor at VG=-1.2V. A simulation with a single capacitor charging is also included to show that
it provides a poor fit. Insert: the equivalent circuit of the oxide capacitor with overlap capacitor.

With 23 pF total capacitance found in chapter 3 under this test condition, the overlap
capacitance works out to be 3.266pF. We can now remove the overlap capacitance
from the measured C-V curve of the capacitor in Figure 3.9 from chapter 3 to obtain
the channel capacitances. The result is shown in Figure 4.26. It should be emphasized
that the error is not due to poor test structure design. A number of factors constraints
the design space [14, 16]. It is not obvious that significant reduction of the overlap
capacitance is possible.
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Figure 4.26 The measured C-V curve for the 2 nm SiO2 capacitor with 1400 μm2 area (upper curve)
and the corrected C-V curve (lower curve) after the removal of the overlap capacitance.

4.11. Accuracy of Overlap Capacitance Extraction
In overlap capacitance extraction, we perform fitting of the equivalent circuit to the
measured reflectivity data. Since we independently determine 5 out of the six
parameters of the equivalent circuit and the accuracy of their determination has
already been discussed above, we assume them to be accurate. In other words, in this
analysis we ignore error propagation and focus on accessing the accuracy of the area
ratio extraction that has direct bearing on the accuracy of the overlap capacitance
extraction. The main task is therefore to determine how well can the fitting process
pin down the value of the area ratio f. The goodness of fit (R2 square value) is a good
tool for this purpose.
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Figure 4.27 The R2 value of the fitting with different ratio of overlap capacitance to total. The best
fit is at maximum R2 condition with f = 0.142. The error is the range of f that is less than 95% R2
confidence interval.

The R2 square value for different f is plotted in Figure 4.27. The best fit (maximum R2)
is f = 0.142. The 95% confidence value is f =0.142±0.003, or 2%. The uncertainty
(95% confident) will of course depend on each capacitor design. We expect that the
uncertainty will decrease with larger value of f. While it is more desirable to design
transistors with lower f, the trend in practical reality is the opposite. Thus we expect
the overlap capacitance extraction to remain highly accurate as CMOS technology
continues to advance. It is instructive to note that the 2% error is referring to the area
ratio, not the actual overlap capacitance. The total capacitance can be determined to
better than 1%. The small 2% error in separating the channel capacitance and overlap
capacitance essentially leaves the determination of the overlap capacitance with the
same (percentage) accuracy as the total capacitance.
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4.12. Conclusion
In this chapter, we described a highly accurate method of independently extracting
series resistance from TDR measurement. The ability to measure the series resistance
accurately at inversion raises the possibility of measuring the series resistance of a
transistor - a long standing challenge. If this could be done, the transistor effective
channel length measurement will be greatly simplified. The hardware used in our
experiment requires at least 1 pF to perform the reliable measurement. With the best
equipment available today, the capacitance can be 5 times smaller. However, even
0.2pF is very large for transistor. Only transistor with multi-finger gate can have such
large capacitance. In future, if such test structure is available, we can try to extend the
application of this new simple method to series resistance extraction in transistor.

We also show that by introducing source and drain to the MOS capacitor to support
the extraction of inversion capacitance, the overlap capacitance can contribute to
significant error to the measured capacitance, particularly in the depletion region. We
have demonstrated that overlap capacitance can be extracted by TDR in a very simple
and accurate manner. Finally, very accurate capacitance measurement can be done by
combining the extracted series resistance and overlap capacitance with the TDR
method of capacitance extraction.
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Chapter 5
Frequency Dependent Charge Pumping, How deep it probes

We have introduced a new time domain reflectrometry C-V method in the last two
chapters. It only solves one of many challenges in the advanced MOS device
characterization. The appropriate evaluation of device reliability is another. It requires
a good knowledge of the traps on the interface or in the bulk oxide, such as how the
traps are distributed and how many of them. This demand becomes more urgent
especially when high κ dielectrics have been recently used as the gate oxide in the
45nm CMOS technology. These new dielectrics from transitional metals are full of
defects spreading not only at the interface but also in the oxide bulk. In addition, there
are also a lot of defects on the buffer SiO2, which is grown between high κ and
Si-substrate to improve the interface quality. Therefore, for the reliability concern, it
is important to find out which part (high κ or buffer SiO2) initiates the failure. This is
a very important question because it points out the focus of future improvement
[20-22]. A good way to approach the answer is to stress the device and watch the
increase of trap density. The technique to measure spatial distribution of trap density
in the bulk is frequency dependent charge pumping. Different from conventional
charge pumping measurement, it changes the frequency of input gate pulse allowing
the access of traps in the oxide. The big question in this method is how to convert the
frequency to location of the traps- how deep it can probe at certain frequency?
Because this technique is only available electrical test method to know the spatial
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distribution of traps, this question is critical. The lack of answer on this question leads
to the debate in the literature [28, 29]. For the same piece of experiment result, the
interpretation becomes very different from group to group. It further leads the
confusion of who is responsible for reliability- high κ stack or buffer SiO2.

In this chapter, we will demonstrate our experiment evidence to address the answer of
how deep the frequency dependent charge pumping probes. Specifically, we use the
GHz charge pumping experimental data to show the interface filling time is less than
0.7 ns. It is very different from the previous theoretical calculation. Therefore, a new
model is proposed to predict the relation of probe depth versus charge pumping
frequency. The conclusion is that charge pumping can probe as deep as into high κ
stack.

5.1.

Frequency Dependent Charge Pumping

Charge pumping has been widely used to study interface traps in the Si/SiO2 system
for more than thirty years [60-61]. It is well known for its simplicity and high
sensitivity for trap characterization. When performing CP measurement, the source
and drain are usually applied with a small reverse bias. Periodic pulses are applied to
the gate and drive the surface into inversion and accumulation periodically. An
average CP current measured from substrate is attributed to the recombination of
trapped electrons and holes. By measuring the substrate current, an estimate of the
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mean value of the interface-state density over the energy range swept by the gate
pulse can be obtained.

In the Si/SiO2 system, most of the defects is located at the Si/SiO2 interface and very
few of them is in the bulk oxide. However, the story gets changed once the high κ
dielectrics come up. With many of the defects in the oxide, the charge pumping is no
longer probing the truly interface traps. During the time when the surface is driven to
inversion or accumulation for sufficient time in the CP measurement, the
electrons/holes are able to fill the traps in the bulk by tunneling. The longer time and
lower charge pumping frequency it has, the further traps from the interface can be
filled. Therefore, one can know the trap density at different distance from the interface
by making the measurement with different charge pumping frequency. This is so
called frequency dependent charge pumping [7].

In order to know the spatial distribution of the traps, one needs to convert the charge
pumping frequency to the distance from the interface. Figure 5.1 shows the
relationship. It shows the time of carrier at inversion/accumulation in CP, which is
half of the period for the symmetric gate pulse, versus the probe distance from the
interface. In this case, dual layer of dielectrics is used – 1 nm buffer SiO2 and 3 nm
HfO2 (high κ). As shown in the insert of this figure, the relationship can be derived
from the two-step filling mechanism [62, 63]. The electron/holes first fill the interface
states and then tunnel into the bulk traps from the filled interface states. Therefore, the
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relationship of time and depth will start at the time when the interface states are all
filled. As a result, the interface filling time is the starting point (t1 as shown in the
figure).

Figure 5.1 The relationship of the time in inversion/accumulation in charge pumping versus the
probing distance from interface. The longer time it has, the deeper from the interface can be
probed. The relationship can be obtained from the two-step filling model and tunneling probability
calculation. The mechanism is shown in the insert. The electrons/holes will fill the interface traps
first and then tunneling into the traps in the bulk from the filled interface traps. Therefore, the
probe depth starting at the time when the interface is filled which is interface filling time (t1 as
shown in the figure). The distance will keep increasing with more inversion time allowed. The
slope this function is determined by the tunneling probability which is determined by the material
parameter of the dielectrics. That is reason why the slope is different at SiO2 and high κ.

With longer inversion time and lower CP frequency, the electrons/holes have more
time to fill traps further from interface. This is the tunneling process and the rate of
filling is simply determined by the tunneling probability. Therefore, the slope of the
time-depth relationship in the figure depends on the material prosperities of dielectrics
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which are important in the calculation of tunneling probability. For the detail
calculation, one can refer to the Appendix C. Since SiO2 and high κ is very different
materials, the slope of them is not the same. High κ has lower barrier height (1.5eV
compared to 3.1eV of SiO2). It is relatively easier for tunneling and electrons can
reach further traps for the same amount of time.

5.2.

Controversy in Frequency Dependent Charge Pumping

This relationship of time-depth is not consistent from groups to groups [28, 29]. It
further leads to the debate where the increased traps come from after the electrical
stress. As we shown, the slope of this relationship depends on the material prosperities
such as barrier height, effective mass. It is more or less consistent and there is not
much question on that. The controversy really is the starting time - interface filling
time. One camp in the literature [29] uses the 10 ns as starting time and derives the
relationship with two step filling model as shown in figure 5.1. They conclude that CP
is probing the buffer SiO2 for the typical frequency range from 100Hz to 1 MHz.

Different from the pervious shallow camp (SP), the other camp uses 66ps as the
starting time and concludes that it can probe deep into high K for the same frequency
range [28]. The time-depth relationship used by this deep camp (DP) is shown in
figure 5.2. They assumes a direct filling process, that is, the electrons/holes tunnel and
fill the bulk traps directly from inversion layer instead of filling the interface first.
This is so called tunneling front model [77] as illustrated in the insert of the figure. In
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this case, the starting time is the escape time for the electrons from the inversion layer.
It is 66ps as determined by Lunstrom [78].

Figure 5.2 The relationship of the time in inversion/accumulation in charge pumping versus the
probing distance from interface. Different from figure 5.1, the starting time is 66ps instead of 10ns.
This value is from the tunneling front model as shown in the insert. The electrons/holes tunnels to
the bulk traps directly instead of filling the interface states first in the two step filling process.

Now, we have two camps with different starting time and then different conclusion
even having same experimental data. Who is right? This controversy has been around
for a while and no answer has been made so far. We are the first one to provide a good
answer with enough evidence. It will be shown step by step in the rest of this chapter.

From previous discussion, one may notice that the underlying mechanism to explain
the bulk traps filling is quite different from these two camps. One uses a two step
filling while the other assumes a direct filling. We believe the two step filling process
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from the shallow camp is more appropriate for charge pumping. That is because the
CP itself is also a two step process – electron and hole filling. Only the traps filled
both by electron and holes can be counted as a net recombination current. Moreover,
the filling is executed by a tunneling process- an electron moving between two states
at the same energy level. If it is a direct tunneling from inversion layer, those traps can
only be filled by electrons but not holes because there are very few holes in the
inversion layer. The only traps can be both electron and hole filling is those located at
the same energy level of the interface states. It can only be done by letting the
electron/hole fill the interface states first and tunnel into bulk traps. It is exactly the
two step filling process.

After recognizing the two step filling model as the responsible mechanism, the
starting time should be the interface filling time. In the shallow camp, they assume
this time is 10 ns. It originates from the theoretical calculation by Maneglia et.al [27,
79-86]. However, it has never been experimentally proved. Obviously, there is a need
to find out some way to confirm this number. We are the one to carry out this
important procedure.

5.3.

Basic Principle of Finding Interface Trap Filling Time

The way to find the interface filling time experimentally is very simple – enough high
frequency charge pumping measurement. Traditionally, CP measurement is typically
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carried out up to 1MHz. In these measurements, the time during which the channel is
in inversion/accumulation is long enough to allow all the carriers to be trapped. When
assuming very few bulk traps and all the traps are located at interface, then detected
trap density is frequency independent as long as the magnitude of gate pulse is
unchanged.

EC

tInv< τ 0

EF

τ0
Gate SiO2

Interface Trap
Density

EV

Si substrate

~ 1

τ0

CP Frequency

Figure 5.3 Basic principle of finding interface filling time τ0. Fast gate pulse with
inversion/accumulation time less than τ0 is applied. Not all of all of the interface traps are filled
and result in attenuation in trap density beyond certain frequency. Interface filling time can be
identified by find the frequency where the trap density starts to decrease.

However, as high frequency gate pulse is used, it switches the MOSFET between
accumulation and inversion so fast that the filling of interface states might not follow.
At certain point when the inversion/accumulation time becomes smaller than interface
trap filling time, the interface states may no longer be completely filled and the
detected trap density starts to decrease (Figure 5.3). In this way, the interface filling
time can be determined by finding the frequency when the attenuation of trap density
starts.
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Maneglia et al’s calculated the interface filling time as 10 ns, which means that all the
interface states are filled within 10ns. To prove or disapprove that, a CP experiment
beyond 50 MHz is required. With inversion/accumulation time less than 10 ns (half
period of 50 MHz symmetric gate pulse), a reduced trap density will start to be
observed around 50 MHz if their argument is true. Otherwise, there will be constant
trap density up to 50 MHz. The exact interface filling time can be found by keeping
increasing the CP frequency and identifying the point where the trap density starts
decreasing.

5.4.

High Frequency CP Experiment Setup

High frequency CP measurement is not easy but rather challenging. Even though 50
MHz CP experiment is thought to be enough for confirming Maneglia et al’s
calculation, it is necessary to extend the frequency high enough such as beyond 1GHz
to actually find out the interface filling time. One can see the reason later and even
1GHz might not be enough. However, it has already pushed to the limit of experiment.
As far as we know, no reliable charge pumping beyond 1GHz with square gate pulse
has been reported. The main difficulty lies on how to ensure the fidelity of the
waveform applied to the gate. This difficulty leads Sasse and Schmitz [87] to try the
sinusoidal gate bias instead of a pulse waveform with fast rise and fall time. The
frequency can be beyond 1GHz but the extraction of trap density requires complex
fitting that undermines the level of confidence on the out come. In this chapter, we
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report GHz charge-pumping experiment using pulse waveform with very fast rise and
fall time. To ensure that the pulse waveform at the gate is faithfully reproduced, we
used a home-built, 50 Ω terminated probe that is good (verified) up to 20GHz.

In this study, nMOS transistors from a 0.16µ technology with 2.4 nm gate oxide
thickness were used in the experiment. As shown in Figure 5.4, both source and drain
were biased at 0.1V. The average substrate current was measured at 0V by HP4156A.
Gate bias was switched between 1V (inversion) and -1.2V (accumulation) repetitively.
At frequency up to 50 MHz, we used a square wave generator with ~1ns rise and fall
time. For higher frequency, we use a pulse generator with low duty cycle (1MHz
pulse rate), leading to extremely asymmetric square wave.
50Ω Termination Probe
50 Ω

G
S

D
n+

n+

VR

A

Figure 5.4 Experimental setup diagram of charge pumping measurement, gate of MOSFET is
probed by specific 50 Ω termination probe

It is also noticed that the novelty in this setup is the introduction of specific 50 Ω
termination probe. It is one of the critical parts to offer the ability to extend CP
measurement beyond 1GHz. At frequencies above 10 MHz, the wavelength of the
gate voltage signal is in the same order of magnitude as the length of the measurement
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cables used in the setup. All the circuits should be treated as high frequency feature –
transmission line theory and impedance matches. The 50 Ω input resistance at gate
probe is exactly the key solution to ensure the impedance match between gate and
output of the pulse.

Special high-speed probe:

Chip resistor, 50Ω

Rigid coa
xial
cable wit
hh
center co ollow
nduc t or

probe tip, 3mm

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.5 (a) A home-made high-speed single probe with 50 Ω termination. The probe allows
reflection-free application of high-frequency bias up to 20GHz for device characterization (b) TDR
characteristics of this probe with probe arm

As illustrated in the Figure 5.5(a), a 1 mm2 size 50 Ω chip resistor leans close to the
probe tip and connects the probe (central conductor passing the signal) to the outside
shield (ground). We use conductive silver paint to allow the chip resistor to make a
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good contact. With this 50 Ω input resistance, the impedance match ensures that the
input pulse reach the gate without any attenuation. It can be verified by the help of
Time Domain Reflectrometry (TDR). The principle and usage of TDR has been well
explained in chapter 3 and Appendix A. It is well known for its advantage of detecting
the location of impedance mismatch.

Figure 5.5(b) shows the detected reflected voltage measured by TDR when it is
connected to our home-made probe with 50 Ω chip resistor. Flat line in this figure
means all the incident voltage are transmitted and any change means some part of
input gets reflected or partially transmitted with attenuation. Figure 5.5(b) indicates
that most of the incident waveform transmits without attenuation. The first very small
observed bump is due to the connection between probe arm and microwave cable. The
other dip is from the probe tip. These small irregularities are not worrisome. The half
time width of the dip indicates that it takes around 50 ps for the signal to complete a
single trip. As a result, this 1% reflection will not be considered as an important factor
for the measurement within 20 GHz.

5.5.

Charge Pumping up to 50MHz

We first carry out CP measurement with symmetric square wave up to 50MHz. The
test structure is 2.5 um2 nMOSFETs from 0.16um technology with 2.4nm high quality
pure thermal grown SiO2. Its picture is shown in Figure 5.6. It has three transistor
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bunched together with independent gate/drain but same well/source. Its high quality
thermal SiO2 is well known for its low density bulk traps. Therefore, the detected
traps are truly interface states.

D

W

G

D

D

G

G

s

Figure 5.6 A test structure of MOSFET having three transistors in bunch with independent gate
and drain.

In this study, a symmetric square wave with 1ns rise/fall time is applied to the gate.
While keeping the base level voltage of gate pulse as -1.2V (accumulation), three top
level gate bias conditions are chosen as 0.7V (depletion), 1.0V and 1.3V (strong
inversion) respectively. We record down the charge pumping current as the function
of frequency from 1Hz to 50MHz. The result is shown in Figure 5.7.

It is observed that CP current linearly increases with frequency. It can be explained by
equation (5.1) which is the measured CP current:
_

I CP = fQCP = fqAG Dit ΔE

(5.1)

Where q is the electron charge, f is the input gate pulse frequency, AG is the channel
_

area of the transistor (cm2), Dit is the mean interface trap density over the energy
range ΔE swept by gate pulse.

Equation (5.1) indicates a linear relation of charge pumping current Icp with frequency
f if all the other parameters are constant, consistent with observation. Moreover, in
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Figure 5.7, a higher CP current is observed for higher top level voltage in gate pulse.
It can be also explained by equation (5.1). With higher top level of gate pulse, Fermi
level can sweep a larger energy range ΔE of interface states resulting in higher CP
current ICP.
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Figure 5.7 measured charge pumping current as a function of frequency up to 50MHz. CP current
linearly increase with higher frequency. Comparing the case with various gate bias, higher top
level gate bias results in higher CP current.

Equation (5.1) also shows that the trap density can be obtained by normalizing the
detected CP current to the frequency. Figure 5.8 shows the trap density obtained from
the result in Figure 5.7. For the frequency range from 100kHz to 50MHz, the
measured trap density is basically constant. The lack of frequency dependent suggests
that bulk oxide trap is negligible as expected in production quality thermal oxide. All
the measured traps are interface states. The deviation below 100kHz is likely due to
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leakage current [88].
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Figure 5.8 The measured trap density as a function of charge-pumping frequency using square wave
applied to the gate. From 100 kHz to 50MHz, the trap density is basically the same. Below 100 kHz,
the result may be affected by gate leakage current.

The leakage current can also be seen in the behavior of CP current at low frequency
range (1Hz~10 KHz) as shown in Figure 5.9. At the frequencies beyond 1 KHz, a CP
current increases with frequency as expected. However, the constant CP current is
observed below 1 KHz. This behavior is believed to come from the effect of leakage
current.

The detected substrate current ISUB in CP actually consists of two components: the
recombination current of trapped holes ICP and DC leakage current flowing to
substrate ILeakage. This can be expressed as:
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I SUB = I CP + I Leakage = ADit f + I Leakage

(5.2)

The recombination current ICP is linearly dependent on frequency while the leakage
current ILeakage is not. As the frequency gets lower, the ICP is smaller. Once ICP is much
smaller than ILeakage, the detected total substrate current is dominated by the leakage
current which is constant with frequency.
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Figure 5.9 Plot of measured charge pumping current as the function of frequency from 1 Hz to
100KHz.Below 1 KHz, the CP current is overwhelmed by the DC leakage current and exhibits
frequency independent behavior.

This leakage current can be measured in a very easy manner. We use the exact same
experiment setup but replace the square wave gate pulse with a constant DC bias. The
measured current at substrate current will be the leakage current. We take the average
of 100 repetitive measurements to reduce the random noise. Figure 5.10 shows the
measured substrate current under constant gate bias of -1.2V, 0.7V, 1V, 1.3V
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respectively. These values of gate biases are used in the previous charge pumping
measurement.
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Figure 5.10 The measured substrate current using the same setup except applying a constant DC
voltage on gate instead of a square wave.

In Figure 5.10, a 5~6 pA current flows to substrate at either very positive (Vg=1.3V)
or very negative gate bias (Vg=-1.2V). The responding mechanisms are shown in
Figure 5.11(a) and (b). During negative gate voltages, the gate injected electrons
recombine with the holes at p-type substrate and contribute to positive substrate
current +ISUB. On the other hand, at a positive gate bias, the electrons tunnel from the
valence band of the substrate to the conduction band of the gate electrode through the
ultra-thin gate oxide. As a result, the remaining holes at valence band flow into the
substrate and contribute to a negative current –ISUB. Obviously, the sign of this current
predicted in this model is consistent with the observation in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.11 The schematic diagram for various substrate current components. (a) The
recombination process at a negative gate bias. (b) Valence electron tunneling at a positive gate bias.
The picture is taken from reference [88].
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Figure 5.12 The measured trap density as a function of charge-pumping frequency after correcting the
contribution of leakage current. It extends the constant trap density to frequency as low as 10 KHz.
Below 10 KHz, CP current is overwhelmed by leakage current and correction becomes
problematic.

Since a symmetric square wave is applied to the gate in CP measurement, the net
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substrate leakage current will be the average of substrate current at top and bottom
gate voltage. Therefore, we can subtract the leakage current component and get the
current component truly from interface states. Then a more reliable trap density can
be obtained shown in Figure 5.12. Trap density is constant between 10 KHz and
50MHz. Below 10 KHz, the recombination current is overwhelmed by leakage
current and even correction with subtraction becomes problematic.

5.6.

GHz Charge Pumping Results

Constant trap density indicates that interface filling can always follow gate pulse up to
50MHz. To actually pin down the interface filling time, higher frequency CP
measurement is a must. In the experiment, we use a short pulse generator with 1MHz
repetition rate and <150ps rise/fall time, pulse durations from 300ps to 4ns. The
asymmetric waveform ensures that the CP current is either trap filling (positive pulse:
short inversion time) or unfilling (negative pulse: short accumulation time) limited.
Since all the traps are at interface, in every gate signal cycle, the channel undergoes
less than 4ns at inversion followed by 1us at accumulation as shown in the insert of
Figure 5.13. During this short inversion time, the electrons have a chance to fill the
interface traps. The following 1us at accumulation is sufficient long enough to make
sure that all the electrons trapped in the interface states can be recombined by the
holes coming from substrate.
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Figure 5.13 shows the measured trap density as a function of the pulse duration. The
trap density remains constant down to ~0.7ns. The trap density is in perfect agreement
with the value measured at 1MHz using square wave (4.03E+10 versus 4.05E+10).
Combining the square wave results from previous section, the measured trap density
remains constant from 1.4GHz (0.7ns) all the way down to 100Hz.

Figure 5.13 Measured trap density as a function of pulse duration is an asymmetric charge-pumping
experiment. The repetition rate is 1MHz. The trap density is independent of pulse duration until below
600ps at which point the pulse shape becomes uncertain.

The negative-going pulse shape is shown in Figure 5.14. The measurement is limited
by the oscilloscope which is also the source of the ringing. As the pulse drops below
700 ps, the pulse height and width becomes uncertain. Thus the measured trap
densities below 700ps are not reliable. Thus the sharp drop in measured trap density
in Figure 5.13 may or may not be real. Since both positive going pulse and negative
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going pulse cases showed sharp drop at roughly the same pulse duration, we can say
that both the interface filling time by electron/hole are less than or equal to 0.7ns.
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Figure 5.14 The negative going pulse shape as a function of pulse duration. The rise/fall time and the
ringing is due to the limitation of the oscilloscope

5.7.

Theoretical Model

From previous couple section, we have shown the GHz charge pumping experimental
results and concluded that the interface filling time must be shorter than 0.7 ns. It is
not consistent with the 10 ns filling time theoretical prediction made by Maneglia et al.
It is necessary to review the model they use and find out the reason why there is a
disagreement. The Maneglia’s model is one of the two existing models used by the
two camps [28, 29] as we introduced in the beginning of this chapter. To find out the
correct CP time-depth relationship to interpret the spatial distribution, it is very
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necessary to review in detail the existing two theoretical models. Then, based on our
first-hand new experimental results, we can take a new look at these two models and
find out who is right or neither of them is correct and a model is needed.

In the CP measurement, interface traps get filled by capturing the electrons from the
inversion layer where a large number of free electrons are available. As a result, a
recombination process is involved. To characterize this process, the conventional
charge pumping model introduces a concept of capture/emission time constant [60,
61]. They calculate these time constants based on SRH theory [89, 90].

As the oxide traps become a subject of interest, the model has been extended by
including the tunneling to near-interface oxide traps to interpret the relation between
probe distance into the dielectric and the CP frequency [91, 92]. The calculation of
probe depth is based on a tunneling-front (TF) model introduced by Heiman et al [77],
which assumes that oxide traps are filled by carriers in the inversion or accumulation
layer through the direct tunneling (DT).

For traps located away from the interface, the fill-time increases exponentially from
an initial time constant τ 0 which is the mean time between electron-phonon collisions.
Lundstrom et al. found τ 0 to be 6.6x10-14s [78]. It appears that the DP camp (refer to
section 2.5) based their depth calculation on this model [25, 27, 93, 94]. A depth
versus time which is half of a CP cycle for this model is simulated and shown in
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Figure 5.13(a)-(c). This simulation is based on our newly derivation of tunneling front
model. For details, please refer to Appendix C.

The tunneling front model developed in early work [77] neglects the effect of oxide
electric field and a square barrier shape is assumed. However, as the oxide gets
thinner, the transistor operation voltage doesn't scale down at the same rate as gate
oxide thickness. As a result, the oxide field becomes very high (~6 MV/cm) even at
normal operation condition. Therefore, the effect of oxide electric field can not be
neglected any more. The barrier shape should be assumed as a triangular shape
instead of a square. The demands from modern MOS device motivate us to revise this
tunneling front model by taking the oxide field into account.

Based on this new model as discussed in Appendix C, we also develop a simulation
program to calculate the probe depth as a function of time period/frequency. It can be
applied to single layer with pure SiO2 or dual layer with high κ and buffer SiO2. Of
course, the conversion from time to probe depth also depends on dielectric parameter
values such as the effective tunneling electron mass in SiO2 or HfO2 ( mSiO2 ,e , mHfO2 ,e ),
effective electron barrier height at SiO2 or HfO2 side ( Φ SiO2 , Φ HfO2 ) and interface
filling time ( τ 0 ). Except the different interface filling time, all the following
simulations use the same material parameter as listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Dielectric parameter used in probe depth simulation

Φ SiO2 (eV)

3.1

Φ HfO2 (eV)

1.5

mSiO2 ,e

mHfO2 ,e

0.5m0

0.15m0

These parameters are commonly accepted values used in the simulation of pure SiO2
or HfO2.Figure 5.15(a)-(c) shows the probe depth as a function of frequency, which is
used by deep camp group. For the typical frequency range of 1MHz to 100Hz (dashed
window), the CP is probing deep into the high- κ layer even with 1 nm of bottom
oxide.
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Figure 5.15, The distance into the dielectric probed by charge-pumping as a function of time which is
half of a charge-pumping cycle. Calculation is based on the tunneling front model with τ0=6.6x10-14s. (a)
Pure SiO2, (b) High-k dielectric with 0.5nm SiO2 bottom layer, (c) High-k dielectric with 1nm SiO2
bottom layer. The dotted boxes enclose the frequency range of 100Hz to 1MHz and the depth range
covered along the 5MV/cm electric field line. The band offset between SiO2 and high-k layer is
assumed to be 1.6eV. The effective mass in SiO2 and high-k material is 0.5 and 0.15m0 respectively.
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Besides the above model, Paulsen et al. also pointed out that CP is a two-step process
[62, 63]. In their model, the carriers in conduction or valence bands first communicate
with the fast surface states located at the interface through the Shockley- Read-Hall
(SRH) process. Then the carriers tunnel into or out of the oxide traps located at some
distance away from the interface elastically. Thus the τ 0 must be the interface
trap-filling time, not the one given by Lundstrom [78]. Maneglia et al. estimated this
interface trap-filling time as ~10ns [27, 79-86]. The SP camp based their depth
calculation on this model [29]. A depth versus time for this model is shown in Figure
5.16. The set of curves basically shifted in time scale by the τ 0 difference. As it can
be seen, with 1nm bottom oxide, CP can never reach the high- κ layer.
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Figure 5.16, Similar to Figure 5.13 except the model is the two step CP model with τ0=10ns. Compare
to Figure 5.15, the main effect is a shift in the time axis equal to the difference in the τ0 value. As a
result, for the same frequency range, the depth probed is much shallower.
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5.8.

Examining Existing Theoretical Model

As a result, there are two groups with different models therefore different conclusion.
The DP camp thought the bulk traps are filled by electrons from inversion directly and
CP can probe into high κ. On the other hand, the SP camp thought there is a two step
filling process involved and CP can only probe into buffer SiO2. Compared to direct
filling assumed by DP camp, the two-step process model is more plausible since it is
well known that the thermal SRH process is very efficient. And the continuous energy
distribution of fast surface states at the interface is a common characteristic of
silicon-silicon-dioxide interface. The two-step process model is also supported by the
dependence of the interface state density and near-interface trap density on the l/f
noise [95-96]. However, the data from DP camp strongly suggests that they are indeed
probing deep into the high- κ dielectric layer [28]. It can only be reconciled this by a
much shorter interface trap-filling time.

Our GHz experimental data seems support this much shorter interface filling time. It
is much shorter than the one used by SP camp (10ns). The origin of the 10ns
trap-filling time is from a classical scattering treatment [27], which can be traced back
to Shockley-Read and Hall [67, 68]. In the SRH theory, it says that a defect in the
forbidden gap can capture electrons from conduction band and holes from valence
band. At the same time, these capture carriers can also emitted back to bands. The
emission and capture must reach equilibrium and only those defects at the mid-gap
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have the best efficiency therefore referred as the recombination center. The capture
time for electron τn and hole τp can be calculated by following equation:

τn =

1
,
σ n vth n

τp =

1
σ p v th p

(5.3)

Where σn , σp is the electron/hole capture cross section, vth is the thermal velocity of
the electron, n,p is electron/hole density available to be captured. In the Maneglia et
al’s calculation, they got 10 ns hole capture time (τp=10ns) with a thermal velocity
vth~107 cm/s, capture cross-section σp of the size of an atom (~ 5x10-16cm-2) when the

hole density p is ~2x1016/cm3. Then they concluded that this is the time to fill all the
interface states.

After carefully examining of their model, we found some assumption used in this
calculation might not be solid. We first examine what exactly the interface states are
and how they get involved in the charge pumping. There are two kinds of interface
states [97]. One is the silicon dangling bonds or Pb centers that is well-known to be
amphoteric and have energies about 0.25 eV below and above the midgap. The other
is the residual U-shaped continuum whose origin is not completely clear. In
charge-pumping experiments, the measured interface states are normally assumed to
be Pb centers.

For amphoteric interface defects, trap-filling in each half cycle of CP involves two
steps. Starting from accumulation, the traps are filled with holes. After the sudden
switch to inversion, the defects first capture an electron to become neutral and then
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capture another electron to become negative. Similarly, in the reverse half cycle, the
trap first capture a hole to become neutral and then another hole to become positive.
Due to Columbic attraction, one can expect that the first step is much faster than the
second step. Thus the neutral defect capturing an electron or a hole is the rate limiting
step.

Therefore, the fillings of interface states are indeed a carrier capture process. It is
acceptable to draw the statement by taking the capture time as interface filling time.
Maneglia et al did so but they took the wrong value of capture cross section in their
calculation. They took the capture cross section as 5x10-16cm-2 without marking where
they come from. This is why their value can not match our experimental results.

Actually, capture cross section for defects at the SiO2-Si interface has been studied by
many groups over the years using a variety of measurement methods [98-109]. The
reported value varies from less than 10-18cm2 to greater than 10-14cm2 for electrons as
well as holes. Such large variation cannot be attributed to sample quality control.
More likely, the problem lies with the experiments.

Charge-pumping is one of the commonly used techniques. Capture cross section is
obtained from measured emission rate using an expression from detailed balance [89],
the condition when the emission and capture rate are equal:

en = σ n vth N c exp(− (Ec − Et ) kT )

(5.4)
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Where σn is the electron capture cross section, vth is the thermal velocity of the
electron, Nc is the effective density of states of the conduction band, Ec and Et are the
energy of the conduction band edge and the defect respectively. Equation (5.4) is valid
only at equilibrium. However, most situations encountered in the measurement are
non-equilibrium, easy for emission than capture. This fact is perhaps one of the
reasons why the reported cross section varies from experiment to experiment.

In our GHz CP experiment, we sweep the channel from accumulation to inversion. We
pin down the capture time of interface traps by varying the CP frequency. So our
method is a direct measurement of capture time. Our result of less than 0.7ns capture
time has higher confidence level than all the previous ones. With 0.7ns, using
equation (5.3), we can calculate the capture cross section as (vth=2x107cm/s and
n~1017cm-3) ~10-15cm2 or larger for both electron and hole. On the one hand, this

value is within the range reported in the literature. On the other, this is a large capture
cross section that defies explanation.

In CP, only defects that capture electron and hole alternatively can contribute to
measured current. Only when the fill time is too short to fill the defect deepest in the
band gap will the measured charge-pumping current starts to decrease. Thus the
interface filling time must refer to the capture time of the deepest trap.

The generally accepted mechanism for nonradiative capture of carriers by deep traps
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is the multi-phonon emission mechanism [110-112]. In this model, the trap depth is
deep only upon the capture of a carrier due to lattice relaxation to accommodate the
polarization. Before capture, the neutral trap has a shallow depth so that its excited
vibronic state has finite probability of crossing the conduction (valence) band edge to
capture an electron (hole) [111]. The capture cross section is determined by the barrier
of this crossing Eb and is given by:

σ = σ ∞ exp(− Eb kT )

(5.5)

Equation (5.5) predicts that the capture cross section can only be ~10-15cm2 or smaller.
While our ~10-15cm2 or larger result can arguably be within range, the value of Eb
must be practically zero. That is to say, the neutral trap must be right at the band edge.
This is not the nature of Pb center. A neutral Pb center is exactly mid-gap and the
capture of a charge only makes the trap shallower, not deeper. Thus the multi-phonon
emission model is ill suited to explain carrier capture at the interface.

5.9.

New Cascade Filling Model

As a result, there is a need for new model to explain our extraordinary larger cross
section and less than 0.7 ns capture time. All the previous models consider the case of
a single trap. With many traps distribute at different energy level of the interface, this
direct capture electrons from conduction band might not be the only way to fill traps.
The equation (5.3) used in Maneglia et al’s calculation is taken from SRH theory. An
electron can be first captured by a shallow trap with higher probability and then jump
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to the one located at deeper energy level. This multi-step jumping process is called
cascade filling process. The process is illustrated in figure 5.17. Assuming there is a
quasi continuum of interface states across the band gap, electrons make many
transitions to reach the bottom of the band gap. Smaller jumps happen faster and
larger jumps happen slower.

Actually, we are not the first one to propose this cascade filling idea. Lax introduced
the cascade model in which carrier is captured by a high density of excited states of
the defect [113]. However, it was pointed out that deep traps do not have the required
excited states [111,112] and therefore the cascade model cannot apply.

DT

EC
EF
Cascade filling
of interface
states

EV

Figure 5.17, Illustration of the cascade interface trap-filling model of charge-pumping. Electrons make
many transitions to reach the bottom of the band gap. Smaller jumps happen faster and larger jumps
happen slower. Nature automatically optimizes to produce the shortest trap-filling time.

Here we introduce a new cascade model to explain the large capture cross section and
extreme short capture time of the neutral Pb centers. Instead of excited states
associated with the center, we argue that there is a large number of energy states
associated with the Pb center due to strained Si-Si bonds.
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As shown in Figure 5.18 at Si/SiO2 interface, the mismatch between SiO2 and Si
lattice creates the misalignment of atoms at the interface. The Pb center refers to the
bonding at the interface with oxygen atom deficiency as circled in figure 5.18(a). For
atom circled in the figure, it has three Si-Si bond while the other is “dangling”- no
bonding and free electron/hole available. This is so called dangling bond or Pb center.
It is the microscopic picture of the interface states.

SiO2

Pb center

Si

(a)

SiO2

Pb center

Si

(b)
Figure 5.18 Illustration of what is the Pb center and how the strains are formed. The strain can be
transferred and affect the bonding between atoms in three to four layers in three dimension.
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When this dangling bond is formed, it destroyed the sp3 hybridization of the silicon
atom. As shown in figure 5.18(b), the three remaining Si-Si back bonds can no longer
maintain the tetrahedral geometry and are strained [114]. It is reasonable to expect
that each one of these back bond will transfer some of that strain to another layer of
three bonds through the shared silicon atoms. This process will propagate until the
strain is smaller than the thermal fluctuation. Molecular orbital theory says that
weaker bonds has smaller energy split between the bonding and anti-bonding states.
Note that each weakened bond introduce two energy states, one closer to the
conduction band and one closer to the valence band. If we assume that strained bonds
are weaken and that the reduction in bond energy is proportional to strain, a large
number of energy levels are introduced in the band gap in the immediate surrounding
of the Pb center as shown in Figure 5.19. The further it is from the primary defect, the
higher the density of energy states and the closer they are to the band edge.

Theoretical calculations, when including the surrounding atoms, do suggest that
localized energy states in addition to the trap state are introduced by deep traps [115,
116]. However, full accounting of the surrounding atoms in the lattice is difficult.
Laughlin et al. [117] used essentially the same picture of neighboring strain bonds to
explain the origin of the U-shaped residual interface state continuum. While the
strained bonds associated with Pb centers may not account for all the states in the
U-shaped continuum (there are other possible reasons [118]), it qualitatively has the
right distribution.
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Figure 5.19, Illustration of the strained-bond energy levels in the silicon band gap. The number of
strained bond increases three folds every layer away from the primary defect (Pb center). Also
illustrated are the energy levels of the three charge states of the Pb center. As the charge state
changes, the strained bond energy levels also change.

Figure 5.19 illustrates our idea of the energy levels associated with the three charge
states of the Pb center. With these strained states, cascade capture becomes possible.
Note that once the carrier cascade down a few steps of the energy ladder, it is captured
because the re-emission probability becomes very low.
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Figure 5.20 Illustration of interface trap distribution that can be considered to be continuously
distributed in energy and over the transistor area.
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Note that all these energy levels can be produced by a single defect. This is very
important. In our cascade model, electrons make transition between traps at different
energy levels. If those traps are not from a single defect, electrons also need to jump
between defects with different locations. Therefore, there should have an additional
tunneling process involved as shown in Figure 5.20. The overall transition probability
should be modified by the tunneling probability of electrons. The average distance
between defects is around 100 nm with commonly interface state density of 1010 cm-2
and assumption of equal space trap distribution. This is extremely long distance for a
tunneling and the probability is extremely low. Therefore, an unrealistic long capture
time (>1s) will be predicted, which is obviously not consistent with our GHz charge
pumping experiment. Fortunately, the possibility of these many energy level traps can
be from a single defect make our cascade filling model more complete.

5.10. How deep does FDCP probe

With our new cascade model, we can calculate the interface filling time. The total
filling time should be the product of time in each jump and the number of step. Each
step is an electron capture process. During the capture, a phonon must be emitted due
to energy conservation. The capture time is therefore the inverse of collision
frequency modified by an exponential factor related to the phonon energy:

τ = τ t e − ΔE kT

(5.6)

Equation (5.6) calculates time for a single transition from state to state. τ t is the
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inverse of collision frequency and e − ΔE kT is the probability to get a phonon with right
energy ∆E. To fill the traps at the far end of the band gap, the required time will be
extremely long because phonons with band gap energy are extremely rare. This
difficulty is perhaps the reason why the problem of interface trap-filling time has
never been explicitly treated.
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Figure 5.21, The per step time and the total time required to cross the whole band gap (assuming equal
energy steps) are plotted as a function of number of steps (energy levels) needed to cross the band gap.
A broad minimum of 11.8ps total time is evident.

In that case, instead of the unrealistic classical collision frequency of ~108/s, we use
Lundstrom’s result [78] of τ t ~66 ps which is the inverse of the attempt frequency for
each transition from state to state. The total interface filling time tc is the number of
steps N multiplying the time for each transition τ as shown in Equation (5.7):
t c = Nτ =

Eg
ΔE

τ t ⋅ e − ΔE / kT

(5.7)
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Nature automatically optimizes to produce the shortest trap-filling time. A self
optimization process is introduced by varying the number of cascade steps needed to
cross the band gap to find the most probable interface trap-filling time, which is
11.8ps as shown in Figure 5.21.

With a ~10ps interface trap-filling time, the depth versus time behavior is in between
the DP and SP camps but closer to the DP camp as shown in Figure 5.22. This
suggests that the DP camp has been probing deep into the high-κ layer in their FDCP
experiment, but not quite as deep as they thought.
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Figure 5.22, Similar as Figures 5.13 and 5.14 except that the two-step CP model with a new τ0=10ps is
used. The result is fairly similar to those in Figure 5.13 with a little shallower depth for the common
frequency range.
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5.11. Conclusion and Suggestion on Future Work
In summary, we have carried out a reliable charge pumping experiment beyond 1GHz
with square wave for the first time. With that result, we draw a conclusion that the
interface filling time must be less than 0.7 ns. This finding has resolved the probe
depth controversy in the FDCP measurement. Based on our new experimental
observation, we also introduce a self-optimized trap filling model to predict a more
reasonable relation of CP probe depth as a function of frequency. This work is
significant and timely to the current concern of bulk trap study in high κ. With our
new model, the study of defect generation in high- κ dielectric is on a more solid
ground.
Moreover, there are few suggestions on future extension of this work. For example, ,
it is possible to apply this new model and characterize the spatial trap distribution of
some high κ samples. Further more, one can compare the trap distribution in the
similar test structures with SiO2 and high κ to study the defect generation mechanism.

The proposed new theoretical model can be further improved as well. For example, it
is possible to calculate the exact energy level distribution of traps introduced by the
bonding. Even though there is some similar type work in the literature, the careful
treatment of this reconstruction problem is always a wonderful thing. It will make this
model more convincing.
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Chapter 6
Ballistic Phonon Enhanced NBTI

The defect generation in high-κ is one of the reliability concerns. Another reliability
degradation in nano-scale CMOS technology is Negative Bias Temperature Instability
(NBTI). The general conclusion of NBTI is: when a PMOSFET is stressed with
negative bias and elevated temperature, threshold voltage is linearly increased with
stress time. The amount of shift is believed to increase with higher electrical field and
temperature. It is a very serious concern and may cause the performance degradation
(e.g. timing or power) or even an unrecoverable malfunction in fabricated chip during
operation. As a result, it is becoming more important to characterize its effect. Under
the normal test methodology, device is stressed under negative gate bias with other
electrodes grounded. However, many circuit application require transistors to operate
at high gate drain bias in addition to a high gate bias, especially for analog and RF
circuits. Therefore, it is critical to understand the effect of drain bias on NBTI
degradation mechanism and its impact on the circuit reliability at the operation
condition. There are several reports on this topic [37-41,119]. Many groups have
studied with long channel device and drain bias as high as gate bias, which NBTI is
greatly accelerated under channel hot carrier (CHC) effect[38,39,119]. Recently, there
are two different groups reported NBTI with various drain bias [37,41]. They
observed suppressed NBTI at low drain bias and turn around behavior at high drain
bias. However, we observed the drain bias enhanced NBTI even at low drain bias
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condition. In this chapter, we will show our experimental results as well as the
explanation. It is a new mode of NBTI and can only be explained by local hot spot
phenomenon. Specially, a localized hot spot due to the accumulation of high density
of high energy phonon is formed at the drain with the size of 10-20 nm and
temperature over 400K. Since NBTI is very temperature sensitive, this induced high
temperature by drain bias becomes very worrisome. It is a mechanism unique for
nano-scale transistors and expected to become more serious for future generation of
device with shorter channel and high frequency operation.

6.1.

Basic Experimental Setup and Details

Our drain bias dependent NBTI experiment setup is illustrated in Figure 6.1.Different
from conventional setup with grounded drain, a drain bias is applied in our
experiment. Moreover, we don’t heat the wafer and work it under room temperature.
We study cases with either constant drain bias (static) or an AC pulse on drain
(dynamic). It is also noticed that a 50 Ω terminated probe is used on the drain side. It
is exact the same probe used in GHz charge pumping experiment in chapter 5. It is
designed here to minimize the reflection.

With high frequency drain pulse, a significant part of it might be reflected because of
the impedance mismatch between the drain input of transistor and transmission line.
With this probe, the mounted 50 Ω chip resistor is in parallel with the channel
resistance from transistor, which is around 1 K Ω at stress condition (Vg=-2V,
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Vd=-1V). Therefore, the overall input impedance at the drain is close to 50 Ω

matched to the transmission line.

Besides drain voltage, the gate is stressed with -2V for certain time with the source
and substrate grounded. The stress is interrupted at fixed interval for measurement.
Figure 6.1 shows the diagram of this “stress-sense” process. Three full IS-VG
measurements are taken at 20 second interval between each measurement. The
average of extracted threshold voltage from three measurements is recorded.
VD=DC/AC pulse
50Ω

G
S

-VG

p+

p+

D

Stress

I-V test

t

Figure 6.1 The experimental set up for NBTI study with drain bias. The gate is stressed and
interrupted after certain time to measure the device ID-VG characteristics. The source and substrate
are grounded while either a dynamic or static voltage is applied to drain. Here a 50Ω terminated
probe is used at drain to minimize the reflection of high speed signal.

Typically, threshold voltage is extracted by measuring the drain current (ID) as a
function of gate voltage (VG) instead of IS-VG here. In our study, because this special
probe affects the impedance of the drain as well as the drain current, we measure the
source current IS instead. By sweeping the gate voltage from -0.8V to 0 V, the
threshold voltage VT can be extracted from IS-VG with -0.6V drain voltage and
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source/substrate grounded. Therefore, the VT measured here is the saturation threshold
voltage VT,SAT. This is a very important experimental detail because the slope of VT
shift in NBTI literature is very different between linear (VT,LIN) and saturation(VT,SAT).

Figure 6.2 After stress is removed, the majority of ΔVth recovers in a very short time. Even after 1000
sec stress, >60% of the ΔVth recovers within 1 sec after the stress is removed. This figure is taken from
reference [120].

Furthermore, there is another very critical measurement detail - delay time between
the end of stress and first I-V measurement. During this time, the stress voltage is over
and measurement has not been taken. The created defects and VT shift during the
stress can be recovered by the hole de-trapping, which is proportional to delay time.
Therefore, the extracted VT shift is highly affected by the delay time and measurement
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methodology. Figure 6.2 shows the percentage of recovery versus the time after stress.
The figure is taken from reference [120]. It is noticed that the recovery process
happens very fast initially and becomes relative steady after 10-20 seconds. Although
many efforts have been made to shorten the delay time down to 1 µs, the initial fast
recovery is still not very clear.

Since our propose is to compare the VT shift with and without drain bias, we should
put the focus on the measurement repeatability. We use relative slow VT measurement.
The delay time between the end of stress and our first I-V measurement is 20 second.
At that point, the initial fast recovery is largely over. Further more, we take the
average of I-V measured at every 20 seconds further reducing the effect of recovery.
The fact that the difference between three VT measured at 20 sec, 40 sec and 60 sec
after stress is very small (within the noise level) suggests that the recovery is very
negligible. Taking the average of these three measurements further enhances our
measurement repeatability.

6.2.

Drain Bias Dependent NBTI

Besides the drain bias NBTI experiment using the above setup, we also carry out
normal NBTI without drain bias for comparison. In this study, EOT 1.6 nm SiON
P-MOSFET from 90nm technology node is used as the test structure. Figure 6.3 is the
standard log-log plot of our results showing VT shift versus time. It is done on the
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device with 2 µm channel width and 50nm physical gate length. Four traces are
exhibited in the figure. Two of them are normal NBTI (without drain bias) at two
different temperatures, which are 25C (room temperature) and 125 C respectively.
Clearly, the result can be fitted with a power-law function with the exponent of 0.137
and 0.179. It is in good agreement with the published NBTI exponent around
0.1~0.18 for SiON [121-122].

Figure 6.3 Log-log plot of our NBTI results showing VT shift versus time. Four traces are shown
here. Two of them are normal NBTI(without drain bias) at different temperature 0C and 125C.
The other two are NBTI with drain bias but room temperature. Both DC voltage and a pulse with
50% duty cycle drain bias condition are studied.

This time dependence can be explained by a widely accepted reaction-diffusion(R-D)
model [123-125]. It believes that diffusing hydrogen species is generated during
NBTI stress and recombines at the silicon/oxide interface. Thus charged interface
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states are created and will be responsible for the threshold voltage shift. In this model,
power law dependence (tn) down to t1/4 is predicted and agrees very well with the
experimental observation (~0.2-0.3) in the early NBTI studies on thicker oxide
[124-125]. For thinner oxide, the theoretical model itself becomes rather illusive and
complicated. But in general, it is reported that the slope is around 0.1-0.18 for SiON
dielectrics. Clearly, our data is pretty consistent. Moreover, our data also suggests a
temperature dependent exponent- higher slope for higher temperature. It is also
observed by other groups before [121-122].

The success of our normal NBTI gains us the confidence and offers a way to check
our measurement system. The other two curves in Figure 6.3 are the results of NBTI
with drain bias but room temperature. Two drain bias conditions are used: -1V DC
voltage and a pulse with 50% duty cycle. Compared to normal NBTI at 125 C, even
though under the room temperature, NBTI with -1V drain bias has much more
degradation or VT shift. Even for drain bias with 50% duty cycle, there is more or
comparable VT shift than normal high temperature NBTI. These are very important
findings. It is well known that NBTI is sensitive to temperature- more VT shift for
higher temperature. The fact that NBTI with drain bias but room temperature has
higher degradation than normal NBTI (without drain bias) at elevated temperature
suggests that drain bias must have some significant impact to overcome the external
strong temperature effect.
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This mystery will be taken away its mask step by step in the following sections. First,
it is necessary to show that our observation of drain bias dependent is new, different
from the one previously reported.

6.3.

Compared to Literature

The drain bias dependent NBTI experiment is not new. Many groups have reported
many experimental results on this subject [37-41,119]. Some of important conclusion
is briefly summarized here. Most of previous drain bias dependent NBTI experiments
are done with long channel device and drain bias as high as gate bias where
channel-hot-carrier (CHC) induced degradation is strong. Under high drain bias with
influence of high lateral fields in short-channel MOSFETs, carriers in the channel can
gain sufficient energy to surmount the energy barrier or tunnel into the oxide. This
impact ionization process leads to injection of a gate current into oxide and
subsequently to the trap generation causing the device degradation. This is so called
channel hot carrier (CHC) effect. It happens at high drain bias condition and its
degradation has higher slope than NBTI.

Indeed, these previous experiments of NBTI with drain bias were carried out at the
maximum CHC stress conditions (Vg=Vd). Therefore, the general conclusion is that
the enhanced degradation is due to CHC effect dominating over the NBTI effect.
There were differences in interpretations, but they were either CHC interacting with
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NBTI [37, 38] or CHC and NBTI coexist [119]. Either way, the real cause of the
enhanced degradation was clearly the existence of a strong CHC effect.

Figure 6.4 The reported NBTI result with various drain bias. The turn around behavior is
happened at VD=-1V. The data is taken from reference [37].

More recently, two different groups reported NBTI with full range of drain bias [37,
40-41]. One of the results [37] is taken and shown in Figure 6.4. It was observed that
as drain bias increases from zero to -1V, NBTI degradation was suppressed
progressively. However, moving beyond -1V drain bias, a turn around is observed and
NBTI degradation is enhanced beyond certain drain bias. This observation is
consistent with the CHC explanation. At drain bias below -1V, the population of hot
holes energetic enough to overcome the oxide barrier is so low that CHC effect is
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negligible. Since drain bias also reduces the vertical field (oxide field) in the channel,
a reduction in NBTI degradation is reasonable. As drain bias increases, CHC increases
quickly and eventually dominates NBTI, leading to accelerated degradation.

Figure 6.5 NBTI degradation in the customary log-log plot of threshold voltage shift versus stress
time for various drain bias from zero (conventional NBTI condition) to -1.4V at room temperature.
A monotonic increase in degradation with increasing drain bias is evident. Note the identical slope
(0.137) for all the degradation trends. All transistors have 60nm physical gate length.

The reported turn around point is at roughly -1V, or when the drain bias starts to be
larger than the silicon band gap. At that point, the strongest suppression of NBTI was
observed [37, 40-41]. Contrary to these observations, our data showed only
accelerated degradation even at very low drain bias. Figure 6.5 shows the accelerated
degradation for various drain biases (at room temperature). Notice the DC voltage
from 0V to -1.4 V with 0.2 V voltage step is used as drain bias. Most of the drain bias
is in the range of 0V to -1V where the CHC is very negligible. Clearly, for the
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condition with higher drain bias, there is always more degradation instead of turn
around behavior reported before. Even at drain bias as low as -0.2V, clear acceleration
of degradation is evidenced. Clearly, the entire observed trend is opposite to previous
results in the drain bias range of 0 to -1V. This provides strong evidence that our
observation is new, not the same phenomenon as previously reported.

6.4.

Rule Out Possible CHC

Before finding the explanation of our new drain bias dependent NBTI experimental
data, it is more carefully to discount the remote possibility that we have a set of
transistors that are particularly prone to CHC effect. Here is some evidence to rule out
that CHC is not the mechanism.

Evidence I – Poor Fit with Exponential Function

While our data shows enhanced degradation at drain bias as low as -0.2V, literature
data shows that the enhanced degradation only happens with at least -2V drain bias
[37, 40-41]. Since CHC originates from impact ionization and impact ionization
depends exponentially on drain bias voltage, the change in CHC effect from -2V to
0V is very large. Figure 6.6 shows impact ionization rate (measured as substrate
current) as a function of drain bias at 2V gate bias for 0.2µm n-channel transistor.
(Data extracted from [126]).
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Figure 6.6 measured substrate current due to impact ionization as a function of drain bias at 2 V
gate bias. For drain bias larger than silicon band gap energy, the impact ionization rate changes at
roughly six orders of magnitude per volt. For drain bias less than band gap energy, the rate
changes roughly ten orders of in magnitude per volt. Data extracted from [126].

For above band gap drain bias, impact ionization rate change by roughly six orders of
magnitude per volt. Below band gap, the change increases to ten orders of magnitude
per volt. Thus the CHC effect at -2V can be as much as 14 orders of magnitude larger
than that at -0.2V. It is also clear that in the drain bias range of Figure 6.5, CHC effect
is completely negligible and the observed enhancement in NBTI has nothing to do
with it.

Further evidences supporting our conclusion that our observed enhanced degradation
is not due to CHC effect can be found in the data itself. If the CHC is the responsible
mechanism, the degradation is proportional to impact ionization rate, which is
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exponentially dependence on drain voltage. Figure 6.7 plots the degradation after
3,600 seconds of stress as a function of drain bias.

Figure 6.7, Threshold voltage increase as a function of stress drain bias after 3,600 second stress
with VG=-2V. The experimental results are very poorly fitted by exponential function (dashed line).
It can only be fitted by second order polynomial curve (solid line).

Had our enhancement of degradation been due to CHC, we should expect the increase
in degradation depends on drain bias exponentially. Attempts to fit the data in Figure
6.7 to an exponential function (dashed line in the figure) completely failed, arguing
against significant contribution from CHC effect.

Evidence II – Constant slope in NBTI with various VD

From our experimental data, there is another evidence to support that CHC is not the
right explanation. In Figure 6.5, the slope is constant for various drain bias. It is well
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known that while the signature of NBTI and CHC may be similar, the power-law
exponent or slope for the CHC is twice as high as that for NBTI [127]. If CHC plays
an important role like in all previous studies, one expects the power law exponent to
at least increase from pure NBTI value if not double. Moreover, if there is additional
degradation contributed by CHC at higher drain bias, the slope will increase with
drain bias. Data in Figure 6.5 clearly show that the power law exponent remains the
same with or without drain bias, even though the degradation is significantly
increased with drain bias. It is a very clear indication of negligible CHC.

Evidence III – Data from NBTI with square wave VD

Another proof can be found from the square wave drain bias data. Figure 6.8 shows
the percentage of threshold voltage increase as a function of stress time for L=100nm
(60nm physical gate length) pMOSFET under -2V gate bias and various drain bias
including DC at 0V and at -1V, 10MHz square wave with 0V to -0.5V and 0V to -1V
swing.

Instead of standard log-log plot, this data is drawn in a linear scale. Point A in this
figure is the case with -1V DC drain bias at 10,000 second while point B is the
condition with 50% duty cycle square wave drain bias from 0V to -1V swing but
double stress time (20,000 seconds). Therefore, the total stress time for these two
points with -1V drain bias on is the same. NBTI is known to have relaxation behavior
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while CHC is not. The induced degradation by CHC only depends on the total stress
time with drain bias on. Therefore, if CHC dominates the increase in degradation,
then one expects the same degradation at these two points. Obviously, this is not the
case shown in Figure 6.8.

A
B

Figure 6.8, Percentage of threshold voltage increase as a function of stress time in linear scale for
100nm pMOSFET under -2V gate bias and various drain bias including DC at 0V and at -1V,
10MHz square wave with 0V to -0.5V and 0V to -1V swing. All stresses are done at room
temperature. Point A and B in this figure have the same stress time with drain bias on but different
degradation.

With all the above evidences, we can safely conclude that our result is obtained under
condition that the CHC effect is completely negligible and that the drain bias
enhanced NBTI degradation observed in our experiment is different from all previous
similar studies.
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6.5.

Possible Explanation- Temperature from Localized Hot Spot

Let us briefly review what we have from the last couple sections. It is observed
(Figure 6.3) that NBTI degradation with -1V drain bias but room temperature is larger
than normal NBTI without drain bias but high temperature. It is a new finding and
very different from the one previously reported. Historically, drain bias dependent
NBTI is believed to relate with channel hot carrier (CHC). After carefully compared
to literature, our observation is very different- enhanced instead of suppressed
degradation at low drain bias. Moreover, from the data itself, there is sufficient
evidence to support that CHC is not the proper explanation. Then a natural question
will be: what could be the cause?

Clearly, the answer must be associated with the drain bias. NBTI is well known to be
dependent on both temperature and electrical field. It is even more sensitive with
temperature than electrical field. The only effect of drain bias is the reduction of
electrical field leading to suppressed NBTI. Clearly, it is not the root responsible for
our enhanced NBTI result. The only possibility left is the drain bias induced channel
heating leading to high temperature than expected. Moreover, Figure 6.3 indicates that
the degradation with drain bias is more than the one without it but at 125 C higher
temperature. Therefore, the drain bias must introduce sufficient high temperature,
higher than 125 C. Is that possible to happen?
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Figure 6.9 The drain bias induced a heating source (red point in the figure) and localized hot spot
(dashed circle) leading to high temperature in the channel.

After careful literature search, it is found that there is only one possible explanationhot spot phenomenon [42-44]. The basic idea is explained here. Figure 6.9 shows the
heat dissipation around the drain junction for 50nm gate length transistor. The red
point in the figure represents the heating source introduced by the applied drain bias.
According to the classical picture, the heat is dissipated through diffusion from high
temperature region (heating source at drain end) to the rest of cold region (channel
and source end). The diffusion equation by Fourier law is widely used to handle the
temperature in this case and only predicts very negligible temperature rise in the
channel (the dashed line in Figure 6.10).

However, this type of equation only validates when the dimension for concern is
much larger than the phonon mean free path (MFP). For silicon, the MFP at 300K is
around 300nm [41]. In this experiment, device with 50 nm physical gate length is
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used. It is much smaller than the MFP. Therefore, the classical Fourier equation
becomes inappropriate to handle the problem. That is because the phonon becomes
ballistic within a mean-free-path distance from the point of creation. Therefore, their
distribution is not in thermal equilibrium which breaks the assumption of Fourier law.

Figure 6.10 Temperature distributions along the channel of a 180 nm MOSFET. The solid line
represents the BTE solution averaged over the channel depth and the dashed line the diffusion
theory prediction. The vertical dotted lines represent the metallurgical source and drain junctions,
respectively. This figure is taken from [42].

Realizing the invalidations of conventional diffusion method, theoreticians have made
a lot effort and used the Bolzman Transport Equation (BTE) to treat this problem
[42-43]. Figure 6.10 taken from reference [42] shows the simulation of temperature
distribution along the channel of a 180 nm MOSFET. The solid line represents the
BTE solution averaged over the channel depth and the dashed line the diffusion
theory prediction. When modeled with BTE, it is found that a “temperature” rise of
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over 100C resulted at 10 ~20 nm away from the heating source as shown in Figure
6.10. This is so called hot spot phenomenon. This big discrepancy in the predicted
temperature has been used successfully by Sverdrup et al. [44] to explain the observed
second breakdown phenomenon in an ESD experiment. In other words, the predicted
high “temperature” led to thermal runaway just like regular high temperature.

For our case, the drain bias enhanced NBTI could be due to the effect of temperaturethe temperature from hot spot. NBTI is very sensitive to temperature and it has higher
degradation for higher temperature. When a drain bias is applied, the hot spot is
formed leading high temperature in the channel. As shown in Figure 6.3, even under
room temperature, -1V drain bias may heat up the channel to very high temperature
and lead to more degradation than the one at 125C without drain bias. In this case, the
effective channel temperature with 1V drain bias is higher than 125C. We use the
word “effective” because the highly localized nature of the hot-spot. The temperature
is expected to vary drastically across the length of the channel. This highly
non-uniform temperature and highly non-uniform oxide field across the channel may
be the reason why the drain bias induced degradation does not have the same slope as
the conventional NBTI at high temperature.

This temperature explanation is also consistent with drain bias enhanced NBTI
degradation data even at very low drain bias. Since the temperature originates from
hot spot introduced by applied drain bias, it must be proportional to the input power
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density of heating source. Higher drain bias will have higher drain current resulting in
higher power density and higher temperature. It is also believed that this temperature
should be strong functional dependent on drain bias because both voltage and current
increase with higher drain bias.

Moreover, NBTI is more sensitive to temperature than electrical field. It is very
possible that this strong temperature effect from hot spot overwhelms the one from
electrical field. That is the reason why the degradation with drain bias gets enhanced
even though the drain bias lowers the electrical field. For the previous drain bias
dependent NBTI experiments in the literature [37-41,119], long channel transistors
are used. The size of the hot spot is relatively small compared to the channel length.
Therefore, only very small part of the channel is affected and average temperature
rises is very negligible. That is the reason why the suppressed NBTI due to the
reduced electrical field is observed in previous experiments at low drain bias. For our
case, with a much shorter channel device, a monotonic but accelerating increase in
degradation is observed for all drain bias. This is in stark contrast with previous
reports where degradation was suppressed at low drain bias due to reduced oxide field
in the channel. This suggests that the high temperature generated by the hot-spot is
more than compensating the reduced oxide field.

Even though number of groups reported the predicted hot spot phenomenon
[43-44,128-131], the magnitude and size of the hot spot varies drastically from model
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to model [43-44,128-131]. The direct measurement of temperature is extremely
difficult within this kind of spatial resolution [131-133]. Therefore, our data with the
signature of temperature from hot spot is exciting because it offers the experimental
evidence for the first time.

6.6.

Physics of Localized Hot Spot Formation

It has been shown that our NBTI data can be explained by temperature effect
generated by the applied drain bias. This temperature is very different from the
traditional drain junction heating picture. Actually, drain junction heating is well
known heat dissipation problem in high-performance chips such as CPU. Its thermal
modeling is based on heat diffusion equation with continuum mechanics. The
temperature is calculated through the amount of dissipated energy. When millions of
transistors are working simultaneously, they dump a lot of power (up to 100 Watts).
As a result, a lot of heat is generated easily leading to high temperature. That is the
purpose of putting the cooling fan on the top CPU to dissipate the heat away.

However, when only a single transistor is working, it creates very little power. For the
transistor used in our NBTI experiment with Vd=-1V and around 1mA drain current,
the power is only 1mW. For a transistor operating with such small power dissipation,
there is a very little, if any, temperature rise at the drain junction. Figure 6.11 taken
from reference [134] shows the channel temperature variation versus the power
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supply for a 0.12um gate length buried channel n-MOSFET SOI device. Both
measured and simulation by diffusion equation is shown in the figure. Notice there is
less than couple degrees of temperature rise at 1mW DC power.

Figure 6.11 Channel Temperature variation versus the power supply for a 0.12um gate length
buried channel n-MOSFET SOI device. Figure is taken from reference [134].

Moreover, this piece of data is collected on the buried channel SOI device which has
much poorer thermal conductivity than the surface channel MOSFET from 90 nm
technologies used in our experiment. Therefore, according to this traditional drain
heating picture based on heat diffusion, there is very negligible temperature rise.
Obviously, it can not explain the significant observed NBTI degradation.

Actually, we are looking at nano-scale picture and its corresponding phenomenalocalized hot spot. Then, from the physical point of view, how the hot spot is formed?
The hot-spot phenomenon is theoretically predicted as a result of two nanoscale
effects: Nano source effect when the heat source is much smaller than the phonon
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scattering mean-free-path (MFP); Ballistic phonon bottleneck effect at distance very
close to the heat source. The phonon MFP in silicon at room temperature is ~300nm.
When a MOSFET is turned on, the drain junction becomes a heat source that is much
smaller than the phonon MFP. With a physical gate length of a few tens of nanometers,
the entire transistor channel is at distance to the heat source much smaller than the
phonon MFP. Thus we expect to have hot-spot due to both effects.

Figure 6.12 illustrates the physics and the expected time scale involved in the hot-spot
phenomenon. When the drain bias is applied, the nano-scale transistor is turned on.
Driven by the driven bias, the holes accelerate through the channel from the source to
the drain. When reaching the destination, these holes can transfer their accumulated
energy to the drain junction by creating predominantly optical phonons. These optical
phonons can relax through conversion to acoustic phonons. At high power density, the
generation rate exceeds the relaxation rate. Therefore, there is a high density of optical
phonons accumulated.

Moreover, these optical phonons have low group velocity (sometimes referred to as
non-propagating) and thus ineffective in conducting the energy (heat) away from the
source. Therefore, at the region close to the heating source (drain), a highly localized,
high density of high energy optical phonon is accumulated, which can be
characterized as high temperature. This is the phonon bottleneck effect.
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The conversion of optical phonon tends to create energetic acoustic phonons. Within
the ballistic zone, the collision rate with the cooler phonons from the surrounding is
limited, slowing down the establishment of thermal equilibrium. A non-equilibrium
distribution that favors more energetic phonon represents a higher temperature. This is
the nano source effect.

Charge carrier to LO
phonons (~0.1ps)
LO phonon to acoustic
phonon (~10ps)
High LO phonon
“temperature”
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Figure 6.12 Illustration of the physics and time scale involved in the hot-spot phenomenon. The
solid dot inside the drain region is the nano sized heat source. The broken circle is the localized
hot-spot (the size varies from model to model). The entire transistor is small comparing to the
phonon scattering mean-free-path (MFP).

6.7.

Support of “Thermal Effect” - Channel Length Dependent
NBTI

Besides the drain bias dependent NBTI data, it is better to have more evidence to
support this new hot spot phenomenon. In what follows we will have certain
expectation and the experimental results should be indeed consistent. If the enhanced
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degradation is due to drain bias introduced “hot spot”, then it must increase with the
drain current density. We can examine this effect by investigating the channel length
dependent degradation. As the channel length is reduced, two factors accelerate the
NBTI degradation.

50nm
60nm
90nm
110nm

200nm

Figure 6.13, Drain current and therefore drain current density (channel width fixed) as a function
of channel length. The X axis shows the designed channel length while the figure is marked with
actual physical gate length.

Under the same gate and drain bias, shorter channel length leads to higher drain
current density. Figures 6.13 show the drain current and therefore drain current
density (channel width fixed) as a function of channel length at the stress condition
(VG=-2V, VD=-1V). The X axis shows the designed channel length while the figure is
marked with actual physical gate length. As clearly shown in figure 6.13, at fixed
stress condition, higher drain current flows through the channel for short channel
device. With the same applied drain voltage, higher drain current results in more input
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power density of heating source.

If the temperature rise in the channel comes from the hot spot introduced by drain bias,
it will increase with higher input power density for short channel device. It has been
theoretically proposed and experimentally supported by Sverdrup et.al

that the

average lattice temperature rise within the drain junction hot spot is proportional to
the input power density [43,44]. They also provided a simple formula for estimation
of rise in temperature,
ΔT =

Q ' Λ2
3 Aeff k s

(6.1)

Where Q ' is the input power per device width(the I-V product, I being the current
per unit width), Λ is the acoustic phonon mean free path, k s the thermal
conductivity of bulk silicon and Aeff the effective hot spot area. For device with the
same channel width, according to this equation, higher input power density due to the
higher drain current in shorter channel device results in higher temperature rise in the
channel. Thus, more severe NBTI degradation is expected.

Secondly, in shorter channel device, the local hot spot covers relatively more
percentage of the channel region. Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) simulations
(Figure 6.14, taken from Svserdrup et.al’s work [43]) show that for the 100nm device,
the hot spot region, defined as the area covering the temperature profile down to half
of the peak temperature, covers around 33% of the channel. On the other hand, only
20% of the 240nm length channel is covered according to this simulation. More
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Relative Hot Spot Dimension D/L

percentage of the channel in the hot region results in higher channel temperature.
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Figure 6.14 Ratio of characteristic hot spot dimension (D, along device channel) to channel length
(L) of the test structure used to study channel length dependent NBTI. At shorter channel device,
the size of local hot spot covers more percentage of the channel. The figure is taken from [43].

In summary, increased NBTI degradation will be expected in shorter channel devices
because of higher temperature due to higher input power and more percentage of the
channel being covered by the hot spot. This is exactly what we have observed in
channel length dependent NBTI experiments. Figure 6.15 shows the channel length
dependent degradation of NBTI under room temperature. This experiment is carried
out on the device with fixed channel width (W=2 µm) but different channel lengths
from 100nm to 240nm. For each device, both conventional NBTI (0V drain bias) and
NBTI with 10MHz square wave with 0V to -1V swing is done.

Two sets of measurement conditions are used. Some data in this set are measured by
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interrupting the stress gate voltage every 30 minutes. In order to save measurement
time, some data were collected with more frequent interruption (10 minutes instead of
30 minutes) for measurement and shorter total stress time. The different interrupt
frequency affects relaxation as well as the slope of the log-log plots. These data with
more frequently interruption tend to have higher slope due to the relaxation
phenomenon.

Figure 6.15 NBTI (room temperature) as a function of channel length. Two sets of measurement
conditions are used. One interrupts the stress at every 30 minuets interval. The other at 10 minutes
interval. The effect of more frequency interruption is a steeper slope in the log-log plot. Four
different channel lengths are used. The drain bias is either 0V or 10MHz square wave with -1V
amplitude. Other than the slope change due to changes in measurement interval, the 0V drain bias
has no channel dependent degradation. A strong channel length effect is evident with drain bias

Other than the slope change due to changes in measurement interval, the basic trend is
very clear. For conventional NBTI with 0V drain bias, there is no channel dependent
degradation. It is clear that a strong channel length dependent degradation occurs only
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when there is a drain bias presence. Shorter channel length results in a larger
enhanced degradation, completely consistent with expectation from a “hot” spot
interpretation.

6.8.

Support of “Thermal Effect” - Channel Width Dependent
NBTI

Next we look at the effect of channel width on the enhanced degradation. Although
drain current increases linearly with channel width as shown in Figure 6.16, the drain
current density remains the same.

L=60nm

Figure 6.16 drain current as a function of different channel width from 0.25 µm to 2µm
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At first glance, one would expect channel width to have no effects. However, if the
enhanced degradation is indeed a “thermal” effect, then the shape of the thermal
source can affect the resulting “temperature” at points near the source. This near-field
effect predicts that the temperature will be higher for wider channel because narrow
channel devices behaves closer to a point source while wider channel devices behave
more like a line source.
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Figure 6.17 Illustration of heat dissipation for a wider channel device. It is the top view of the
channel. Wider channel can be modeled as the integration of narrower channel. In a sufficient
narrow channel device, the hot spot at drain can be modeled as a point heating source, where the
heat can only dissipate along x-direction and get confined at y direction due to the narrow channel
width. For a wide channel device, the point heating source becomes a line source or superposition
of point sources. The heat dissipation in wider channel is 3-D case. So the point M in the channel
can experience the temperature rise from the influence of all point heating sources from point b to
f.

As the channel width increases, heat diffusion increasingly changes from a 3-D
problem into a 2-D problem. As shown in Figure 6.17, in a narrow channel device, the
local hot spot at drain junction (point a) is a point heating source. The heat can only
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dissipate along the channel length direction (x-direction) but is confined by the limited
channel width. On the other hand, the wide channel device can be modeled as the
integration of many identical narrow channel devices. When many same hot objects
without any heat interaction are put together, the overall temperature will be
unchanged. Then the wide channel device is expected to have the same channel
temperature as each narrow ones if no interaction is assumed.

However, in a wide channel device, heat dissipates not only along the channel length
(x-direction) but also along channel width direction(y-direction). Therefore, any point
in the channel (such as point M in Figure 6.17) not only absorbs the heat from heating
source point d but also is able to get heat from all other heating sources (point b to f).
The actual temperature rise at point M should be the superposition of the effect of all
heating sources (point b to f). Therefore, the wide channel device with more point
heating sources is expected to experience higher channel temperature leading to more
severe degradation.

This is exactly what is observed in channel width dependent NBTI experiment. Figure
6.18 shows the channel width effect in pure NBTI (zero drain bias) as well as in
enhanced NBTI with square wave drain bias with 0V to -1V swing. Four test
structures with different channel width from 2 µm to 0.24 µm but fixed channel length
(L=100 nm with 60 nm physical gate length) are used. A weak channel width effect
may exist without drain bias but it is so small that one can easily make the opposite
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conclusion. When a drain bias is presence, however, the channel width effect is much
stronger, consistent with the “thermal” interpretation.

L=0.1μ

Figure 6.18 NBTI (room temperature) as a function of channel width with/without drain bias. A
very weak channel width effect may exist in pure NBTI case (0V drain bias) while a much
stronger channel width effect is more evident with the 10MHz and -1V amplitude square wave
drain bias.

Comparing the channel width effect of Figure 6.18 and the channel length effect of
Figure 6.15, the channel width effect is clearly weaker. This is also consistent with the
“thermal” picture because the near-field effect in “temperature” is a secondary effect
and therefore much smaller.

Furthermore, even our narrowest channel device is not really a point source because
the width is already ~5 times the channel length. In another words, the channel width
we are working on is much bigger than the size of hot spot. Even though more point
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heating sources are included as the channel gets wider, the influence on the overall
channel temperature is still very limited. For example, in Figure 6.17, the point
heating source at the edge of channel (such as point b) has little impact on the
temperature rise at point M since the distance between them is rather big compared to
the size of hot spot. Thus we cannot demonstrate the full effect of changing from a
3-D heating problem (point source) to a 2-D heating problem (line source).

6.9.

Support of “Thermal Effect” - Drain Bias Frequency
Dependent NBTI

An even more powerful proof of the “thermal” effect is drain bias frequency
dependent degradation enhancement. As discussed earlier that the presence of a drain
bias should actually suppress NBTI by reducing the vertical field near the drain end.
In the absence of CHC or “hot” spot effect, the reduced field leads to a reduced NBTI
degradation. Thus when the drain bias is a square wave, the NBTI degradation should
be smaller during the ON cycle and bigger during the OFF cycle, assuming that the
“temperature” remains constant.

However, the “temperature” does vary during the full cycle of the drain bias and the
variation depends on the duration of the cycle or the frequency of the drain bias.
Figure 6.19 shows an illustration of how drain bias frequency affects the
“temperature” evolution during a drain bias cycle. At lower frequency, the ON cycle
reaches higher “temperature” because it has more time to build up and the OFF cycle
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drops to lower “temperature” because it has more time to cool off. As frequency
increases, the “temperature” swing reduces and eventually converges to just the
average temperature.

temperature at the source end

Higher frequency

Temperature

Temperature

Full stress voltage at the drain end

Average

Higher frequency

Average

Lower frequency

Lower frequency

Time

Time

Figure 6.19, Temperature transients at the source end and at the drain end for two different
frequencies. It shows a larger swing at lower frequency due to more energy is deposited per cycle.
The average temperature at the source end is lower due to larger distance from the heat source.
During the drain voltage on time, the channel to gate voltage is lower and NBTI decrease
significantly. So the biggest effect is during the off time when the full electric field is at present.
For lower frequency, the off time temperature is lower and the NBTI is smaller.

One should keep in mind that “temperature” is not uniform in the channel and the size
of the swing is different in different part of the channel. The mechanisms responsible
for NBTI at source and drain are somewhat different.

At the source end, being further from the drain, heat has to dissipate from the hot spot
at drain to raise the temperature at source. So the temperature modulation at source is
damped down and the average temperature is also lower (Figure 6.19). Since NBTI is
very sensitive to temperature, the lower average temperature could make degradation
at the source end much smaller than drain even though it is being stressed at full gate
bias at all time.
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While at the drain end, the situation becomes a little bit complicated. The drain bias
not only introduces the hot spot leading to high temperature but also reduce the oxide
field. Both temperature and oxide field effect is playing a role. During the ON cycle,
although the “temperature” is higher, the vertical field is lower. During the OFF cycle,
even though the “temperature” is lower, the full vertical field is present. Thus, in
either ON or OFF cycle, there is opposing force at work. As long as they don’t end up
canceling each other exactly, a frequency effect can be expected. If the “temperature”
swing is small, then the vertical field is more important and we should expect an
increase in degradation with drain bias frequency. Since the “temperature” swing
decreases with frequency, the experiment must be carried out at high frequency range.
(Note that at low frequency, the analysis is more complex because each cycle is long
and the power-law behavior of degradation must be accounted for.)

To apply a high frequency drain bias, an important issue to avoid is ringing due to
impedance mismatch. Any ringing will change the effective drain bias voltage and
completely overwhelm the frequency effect. We used the same home-made terminated
probe as used in GHz charge pumping experiment.

Figure 6.20 shows the drain bias frequency effect on the enhanced NBTI degradation
on test structure with 50nm physical channel length and 2um channel width. Drain
bias at all frequency has fixed amplitude of -1V. The modulations were either square
wave at lower frequency or sine wave at higher frequency. The square waves were
symmetric and therefore have 50% duty cycle. A frequency dependent degradation is
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clearly seen. As shown in the figure, 250MHz sine wave and 50MHz square wave
produced almost identical result. Thus we can think of the sine wave as square wave
at a factor of 5 lower in frequency. With that in mind, we see that the degradation
increases monotonically with frequency but show sign of saturation, as expected from
the “temperature” swing convergence.
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Figure 6.20, Room temperature NBTI degradation at -1V drain bias with various modulation
frequencies. Also shown are the conventional NBTI (zero drain bias) degradations at both room
temperature and 125C. The trend lines are there to high-light each set of data. Only one trend line
is used for both the 250MHz sine wave and the 50MHz square wave data sets because they
basically overlap each other. A saturation trend is evident as frequency increases. All transistors
have 50nm physical gate length. Gate bias was -2V.

From Figure 6.20, we observe that the drain bias effect is a much stronger effect than
the frequency effect. One way to explain this is that the hot-spot phenomenon creates
the high temperature that produced the main effect. This effect is too fast to have
frequency dependent observables. As mention before, the temperature must be high
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enough that it produces a large increase in degradation even when the oxide field is
reduced. The temperature profile in the channel as a result of the hot-spot is shown in
Figure 6.21 (a).

The acoustic phonons will eventually thermalize and convention heat diffusion will
take over. While the diffusion equation does not apply to the region smaller than the
phonon MFP, it is not difficult to see that a temperature peak to exist at the origin
(heat source). It is this temperature peak that is producing the frequency dependent
degradation. The temperature profile in the channel as a result of this slower effect is
shown in Figure 6.21(b).

(a) The fast component
Lower frequency
Higher frequency

Temperature

Temp.
swing
(b) The slower component
Average
Higher frequency
Lower frequency
Time
(c) The combine effect
Temp.
swing
Figure 6.21 With drain voltage modulated by a square wave. The channel temperature is
modulated as well. (a) The fast component of temperature due to the hot-spot effect. The
temperature response is so fast that it follows faithfully the drain bias. (b) The slow component of
temperature due to heat diffusion. The lower the frequency, the more time for temperature build up
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during the ON cycle and more time for cooling during the OFF cycle. The temperature swing is
larger for lower temperature. (c) The combined fast and slow temperature profile. The hot-spot
effect is much larger than the heat diffusion effect.

Notice that the temperature swing is larger for lower frequency in Figure 6.21(b).
During the ON cycle, channel temperature is higher at lower frequency. During the
OFF cycle, the channel temperature is higher for higher drain bias frequency. If the
temperature effect is larger than the oxide field effect, one expects a reverse
dependent on frequency. Since we observed higher degradation at higher frequency,
the diffusion controlled temperature peak must be small enough that the oxide field
plays a dominant role.

Combining the hot-spot effect and the diffusion effect, the channel temperature profile
takes on the form shown in Figure 6.21(c). It should be emphasized that temperature
from the hot-spot effect is working against the oxide field reduction while the
diffusion temperature is not affected by the oxide field (OFF cycle). So the actual
temperature difference between the two effects is larger than seems to be suggested by
data in Figure 6.21.

We like to emphasize that the drain bias frequency effect is not the AC (or dynamic)
NBTI effect often reported in the literature [135-136]. In AC NBTI study, it is the gate
voltage that is modulated. In our experiment, the gate voltage was fixed at -2V DC.
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6.10. How high is the “temperature”?

With the channel length, channel width and drain bias frequency effects, we have
strong supports for the “hot” spot interpretation of our observed drain bias enhanced
NBTI degradation. The remaining question is how “hot” the “hot” spot is. Since we
expect the “temperature” to be highly non-uniform across the channel, all we can do
is to estimate the effective temperature by comparing the degradation to pure NBTI at
elevated temperature.
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Figure 6.22 NBTI with and without drain bias. Two pure NBTI cases are shown, one at room
temperature and the other at 125 C. The 125 C pure NBTI produces degradation similar to the
10MHz square wave drain bias case with a small difference of slope.

Figure 6.22 shows the NBTI degradation under various drain bias, including pure
NBTI at 125C. Other than a small slope difference, the 125C pure NBTI curve is
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similar to that of the 10MHz -1V square wave drain bias. From this bench mark, we
can estimate that the effective “temperature” in the channel for the -1V DC drain bias
case reaches between 150C to 175C, or a “temperature” rise between 130C to 155C.

The experimental result suggests, however, the drain junction has an effective
“temperature” rise far exceeding 100C. Since we expect the “temperature” at the drain
junction to be higher than the estimated effective temperature, the drain junction may
have reached a “temperature” well over 200C. It should be noted that the heat
diffusion equation is valid in the rest of the system, up to near the boundary of the
ballistic zone. Thus the “temperature” must drop to less than a few degrees above
room temperature shortly beyond the boundary of the ballistic zone. This is why the
“hot” spot as defined by full width at half maximum is smaller than the ballistic zone.

6.11. Conclusion and Suggestion on Future Work

In summary, we have experimentally shown that the “hot” spot formed within the
ballistic phonon zone of the drain junction can thermally enhance temperature
sensitive transistor degradation modes such as NBTI. Although drain bias enhanced
NBTI degradation was reported in the literature before, what we observed is a
completely new phenomenon that has nothing to do with the CHC effect found to be
responsible for all previously reported results. Since there is no other known possible
source of drain bias related degradation, the drain bias accelerated degradation
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represents a strong support to the hot spot phenomenon. We show that although
phonon distribution is not thermal within the ballistic zone, thermal-like consequence
still results. This newly discovered reliability issue is expected to become much more
serious as the transistor size shrinks further and operation frequency increases. The
phenomenon is quantum mechanic in origin and is entirely nano-scale specific.
Meanwhile, even though there is a lot of study in the hot spot phenomenon. The size
of the hot spot has significant variation depending on the model. The model that
predicts a highly localized hot spot also produces the highest temperature for the hot
spot [43]. Our data seems to support a rather high local temperature model and
therefore a highly localized hot spot. On the other hand, the hot spot is clearly
extending into the transistor channel or we would not observe the accelerated NBTI
degradation. However, our data cannot tell how large the hot spot is.

At the same time, even though the existence of numerous theoretical predication,
there are not much experimental evidence. Our observed accelerated degradation of
nano-scale transistor provides solid evidence that a localized hot spot with high
temperature exist around a nano-scale heat source. We demonstrate the use of
nano-scale transistor as a probe for heat conduction in nano-scale. Since the
transistors can be made with high level of control and readily available from many
advanced IC companies, our approach offers a practical mean to the fundamental
study of heat conduction in the nano-scale.
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Since this is the first piece of work characterizing this effect on device reliability in a
detail manner, it is worth the effort for any follow up. As the 45 nm technology is in
production today, it is more interesting to see the effect of this new reliability mode on
shorter channel test structure. Moreover, it is also worthwhile to study the NBTI
recovery as a function of relaxation time to explain the slope difference in results.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

The goal of this thesis has been to offer some solutions for the challenges met by
advanced MOS device characterization. Specifically, we have introduced a
high-accuracy method to measure C-V in the presence of high leakage current. It is
based on a well established measurement technique, namely Time Domain
Reflectometry (TDR). Because this new method is a radical departure to the basic
scheme of traditional method, the effect of leakage current can be accurately corrected
and precise C-V can be easily obtained. As an additional advantage, this new method
also offers a simple and independent way to extract the series resistance as well as
overlap capacitance with high precision. It can be expected that this simple
measurement technique can be implemented as a routine device characterization
procedure.

Besides this fantastic TDR method, we also use the combination of experiment and
theory to resolve the probe depth controversy in the frequency dependent charge
pumping (FDCP) measurements. We have reported the first charge pumping (CP)
experiment beyond 1GHz with square wave and confirmed that the interface
trap-filling time must be less than 0.7 ns. Based on this new experimental observation,
we have introduced a new self-optimized trap filling model to predict a more
reasonable relation of CP probe depth as a function of frequency. With our new model,
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the study of defect generation in high-k dielectric is on a more solid ground.

Moreover, as the reliability becomes more important with device scaling down, we
have found a new mode of reliability concern- ballistic phonon effect. It is a specific
nanometer scale phenomena and has been studied in device reliability here for the
first time. Using 90nm MOSFET test structure, we have observed that it induced
channel heating and greatly enhanced the negative bias temperature instability (NBTI)
degradation when the drain bias is applied. In addition, its effects with different
channel length, channel width and drain bias frequency have also been thoroughly
characterized. The conclusion is very worrisome. It implies that this new mode of
reliability will become much more serious as channel length decreases.
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Appendix A
Introduction of Time Domain Reflectrometry(TDR)

A.1. Principle of TDR

We are familiar with echoes that occur when sound encounters a change in impedance,
such as a wall. In electrical system, a similar phenomenon occurs when electrical
energy traveling in a transmission line encounters a change in impedance. Any change
in the impedance of the transmission line causes a reflection with amplitude
proportional to the magnitude of the impedance change.

Time domain Reflectometry (TDR) refers to the measurement of the reflection of a
fast step function from an unknown device relative to that of known standard
impedance. The amount of energy reflected is a function of the transmitted energy and
the magnitude of the impedance discontinuity. The time lapse between transmitting
and the returning signal can be used to pinpoint the location of the impedance
discontinuity. By studying the reflected voltage waveform, much information can be
obtained on the nature of the load.

A TDR can be constructed from a pulse generator and an oscilloscope. Purposely built
instruments offer a single, easier-to-use, and generally high-performance package.
Figure A.1 shows a simplified block diagram of a typical TDR instrument connected
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to unknown load impedance. This contains a high-speed pulse generator,
high-bandwidth oscilloscope and reference 50 Ω instrument TDR output resistance.
The sampler represents the receiver and is used to capture the reflected response as an
input to the oscilloscope. It monitors the voltage at the front panel connector of the
TDR. When the pulse generator sends out the pulse, the oscilloscope display shows
the rising as it leaves the TDR unit. Some time later, the rising pulse edge reaches the
device under test. Any resulting reflections travel back toward the pulse generator.
When they arrive at the input to the TDR, the oscilloscope displays the reflection.
Thus, the oscilloscope display shows the round-trip time between the incident edge
and the reflection.

All TDR impedance measurements are based on the ratio of transmitted voltage to
reflect voltage .It is defined a reflection coefficient ρ as the reflected signal
amplitude divided by the incident signal amplitude. At instant of time, ρ is
determined by the impedance mismatch between the TDR reference characteristic
impedance and the load impedance. Given known impedance and a measured
reflection coefficient, the unknown impedance that caused the reflection can be
calculated from the following equation

ρ=

VRe flected
VIncident

Z L = Z0

=

1+ ρ
1− ρ

Z L − Z0
Z L + Z0

(A.1)

(A.2)

The equation (A.1) and (A.2) can be used to calculated the DUT load impedance ( Z L ),
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where Z 0 represents the output impedance of the TDR, which it is 50 Ω in most
practical situations. The load impedance can be determined by calculating the value
of ρ .

The pulse generator launches a traveling wave into the reference coaxial cable at node
A which typically has Z 0 = 50Ω characteristic impedance. Here we will assume that
the pulse generator produces a step function pulse as shown in Figure A.1. This
step-like traveling wave pulse propagates through the cable at a velocity, VP and
arrives at the far end (Node B) after a time TD .
TD =

l
c
, VP =
VP
ε

(A. 3)

Where c is the speed of light and ε is the relative dielectric constant of the
transmission line. The step-like wave traveling to the right is designated as VInc .
Sampler

l
Z0

Z0

A

V0

B
VReflected
VIncident

ZL=R+jX

Open

Z L > Z 0 ,0 < ρ < 1

V
VRef
Vinc

T=2TD
(Cable)

Short
t=0

Z L = ∞, ρ = 1
Z L = Z0 , ρ = 0
Z L < Z 0 ,−1 < ρ < 0
Z L = 0, ρ = −1
Time

t=2TD

Figure A.1 Basic TDR setup and TDR waveforms with resistive terminations

If the terminating impedance, Z L matches the transmission line characteristic
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impedance, Z 0 i.e., Z L = Z 0 then the TDR pulse is perfectly absorbed. However, if
Z L is not equal to Z 0 , some of the incident pulse energy will be reflected back as an

echo towards the left as a new traveling wave VRe f . This reflected pulse VRe f will
arrive back at the TDR test port (node A) at time t = 2 × TD . The critical importance of
the reference cable is now seen. It provides a separation in time between the TDR
observation at node A of the incident test signal VInc and the reflected signal VRe f . The
waveform observed at node A is the algebraic sum of the test pulse and any returning
echoes from impedance discontinuities, except that the echoes are delayed in time by
the two-way travel time 2 × TD . Thus, an examination of the time delay and wave
shape of the echoes present on node A allows us to determine the location and nature
of discontinuities within the transmission line and/or mismatched terminations to the
line.

Ideally the length of the reference cable would be chosen such that any wave shape
irregularities in the test pulse will have been damped out before 2 × TD when the first
reflections arrive at node A. Figure A.1 shows the TDR waveforms observed for
various resistive terminations Z L . If Z L = Z 0 , then no reflection occurs, and the TDR
waveform displayed on the oscilloscope is a flat line for t > 2 × TD . If Z L is greater
than Z 0 , then a positive step is observed. If Z L is less than Z 0 , a negative step is
observed. The actual value of Z L may be calculated from the size of these steps by
Equation (A.1) and (A. 2). The amplitude of the incident step, VInc and the reflected
pulse, VRe f are defined as shown in Figure A.1.
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A.2. Analytical Expression of TDR Voltage Response

Using TDR to characterize and derive load impedance has been around for some time.
As a working understanding of the underlying principles is of utmost importance, the
formulas are being derived in this section using Lap lace transformation analysis and
range of validity of these formulas are described. Further enhancement for TDR
responses for complex loads are also added in this section. To proceed with the
analysis in the time domain, a sensible approach would be to use Lap lace
transformation. Consider the system as described in Figure A.1, a step pulse generator
with step amplitude of V0 sends a step pulse along the transmission line of length l to
complex load Z L . Assume the transmission line to be lossless.

At the load end
VL ( s )
I L ( s)

(A.4)

VL ( s ) = VInc ( s ) + VRe f ( s )

(A.5)

Z L (s) =
Where

I L (s) =

1
(VInc ( s ) − VRe f ( s ) )
Z0

(A.6)

Where VInc ( s ) = Incident voltage wave or, VRe f ( s ) = Reflected voltage wave, Z 0 is

the characteristic impedance of transmission line. From equations (A.4), (A.5) and
(A.6)
⎛ Z − Z0 ⎞
⎟⎟
VRe f ( s ) = VInc ( s )⎜⎜ L
⎝ Z L + Z0 ⎠

(A.7)
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For a step source of V0/2 (the generator impedance and the transmission line
impedance form a divide by 2 voltage divider), the reflected voltage waveform at load
end is
VRe f ( s ) =

V0 ⎛ Z L − Z 0 ⎞
⎜
⎟
2 s ⎜⎝ Z L + Z 0 ⎟⎠

(A.8)

At the TDR generator end (node A), the transformed voltage at generator end is the
sum of initial step voltage and the time-delayed reflected voltage after a round trip
delay:
2 ls

VTDR ( s ) = VRe f ( s )e v +

1
V0
2s

(A.9)

In the time domain:
VTDR (t ) = VRe f (t − TD )U (t − TD ) +

V0
U (t )
2

(A.10)

Or
⎡VStep ⎛ Z − Z ⎞ 2vls ⎤
0
⎜⎜ L
⎟⎟e p ⎥ + VStepU (t )
VTDR (t ) = L ⎢
⎢⎣ s ⎝ Z L + Z 0 ⎠ ⎥⎦
−1

With VStep =

⎛0
V0
, U (t ) = ⎜⎜
2
⎝1

t<0
t >0

(A.11)

Hence by studying the waveform of equation (A.11), we could in principle be able to
determine the equivalent circuit of the load connected at the transmission line end of a
TDR system. Although we could in theory estimate the values of circuit parameters of
the unknown load by examining the characteristics and shape of the reflection, this
direct method is not desirable as the exact waveform of the reflection depends upon
the bandwidth and sampling rate of the oscilloscope chosen. An indirect method of
determining inductance and capacitance of reactive load using time domain extraction
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method is discussed in later section.

A.3. TDR Voltage Response of Complex Load

Reactive components can also be measured using TDR. Figure A.2 shows the
simulated TDR waveforms for an ideal 2pF capacitor. Recall that the fast step rise
time contains the high frequencies, while the flat top of the step contains the low
frequency components.
1.5
Reflection Coefficient

Open Circuit
1
Ideal Capacitor

0.5

1 − 2e

0
-0.5

−

1
( t −TD )
Z 0C

ZL

C

-1
-1.5
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8
Time(ns)

1

1.2

Figure A.2 Simulated TDR response of Ideal 2pF capacitor

The capacitor's impedance, Z L =

1
, initially appears as a short circuit to the fast
jωC

rising edge of the TDR step pulse. Thus, we initially see ρ of -1. Later in time, the
capacitor appears as an open circuit to the flat top portion of the step pulse, i.e., the
low frequency and DC portion. Therefore, the final TDR value is ρ of 1. The
waveform connecting these two end points is an exponential. An inductor performs
exactly opposite.
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For capacitive load of capacitance C, Z L =

1
, Put it into the expression in Equation
sC

(A.10) and work out the Laplace transform we can get the TDR voltage response of a
ideal capacitor as the load:
⎡
⎢VStep
VTDR (t ) = L−1 ⎢
⎢ s
⎣⎢

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1
⎞ ⎤
− Z 0 ⎟ 2ls ⎥
sC
⎟e v p ⎥ + VStepU (t )
1
+ Z 0 ⎟⎟ ⎥
sC
⎠ ⎦⎥

1
−
( t −TD ) ⎤
⎡
Z 0C
⇒ VTDR (t ) = VStep ⎢1 − 2e
⎥U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(A.12)

The analysis for different case of complex loads is similar to the previous cases.
Shown below are the results.

z

Series R-C Load: Z L = RS + 1 / sC
1
−
( t − 2TD ) ⎤
⎡
2Z 0
VTDR (t ) = VStep ⎢1 −
e ( RS + Z 0 ) C
⎥U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
⎢⎣ RS + Z 0
⎥⎦

z

Shunt R-C Load : Z L =

RP
1 + sC ⋅ RP

( R +Z )
− P 0 ( t − 2TD ) ⎤
⎡R −Z
2 RP
0
VTDR (t ) = VStep ⎢ P
−
e RP Z 0C
⎥U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
⎢⎣ RP + Z 0 ( RP + Z 0 )
⎥⎦

z

Shunt R-L Load: Z L =

(A.15)

sRP L
1 + sL ⋅ RP

RS Z 0
−
( t − 2TD ) ⎤
⎡
2Z 0
( RS + Z 0 ) L
VTDR (t ) = VStep ⎢− 1 +
e
⎥U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
RS + Z 0
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

z

(A.14)

Series R-L Load: Z L = RS + sL
( R +Z )
− S 0 ( t − 2TD ) ⎤
⎡ RS − Z 0
2Z 0
VTDR (t ) = VStep ⎢
+
e L
⎥U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
R
+
Z
R
+
Z
S
0
0
⎣ S
⎦

z

(A.13)

Series R-L-C Load: Z L = RS + sL +

1
sC

(A.16)
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⎡
⎛
L ⎞⎤
⎜ ( RS + Z 0 ) + ( RS + Z 0 ) 2 − 4 ⋅ ⎟ ⎥
⎢
C ⎟⎥
⎢1 + A ⋅ exp⎜ −
⎜
⎟⎥
⎢
2L
⎜
⎟⎥
⎢
⎝
⎠⎥
⎢
VTDR (t ) = VStep
⋅U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
⎢
⎛
L⎞ ⎥
2
⎜ ( RS + Z 0 ) − ( R S + Z 0 ) − 4 ⋅ ⎟ ⎥
⎢
C⎟ ⎥
⎢+ B ⋅ exp⎜ −
⎜
⎟ ⎥
⎢
2L
⎜
⎟ ⎥
⎢
⎝
⎠ ⎦
⎣
(A.17a)
Where

A = 2Z 0 ⋅

B = 2Z 0 ⋅

z

( RS + Z 0 ) − ( RS + Z 0 ) 2 −

4L
C

⎡
⎛
4L ⎞ 4L ⎤
2
⎟− ⎥
⎢( RS + Z 0 )⎜⎜ ( RS + Z 0 ) − ( RS + Z 0 ) −
C ⎟⎠ C ⎦⎥
⎝
⎣⎢
( RS + Z 0 ) + ( RS + Z 0 ) 2 −

4L
C

⎡
⎛
4L ⎞ 4L ⎤
2
⎟− ⎥
⎢( RS + Z 0 )⎜⎜ ( RS + Z 0 ) + ( RS + Z 0 ) −
C ⎟⎠ C ⎥⎦
⎢⎣
⎝
1
Series/Shunt R-C Load: Z L = RS + RP //
sC

(A.17b)

(A.17c)

( R +R +Z )
− P S 0 ( t − 2TD ) ⎤
⎡R + R −Z
2 RP Z 0
0
S
VTDR (t ) = VStep ⎢ P
−
e RPC ( RS + Z 0 )
⎥U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
⎢⎣ RP + RS + Z 0 ( RS + Z 0 )( RP + RS + Z 0 )
⎥⎦

(A.18)
The functions of equations (A.13), (A.14), (A.18) are plotted in Figure A.3(a) to
Figure A.3(c) for fictitious RS = 20Ω, RP = 300Ω, C = 2 pF .
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Figure A.3(a) Series R-C load TDR response(b) Shunt R-C load TDR response (c) Series/Shunt
R-C load TDR response
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A.4. Measurement Factors

While the fundamental concepts behind TDR are relatively simple and modern
instruments take care of most of the math, to properly characterize and interpret TDR
response characteristics as related to the DUT (device under test), the real-life factors
that affect TDR resolution in the laboratory must be understood.

In general modern instruments make it relatively easy to make impedance
measurements near the reference impedance (usually 50 Ω ) with about 2% accuracy
( ± 1Ω ). Achieving higher accuracy or making measurement farther from the reference
impedance requires more care. Insufficient resolution will produce misleading results
that can miss details of impedance and velocity profiles. This is common when items
to be measured are very closely spaced or when the impedance discontinuities are
electrically very short. The following list covers a few key considers in making
accurate and repeatable impedance measurements.

A.4.1. System Rise Time

The TDR and TDT waveforms shown previously were all for the ideal case when the
test pulse was a zero rise time step function. In the real world, the finite rise time of
both the pulse generator and the oscilloscope will distort these waveforms and limit
the resolution. The rise time determines the smallest impedance discontinuity that the
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TDR instrument can measure. If a discontinuity is small respect to the system rise
time, the reflection will not accurately represent the impedance of the discontinuity. In
extreme cases, the discontinuity may effectively disappear.

The general rule of thumb is that the reflection from two narrowly spaced
discontinuities will be indistinguishable if they are separated by less than half the rise
time. Subsequently, the TDR can only accurately resolve structures that are
electrically long compared to the rise time. System Rise time ( Trise ) is characterized
by the fall or rise time of the reflected edge from an ideal short or open at the probe
tip.

TDRRe solution ≥

Trise
2

(A.19)

System rise time is the combined rise time of the pulse generator, the oscilloscope and
the interconnect between the TDR and DUT.

Trise =

(T

r , stepgen

) + (T
2

r , Oscilloscope

) + (T
2

r , Interconnect

)

2

(A.20)

For "Large" inductors or capacitors, their time constants will be much greater than the
system rise time. In these cases the TDT and TDR displays will appear to be the same
as those shown previously for the ideal zero rise time case. For "Tiny" inductors or
capacitors with time constants much less than the system rise time, they will not
produce visible reflections on TDR displays and thus cannot be measured.

For "Small" inductors or capacitors that have time constants of the same order of
magnitude as the system rise time, useful measurements can still be made. The
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waveforms will, however, be considerably different from the ideal cases previously
shown in Figure A.3. Their peaks will never reach ρ of +1 or -1.Here we simulate
the TDR reflected voltage of 10pF capacitor under 50ps, 100ps, 150ps rise time 1V
magnitude incident step signal as shown Figure A.4. Compared to the ideal step signal,
the rise time will modify the shape of initial reflection of capacitor. At the time
incident step signal arrives at the capacitor, the capacitor will behave like a short
circuit and reflect the incident signal. This initial reflection of a short behavior of the
capacitor is actually an imaging process. It reflects the entire feature in the incident
signal including the rising part and shows itself as a falling part in the response of
capacitor. Then with time going on, the capacitor will charge up and reflection
voltage will increase exponentially. Due to the rise time of the incident signal, the
charging process of the capacitor will be overwhelmed by the falling part. At certain
time, the charge process will take it over and it is where the minimum reflection
happens.
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Figure A.4 TDR response of capacitor with different rise of incident step voltage
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A.4.2. Reference Impedance

All TDR measurements are relative-they compare unknown impedance to known
impedance. The accuracy of the results depends directly on the accuracy of the
reference impedance. Any error in the reference impedance translates to error in the
measured impedance. Thus, high-quality reference impedance is required for
high-quality measurements.

A.4.3. System Noise

System noise can reduce the accuracy and repeatability of the measurements.
Fortunately, modern instruments usually provide convenient on-board signal
averaging that can significantly reduce noise and improve the repeatability of the
measurements. Also, remember that signal averaging takes time. The rate at which the
instrument can acquire waveform and perform averaging can have a significant
measurement throughput. A slow acquisition rate is particularly detrimental to
averaging since many waveforms must be required.

A.4.4. Cable/probe/connector Losses

The cable that connects the TDR unit to the DUT not only degrades the system rise
time, but can cause other aberrations in the system response that add to measurement
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error. Always use the shortest high quality cable possible to connect to the test
structure. Cables and connectors between the step source, the DUT, and the
oscilloscope can significantly affect measurement results. Impedance mismatches and
imperfect connectors add reflections to the actual signal being measured. These can
distort the signal and make it difficult to determine which reflections are from the
DUT and which are from other sources.

Figure A.5 cables and probe effect on TDR measurements

In addition, cables are imperfect conductors that become more imperfect as frequency
increases. Cable losses, which increase at higher frequencies, increase the rise time of
edges and cause the edges to droop as they approach their final value. Figure A.5
illustrates how cables and connectors affect TDR measurements. The upper waveform
is the reflection of a step directly output from TDR without any cables and
connections. As it is illustrated, cable loss yields the rounded transition of the step and
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increase the rise time significantly. Calibration through normalization can correct the
measured data, resulting in the better result.
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Appendix B
Derivation of TDR Capacitance

In Appendix A, we describe the principle this new TDR C-V measurement technique
in a physical explanation. Moreover, the extraction procedure can also be proved by
the basic electromagnetic theory and derivation. In section we will further confirm the
result by theoretical deviation.

From Appendix A. Equation (A.11), we know that in time domain:
⎡VStep ⎛ Z − Z ⎞ 2vls ⎤
0
⎜⎜ L
⎟⎟e p ⎥ + VStepU (t )
VTDR (t ) = L ⎢
⎢⎣ s ⎝ Z L + Z 0 ⎠ ⎥⎦
−1

With VStep =

⎛0
V0
, U (t ) = ⎜⎜
2
⎝1

t<0
t >0

(B.1)

Hence by studying the waveform of equation (B.1), we could in theory be able to
estimate the values of circuit parameters of the unknown load by examining the
characteristics and shape of the reflection. However, this direct method is not
desirable as the exact waveform of the reflection depends upon the bandwidth and
sampling rate of the oscilloscope chosen. An indirect method of determining
inductance and capacitance of reactive load using time domain extraction method is
suggested here.

Although the MOS capacitor is modeled as a three-element circuit model, we will
start from the simplest case which is only a single ideal capacitor to illustrate the
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mathematical derivation.

B.1. Ideal Capacitor Load

For an ideal capacitive load C, the impedance is Z L =

1
. Performing integration on
sC

both sides of equation (A.12) (Appendix A) with respect to time from zero to infinity:

∫

∞

∫

∞

0

0

1
−
( t − 2TD ) ⎞
⎛
Z 0C
⎜
⎟dt + ∞ V dt
VTDR (t )dt = ∫ VStep − 2VStep e
∫0 Step
2TD ⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠

∞

∞

∞

0

0

VTDR (t )dt = −2VStep Z 0 C + ∫ VStepU (t − 2TD )dt + ∫ VStep dt

Solve for the capacitance C ,
C=

1
2 Z 0VStep

∫ {V [(U (t ) + U (t − 2T ))] − V
∞

Step

0

D

TDR

(t )}dt

(B.2)

In the discussion of appendix A.1, we mentioned that the detected voltage is the
superposition of the incident voltage waveform and the reflected voltage waveform
delayed by the round trip travel time 2 × TD . Open circuit load will result in the
incident voltage fully reflected and mathematically it can be expressed as:

VOpen (t ) = VStep [(U (t ) + U (t − 2TD ) )]

(B.3a)

Finally we get
C=

1
2 Z 0VStep

∫ (V
∞

0

Open

(t ) − VTDR (t ) )dt

(B.3b)

Here VOpen (t ) is the reflected voltage when the load is replaced by an open circuit.
Equation (B.3b) serves as the basis for measuring capacitance of a capacitive load at
the end of the transmission line in time domain.
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B.2. Series R-C load

For series R-C load of capacitance C and series resistor RS , Z L = RS + 1 / sC . Perform
the integration on Equation (A.13) we get

∫

∞

0

1
( t − 2TD ) ⎤
−
⎡
∞
2Z 0
e ( RS + Z 0 ) C
⎢VStep − VStep
⎥dt + ∫ VStep dt
2TD
0
RS + Z 0
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

VTDR (t )dt = ∫

∞

(B.4 a)

Solving equation (B.2a) for C:

∫

∞

0

VTDR (t )dt = −2VStep Z 0 C + ∫ VStep [U (t ) + U (t − 2TD )]dt

C=

∞

0

1
2 Z 0VStep

∫ [V
∞

0

Open

]

(t ) − VTDR (t ) dt

(B.4 b)

Equation (B.4b) suggests that although the series resistor RS changes the time
domain behavior, it will not affect the expression of capacitance extraction. Physically
it can be understood by realizing that while the RS slows down the charging process,
the capacitor will still be fully charged eventually. As we integrate all the enclosed
area, all stored charges are accounted for. This characteristic is a major advantage of
the TDR method for capacitance extraction.

B.3. Shunt R-C load
For a shunt R-C load with capacitance C and shunt resistor RP , Z L =

RP
.
1 + sC ⋅ RP

From equation (A.14), as the capacitor finishes the charging, the steady state voltage
will be less than the steady state value of the open circuit due to leakage current:
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RP − Z 0
⋅ VStepU (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t )
RP + Z 0

VTDR (t = ∞) =

(B.5a)

Perform the integral of Equation (A.14), solve the capacitor as:

∫

∞

0

( R +Z )
− P 0 ( t − 2TD ) ⎞
⎛
RP − Z 0
2 RP
⎜
⎟dt + ∞ V dt
VTDR (t )dt = ∫ VStep ⋅
−
⋅ VStep ⋅ e RP Z 0C
∫0 Step
2TD ⎜
⎟
RP + Z 0 ( RP + Z 0 )
⎝
⎠

∞

(B.5b)

∫

∞

0

VTDR (t )dt = 2VStep

∞⎛
⎞
RP2 Z 0 C
R − Z0
+ ∫ ⎜⎜VStep ⋅ P
U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t ) ⎟⎟dt
2
0
RP + Z 0
( RP + Z 0 )
⎝
⎠

1
C=
2 Z 0VStep

⎛ RP + Z 0 ⎞
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
⎝ RP ⎠

2

1
2 Z 0VStep

⎛ RP + Z 0 ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ RP ⎠

2

C=

∫

∞

∫

∞

0

0

⎧⎪
⎫⎪
⎡⎛ RP − Z 0 ⎞
⎤
⎟⎟U (t − 2TD ) + U (t )⎥ − VTDR (t )⎬dt
⎨VStep ⎢⎜⎜
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
⎣⎝ RP + Z 0 ⎠
⎦
⎧⎛ RP − Z 0 ⎞
⎫
⎟⎟VOpen (t ) − VTDR (t )⎬dt
⎨⎜⎜
⎩⎝ RP + Z 0 ⎠
⎭

(B.5c)

B.4. Series/Shunt R-C model

As mentioned earlier, the equivalent circuit of ultra thin MOS capacitor is a
three-element model with both series resistance RS and shunt resistance RP . In this
case we have Z L = RS + RP //

1
. With the knowledge of previous example of
sC

capacitance extraction, we can handle this case easily. Perform the integral from time
zero to infinity on both sides of equation (A.18) we get:

∫

∞

∫

∞

0

0

( R +R +Z )
− P S 0 ( t − 2TD ) ⎤
⎡R + R − Z
∞
2 RP Z 0
0
P
S
−
VTDR (t )dt = ∫ VStep ⎢
e RPC ( RS + Z 0 )
⎥dt + ∫ VStep dt
2TD
0
⎣⎢ RP + RS + Z 0 ( RS + Z 0 )( RP + RS + Z 0 )
⎦⎥
∇

VTDR (t )dt = 2VStep

∞⎛
⎞
RP2 Z 0 C
R + RS − Z 0
+ ∫ ⎜⎜VStep ⋅ P
U (t − 2TD ) + VStepU (t ) ⎟⎟dt
2
0
R P + RS + Z 0
( R P + RS + Z 0 )
⎝
⎠
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1
C=
2 Z 0VStep

⎛ R P + RS + Z 0 ⎞
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
RP
⎠
⎝

2

1
C=
2 Z 0VStep

⎛ R P + RS + Z 0 ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
RP
⎝
⎠

2

∫

∞

∫

∞

0

0

⎧⎪
⎫⎪
⎡⎛ RP + RS − Z 0 ⎞
⎤
⎟⎟U (t − 2TD ) + U (t )⎥ − VTDR (t )⎬dt
⎨VStep ⎢⎜⎜
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
⎣⎝ RP + RS + Z 0 ⎠
⎦

⎧⎛ RP + RS − Z 0 ⎞
⎫
⎟⎟VOpen (t ) − VTDR (t )⎬dt
⎨⎜⎜
⎩⎝ RP + RS + Z 0 ⎠
⎭

(B.6)

From circuit point of view, all the previous three cases of load is simply the
three-element model under specific condition. For example, series R-C model is
simply taken RP = ∞ and shunt R-C model is just RS = 0 . So the final expression of
MOS capacitor extraction will be reshaped as:

C=

⎤
∞ ⎡⎛ R − Z ⎞
1
0
⎟⎟VOpen (t ) − VDUT (t )⎥ dt
M ∫ ⎢⎜⎜ 0
0
2 Z 0Vstep
⎣⎝ R0 + Z 0 ⎠
⎦

where R0 = RP + RS , M =

(R0 + Z 0 )2
RP2

(B.7)
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Appendix C
Derivation of Tunneling Front Model

C.1. Physical Model

We use n-channel MOS capacitor under strong inversion to discuss the our new
derived tunneling front model. The high field results in a large density of electrons
(1013cm-2) which are confined to a narrow layer at the Si-SiO2 interface (2-D electron
gas). The strong confinement further quantizes the energy levels leading to the
formation of sub-bands. Within a semi-classical picture, the electrons residing in the
discrete localized states of inversion layer of a MOS structure, bounces back and forth
in the confining potential well and can escape by tunneling to the traps in the oxide
through the thin dielectric barrier.

Figure C.1 Energy diagram of n-channel MOS capacitor at inversion. Electrons at inversion have
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certain probability to tunnel into the traps located in the oxide.

C.2. Tunneling Probability for Single Dielectrics

The electrical field ξ in the oxide is related to the charge induced across the
capacitor by the field over the permittivity according to Gauss’ law:

ξ=

1

ε OX

∫

V

VFB

(C.1)

CdV

The tunneling transmission probability of an electron in the substrate with energy E
to the trap states located at distance z in oxide under the electrical field ξ is

T ( E , z , ξ ) . It can be calculated using the appropriate wavevector k ( E , x, ξ ) from
WKB approximation:

{

z

}

T ( E , z , ξ ) = exp −2 ∫ k ( E , x, ξ ) dx
0

(C.2)

and k ( E , x, ξ ) is given by the energy E of the tunneling electrons and the barrier
height EOX ( x) at specific distance.
k ( E , x, ξ ) = −

2m
[ E − EOX ( x)]
h2

(C.3)

where EOX ( x) is related to the barrier height at the Si/SiO2 interface Φ B by

EOX ( x) = Φ B − qξ x

(C.4)

If we assume E < Φ B − qξ x (direct tunneling), from equations (C.2), (C.3) and (C.4),
the tunneling probability T ( E , z , ξ ) becomes
z
2m
⎪⎧
⎪⎫
T ( E , z , ξ ) = exp ⎨−2 ∫ − 2OX [ E − EOX ( x) ]dx ⎬
0
h
⎩⎪
⎭⎪
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⎧⎪
⎫⎪
z
2m
= exp ⎨−2 ∫ − 2OX [ E − Φ B + qξ x ]dx ⎬
h
⎪⎩ 0
⎪⎭
After the integral, we can get

⎡ 4 2mOX
T ( E , z , ξ ) = exp ⎢ −
⎣⎢ 3hqξ

{( Φ

B

− E)

3/ 2

⎤
− (Φ B − E − qξ z )3/ 2 ⎥
⎦⎥

}

(C.5)

Equation (C.5) is the tunneling probability of a single electron in the Si substrate with
energy E above the conduction band edge to an empty energy state located at
distance z inside the oxide under the electric field ξ .

C.3. Tunneling Probability for Dual Layer Dielectrics

Electrons first tunnel from the Fermi level EF in the Si substrate through the
interfacial SiO2 layer and the high-k layer to traps located at an energy level ETrap as
shown. The voltage drop across the dielectric stack is divided between the two layers
determined by the ratio of their equivalent oxide thickness (EOT). We can write:

ε OX t HK ( EOT ) High − K
=
ε HK tOX
( EOT )SiO
2

and
−1

−1

VOX

⎛ε t
⎞
⎛ε t
⎞
= V ⎜ OX HK + 1⎟ = ⎜ OX HK + 1⎟
⎝ ε HK tOX
⎠
⎝ ε HK tOX
⎠

VHK

⎛ε t
⎞
⎛ε t
⎞
= V ⎜ HK OX + 1⎟ = ⎜ HK OX + 1⎟
⎝ ε OX t HK
⎠
⎝ ε OX t HK
⎠

−1

(VG − VFB )
−1

V is the applied voltage, i.e. V = VG − VFB .

(VG − VFB )

(C.6)
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Figure C.2 Energy band diagram of dual layer with SiO2/HfO2 as gate dielectrics. Electrons at
inversion can tunnel into the traps located in the bulk of high K layer.

Depending on the value of V, the tunneling mechanism can be either direct (DT) or
Fowler-Nordheim (FN), or a combination of both. For substrate injection, there are
four distinct tunneling regimes defined by the applied voltages.
a) Direct tunneling in both oxide and high-k dielectric layer

Φ1 − E > qVOX and Φ 2 − E > qVHK + qVOX

(C.7)

b) Direct tunneling in the oxide and FN tunneling in high-k layer

Φ1 − E > qVOX and qVOX < Φ 2 − E < qVHK + qVOX

(C.8)

c) Direct tunneling in the oxide and conduction in high-k layer

Φ1 − E > qVOX and

Φ 2 − E < qVOX

d) FN tunneling in oxide layer, Φ1 − E < qVOX

(C.9)
(C.10)

Cases (c) and (d) will not be considered in this work.

For cases (a) and (b) we can write the expression of the transmission probabilities for
a single electron tunneling into an empty trap state located in the high-k layer as a
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function of incident energy, distance and electrical field:
For z > tOX

⎡ 4t
2mHK
V
V
THK ( E , z , HK ) = T ( E , tOX , OX ) exp ⎢ − HK
tHK
tOX
3hqVHK
⎢
⎣

3/ 2
⎧⎪
⎡
⎤ ⎫⎪⎤
VHK
3/ 2
( z − tOX ) ⎥ ⎬⎥
⎨( Φ 2 − E ) − ⎢Φ 2 − qVOX − E − q
t
HK
⎣
⎦ ⎭⎪⎥⎦
⎪⎩

(C.11)
where T ( E , tOX ,

VOX
) is the probability of tunneling through the SiO2 layer that is
tOX

given in equation (C.5).

C.4. Tunneling Current Density

When the final state is always available to receive electrons (ignoring final state
effect), the tunneling current from the inversion layer can be calculated as the number
of electrons in the inversion layer divided by the average time an electron spends in
the inversion layer (lifetime t ( Eij ) ). The inverse lifetime is given by the impact
frequency with which a particle localized in the well hits the permeable wall
multiplied by the probability T ( E , z , ξ ) to escape the well (tunneling):
1
= f ( Eij ) ⋅ T ( Eij , z , ξ )
t ( Eij )

(C.12)

Thus the current density is given by:
J ( E , z, ξ ) = q∑
i, j

N ij
t ( Eij )

where the sum runs over each energy valley (i) and subband (j).

(C.13)
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Since the contribution of electrons at high energy level to the total tunneling current is
very small compared to the lowest energy level E0 (~0.2eV above EC due to strong
confinement, we can neglect the escape time t ( Eij ) variance with energy level and
replace it with the life time at energy level E0 , so that
J ( E , z , ξ ) = qN e f ( E ) ⋅ T ( E , z, ξ )
with N e = ∑ N ij

(C.14)

i, j

For the lowest energy level, the impact frequency f ( E ) can be estimated as

f (E) =

E0
~ 1014 s −1
h

(C.15)

Note that equation (C.15) did not come from the E=hv formula for photons. It
happens to look that way because the rest of the factors combined to have a numerical
value of roughly 1.

When there is no guarantee that a final state exist for every electron attempting to
tunnel, the tunneling current must reduce. Realizing that only when a suitable empty
final state exist can an electron tunnel, the tunneling current can be obtained by
replacing the density of electrons to the density of available final states:
J T ( z , ξ ) = q ⋅ N trap ( z , ETrap ) ⋅ {1 − ρ ( z , E )} ⋅ f ( E ) ⋅ T ( E , z , ξ )

(C.16)

where ρ ( z, E ) is the occupancy fraction.

Conceptually, equation (C.16) may seem strange. It says that tunneling current is
independent of available electrons as long as its density is larger than the final state
density. For example, if there are 10 empty final states, they will be filled at the same
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rate whether the available electron for tunneling is 20, 50 or 200. This may seem
counter intuitive until one realizes that tunneling requires the energy of the initial and
final state to match. By exclusion principle, there can only be one electron in the
initial state that matches the final state. All the rest of the excess electrons cannot be
classified as “available for tunneling”.

A further issue to consider is the localized nature of the defect states. Some
researchers introduce a capture cross section to account for this highly localized
nature of the final state. The idea is appealing. Since the energy states at the receiving
electrode are delocalized (assuming the crystal size is comparable to the electrode
size), the probability of an electron to find it is much higher than the highly localized
defect state. On the other hand, the electrons in the inversion layer occupy delocalized
state and each electron is everywhere across the surface. Thus it has no problem
interacting with a defect state that is highly localized. Thus adding a cross section
term in the tunneling current equation is really inappropriate.

C.5. Tunneling Front Model (Field Free Case)

Tunneling front model was first proposed by Manzini et.al to explain the tunneling
discharge of holes trapped in thin oxide by avalanche injection. [Manzini et al.
INFOS 83]. It was found that the time dependence of the flatband voltage shifts after
avalanche injection of holes could be modeled by the motion of a tunneling front
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moving through the oxide with distance/time dependence.
Consider the problem of an electron with energy E impinging upon a fixed barrier
height Φ B (without any electrical field). Assume E < Φ B , the tunneling probability
will exponentially decay with the distance into the classical forbidden region as:
T ( E , z , ξ ) = exp ( −2kx )

(C.17)

where k is the wavevector of tunneling electron in the classical forbidden region,
which is related to the barrier height facing the tunneling electron.
k=

2mOX
ΦB
h2

(C.18)

For typical situation with E < Φ B , the tunneling probability decays steeply as a
function of distance into the oxide. Coupled with the effect on occupancy, it is not
hard to see that at any given time the distribution of tunneling rate into a uniformly
distributed trap density would sharply peak at a certain distance - Traps that are at
shorter distance are mostly filled and the traps that are further away have very low
tunneling probability. A sharp boundary of occupied and unoccupied trap state thus
exists and this boundary move further into the oxide logarithmically with time:
zm (t ) =

1 ⎛ t ⎞
ln ⎜ ⎟
2k ⎝ τ 0 ⎠

(C.19)

This is the tunneling front model. All the terms in the equation are known except τ 0
and that is the key parameter that determines how deep the tunneling front reaches at
any given time.
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C.6. Tunneling Front Model with Electrical Field

Before we turn our attention to the assessment of τ 0 , we need to address the presence
of an applied field because almost all the experiment involves a high electric field.
Using a trapezoidal approximation for the tunneling barrier (neglecting the image
potential and space charge effects due to the trapped electrons), Oldham et al. finds
that a modified wavevector is all that is required [Oldham et al. IEEE Tran. Nuclear

Science, 33, 1986]
k (ξ ) = k0 1 −

qξ z0
ΦB

(C.20)

where ξ is the electrical field in the oxide.

For electron traps within 3 to 4 nm from the Si/SiO2 interface, which is the
approximate range sampled by many charge pumping study, equation (C.20) predicts
a decrease in k of ~25 percent between zero field and an oxide field 4MV/cm.

Oldham et al.’s simple approach ignored the fact that with the existence of electrical
field, the tunneling probability is no longer a pure exponential decay with the distance
(see equation (C.5)). To accurately assess zm (t ) , we must start with equation (C.5) and
the result is:
For z < tOX

Φ −E 1
zm (t ) = B
−
qξ
qξ

⎡ 3hqξ
⎛ t ⎞
3/ 2 ⎤
ln ⎜ ⎟ + ( Φ B − E ) ⎥
⎢
⎣⎢ 4 2mOX ⎝ τ 0 ⎠
⎦⎥

2/3

(C.21)
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For z > tOX (dual layer stack)

zm (t ) = tOX +

t HK
qVHK

⎧
⎡
⎛
⎛
VOX
⎪
⎢
⎜ t × T ⎜ E , tOX ,
tOX
⎪
h
qV
3
3/
2
⎝
⎢
HK
ln ⎜
⎨Φ 2 − qVOX − E − ⎢( Φ 2 − E ) +
⎜
τ0
4t HK 2mHK
⎪
⎢
⎜⎜
⎪
⎢⎣
⎝
⎩

⎞ ⎞⎤
⎟ ⎟⎥
⎠ ⎟⎥
⎟⎥
⎟⎟ ⎥
⎠ ⎥⎦

2/3

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎭

(C.22)
Again, all the terms are known except τ 0 .
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